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KEYS TOKERA 
SERVICE-LEARNING 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
Thursday, October 27, 1994 
(Dinner will be served from 5:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. in the Julia Belle Ballroom.) 
Introduction and Overview of Service-Learning 
7:00 - 7:15 p.m. 
7: 15 - 7:30 p.m. 
7:30 - 8:00 p.m. 
8:00 - 8:30 p.m. 
8:30 - 9:00 p .m. 
Welcome and Introduction 
- Wendell Cave 
- Gary Cox, Executive Director 
Council on Higher Education 
Goldenrod Room 
Mission, Expectation, Overview 
- Michael Morgan, Master of Ceremonies 
Murray State University 
Video: "Today's Heroes" 
- Michael Morgan 
Murray State University 
Service-Learning on a National Level 
- David Crowley 
Kentucky Community Service Commission 
Why Service-Learning? 
- David Sawyer 
Berea College 
ii 
FACUL TY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
Friday, October 28, 1994 
(A Continental Breakfast will be provided from 7:30 - 8:30 a.m. in the rear of the 
Goldenrod Room.) 
Instruction 
8:30 - 9:00 a.m. 	 Instruction Session I 

Principles of Good Practice 

- David Crowley 
Kentucky Community Service Commission 
Goldenrod Room 
9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Instruction Concurrent Session I 
A. 	 Service-Learning and KERA 
- Wendell Cave and Billie Hardin 
Council on Higher Education 
Appalachian Room 
B. 	 Service-Learning Preparation. Monitoring 
and Assessment 
- Louise Stone 
University of Kentucky 
Iroquois Room 
C. 	 Service-Learning Course Syllabuses 
- Michael Morgan 
Murray State University 
Hearl Land Room 
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FACUL TY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 

Friday, October 28, 1994, continued 
9:30-10:00 a.m. Instruction Concurrent Session II 
A. 	 Service-Learning and KERA 
- Wendell Cave and Billie Hardin 
Council on Higher Education 
Iroquois Room 
B. 	 Service-Learning Preparation, Monitoring 
and Assessment 
- Louise Stone 
University of Kentucky 
Hearl Land Room 
C. 	 Service-Learning Course Syllabuses 
- Michael Morgan 
Murray State University 
Appalachian Room 
10:00 - 10:30 a.m. Instruction Concurrent Session III 
A. 	 Service-Learning and KERA 
- Wendell Cave and Billie Hardin 
Council on Higher Education 
Hearl Land Room 
B. 	 Service-Learning Assessment Strategies 
- Louise Stone 
University of Kentucky 
Appalachian Room 
C. 	 Service-Learning Course Syllabuses 
- Michael Morgan 
Murray State University 
Iroquois Room 
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. Break 
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FACUL TY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
Friday, October 28, 1994, continued 
Involvement 
10:45 - 1,1:45 a.m. 
Presentations 
11 :45 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 
Implementation 
1:00 - 1:30 p.m. 
1 :30 - 2:15 p.m. 
2:15 - 3:00 p.m. 
Evaluation 
3:00 - 3:30 p.m. 
Involvement 
- David Sawyer 
Berea College 
Goldenrod Room 
Lunch and Student Speakers 
Introduction of Speakers 
- David Sawyer 
Berea College 
Julia Belle Room 
Speakers: Robin Brookshire - Transylvania 
Natalie Schol - Berea College 
Damon Gue - Americorps 
Alexander Clay - Jefferson 
Community College 
Goals and Expectations 
- Wendell Cave 
Council on Higher Education 
Goldenrod Room 
Individual/Institutional Planning Time 
Small Group Sharing 
Faciliated by Conference Presenters 
Evaluation and Closing Remarks 
- Wendell Cave and Billie Hardin 
Council on Higher Education 
Goldenrod Room 
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Introduction and Overview 
Michael Morgan, Murray State University 
The mission of this workshop is to prepare, train and empower university faculty members 
to integrate service-learning into existing courses; and to replicate site-based service­
learning training sessions for colleagues. To accomplish this mission, participants will be 
introduced to service and experiential learning principles and practices, methods to assist 
faculty with the integration of the principles and practices into course content and/or 
department curriculum. Finally, participants will be prepared to lead their institutions in 
the formulation of a campus service-learning plan which focuses on assisting local public 
schools with KERA implementation. 
One resource we will refer to throughout this workshop is Campus Compact's, 
Rethinking Tradition: Integrating Service with Academic Study on Col/ege 
Campuses, edited by Tamar Y. Kupiec. Additional copies of the manual may be 
purchased from Campus Compact, Box 1975, Brown University, Providence, Rhode 
Island 02912,401-863-1119. Also provided in your manual is a copy of "Legal Issues 
for Service-Learning Programs," published by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center 
and "The Principles of Good Practice for Combining Service and Learning," 
published by the Johnson Foundation. 
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Service-Learning on a National Level 
David Crowley, Kentucky Community Service Commission 
For the past ten years, there has been a growing service-learning movement in American 
higher education. In the 1980's, two national organizations were formed to promote 
collegiate service: the Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL), which works 
directly with college students engaged in service, and Campus Compact, a national 
association of college presidents committed to service-learning. 
Federal funding for service-learning was initially provided by the National and Community 
Service Act of 1990, which included approximately $1 °million annually for higher 
education programming. 
More recently, the National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993 has taken federal 
funding for service-learning to an even higher level. This Act is a major initiative of the 
Clinton Administration which received a $380 million appropriation in Fiscal Year 1994, 
and funding will increase substantially in Fiscal Year 1995. The centerpiece of this Act 
is AmeriCorps, the program whereby individuals can earn an educational award in 
exchange for an intensive year of service. Over 20,000 AmeriCorps Members have 
already begun to serve through this program. 
In January of 1994, Governor Jones created the Kentucky Community Service 
Commission (KCSC) to oversee the implementation of national service in Kentucky. The 
KCSC is funding six AmeriCorps programs around the state with a total of $1.4 million. 
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Why Service-Learning? 
David Sawyer, Berea College 
We have all gathered here in Louisville for this workshop on a new method of teaching 
and learning, some who are just interested, some already practicing this method of 
teaching, some sent, perhaps by their deans or their presidents, some of us to present. 
We're here, as you know, to consider something called service-learning. That's good. 
Because I believe that service-learning is not only a marvelous tool for educators, but that 
it is absolutely crucial for the development of our students, our communities, and of or 
democracy. Tonight I'm going to talk about why I believe this so strongly. 
Although we are all members of the higher education community in one way or another, 
I also want to speak to you tonight as members of your local towns and cities, as citizens 
from Frankfort, Lou,isville, Murray, or Owensboro, as parents, as sons and daughters of 
aging parents, as people happily or not so happily married, with enough or not enough 
money, with struggles both inside and outside the academy, people worried about tenure 
or perhaps struggling with a great challenge in your life. In short, as Americans, and as 
human beings. 
In my view, we are a nation and world at a pivotal crossroads. Our social and 
environmental problems, as you know, are utterly immense and utterly complex. Today 
1 in 4 American children are growing up in poverty and the figure could be 1 in 2 
Kentucky children before the end of decade. Thirty million Americans will go to bed 
n\hungry tonight. Teen suicide has tripled and teen violence has gone off the charts. 
Racial and hate crimes are escalating. Thirty years after the incredible heroism of the 
civil rights movement the chances of a young black man graduating from college are less 
than his chances of dying a violent death or ending up in prison. I won't even touch on 
the problems of the environment. Something is wrong with this picture. It is with 
complete conviction that I say we are a nation and a world in profound distress. 
From a certain perspective you might say thank god for higher education, that higher 
education is a beacon of hope in the midst of this vast sea of distress, That if it weren't 
for higher education things would be even worse. Yes, from a certain perspective that 
would be true. 
But I have com, regretfully, to another perspective as well. I now believe that higher 
education must also should part of the blame for this state of affairs, that we are failing 
our country and our communities in many ways. Failing to have prevented this kind of 
world in the first place, failing to help solve these problems effectively as they arise, failing 
to prepare young people to function effectively as citizens and problem solvers in this 
crazy world of ours. Higher education is insulated and we have, I believe, lost touch with 
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what is going on in this society. Ira Harkavy at the University of Pennsylvania was right 
when he said that "universities cannot afford to remain shores of affluence, self­
importance, and horticultural beauty at the edge of island seas of squalor, violence, and 
despair. " 
Certainly higher education has never been held in lower esteem than here on the brink 
of the 21 st century by the public, by parents, by employees, by government officials, and 
most sadly, by students. Ernest Boyer said that "universities and colleges will be either 
engaged or judged irrelevant." If you are keeping current with the debate, you know that 
this judgement grows stronger every day. 
This is a strong message I know, and you may not agree with it, but it is not delivered in 
a spirit of condemnation but in a spirit of urgency and with an ardent belief in the 
immense power of higher education to be a much richer and more meaningful experience 
for students, for faculty, for our communities, and for our country. I believe we have great 
power to help solve these problems, to reinvigorate our communities and our country. 
This is, in fact, where service-learning fits in, and why it is so important. Not only does 
it address and help solve problems, but it is a wonderful method of teaching and learning. 
It does not necessarily discard the standard tools of academic assessment-tests, papers, 
journals. What it does is expand upon the category of what we call "class participation" 
in remarkable ways. It sends students out into the I\actual world, not simply as a 
laboratory to be analyzed or observed, but rather as a living community of people and 
problems within which c\students can exercise a variety of actions for the well being of 
others. And then through reading, reflection and discussion we add breadth and depth 
to that experience. "Not I but the city teaches", said Socrates. 
Service without learning is not as rich an experience and does not automatically produce 
the sensitive, educated and empowered citizens our communities are so in need of. This 
is one of the crucial concerns many of us have about national service, and why I believe 
that our role as educators is crucial to the whole national service effort. 
I know all the complaints that faculty have about service-learning. There is a kind of an 
intellectual snobbism that suggests that it just isn't rigorous\s enough. None of the 
research done in the last few years confirms this. When service-learning is done right 
it is more rigorous for the students. The students in my class last January are still 
complaining about the work load. The hardest class I've had at Berea said one. The 
best class I've had in college said most. It is certainly not my genius that made it so. It 
was the involvement and engagement of the students. 
What service-learning does, by exposing students to real people and real problems in the 
world, and by going even further and engaging them in actual service to others, is create 
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a powerful "need to know". A need to know is like having a fertile seed bed into which 
the seeds of the knowledge can be planted. This instead of the rocky and disinterested 
soil educators regularly and rightly complain about. 
Service-learning, when it is done right, does at least four things: 1) it strengthens learning 
within the discipline, 2) it brings energy and excitement to students and into the 
classroom, 3) it serves the community in tangible ways, and last but not least, 4) it 
invigorates faculty. 
The complaint that service-learning is complicated and difficult to do well is a valid one. 
It is more complicated than simply "covering the material", supplemented by lecture and 
discussion. It does require more of a faculty member, and more finally of the student. 
It definitely goes beyond the ritual of memorization and regurgitation that passes for 
education today. Service-learning requires that students think, process, synthesize, worry 
over, digest, and draw conclusions from the educational experience. Yes, it takes 
something to do it, but the effort is well worth it. 
William Butler Yeats said that "Education is not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a 
fire." Here at the dawn of the information age, people have unprecedented access to 
knowledge. What we need to do now is give them the skill and the passion to seek it out 
on their own. Way back in the middle ages when the academy started knowledge itself 
was rare and precious thing. Now what is rare and precious is the student who is 
passionate about knowledge and is motivated to learn. 
I suspect that the real resistance that most faculty seem to have i\to service-learning has 
to do with how we see our roles and how we envision education We are used to being 
the diseminators of knowledge, the bearers of truth. There's a lot of power and personal 
satisfaction in that. And I want to be kind here and say that we all came by this old way 
looking at education honestly. Most of us were taught that way from K-Ph.D. But to do 
service-learning right we must also become facilitators of learning, coaches, partners with 
our students. This can be scary. As one honest faculty member put it after service­
learning was explained, "my god, I'd lose control of the classroom." It doesn't mean 
giving up power but it does mean sharing power, and also sharing responsibility for the 
learning. 
The experience of every faculty member I know of or have heard about is that after some 
initial discomfort they are delighted to share the responsibility for the classroom 
environment and for the learning, are excited by engaged students, and often renewed 
in their won appreciation of their discipline. We must remember that the desire to make 
a contribution, to make the world a better place is not limited to our students but is a drive 
that we have too, though we sometimes try to hide it with our elegant academic cynicism. 
That is, in fact, the drive that brought many of us into education in the first place, made 
education our calling, our vocation, our passion. 
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I know that embracing service-learning or experiential education is controversial, it is 
regarded askance by much of mainstream academic thought. It is also sadly true that 
faculty who go out on the limb of service-learning may be risking \the judgement of 
colleagues whose. friendship they do not want to lose. Non-tenured faculty must be 
especially careful. Faculty who have embraced and are doing service-learning also report 
feeling isolated, marginalized, misunderstood. And they are. My colleagues in the 
Invisible College all report that feeling of isolation to some degree. This makes me angry. 
I also have lots of personal experience with this sort of marginalization. It's odd, don't you 
think, that for all the talk about academic freedom that there is precious little real freedom 
in the academy to tach in new and novel ways. 
I suppose that anyone with the courage to explore new territory is always misunderstood. 
It is my hope that this group of faculty might be the nucleus of a collegial association in 
Kentucky that will . endure for many years and relieve some of the loneliness of you, the 
trailblazers. 
I've been asking myself the question constantly over the last few years, "what is 
education?", and have come to feel that my legitimate job in higher education-no, my 
sacred duty-is: first, to connect students with the living world, second, to work with them 
to help solve our great common problems, third, to develop citizens of high conscience 
for out democracy, fourth to prepare individuals for useful and meaningful careers, and 
fifth, to lay strong foundations of broadmindedness and greatheartedness in my students 
that will manifest as happiness and service over r the course of a lifetime. 
Service-learning is by far not the only way to accomplish these ends. But it is the most 
effective way I know of to accomplish them. 
I'd like to leave you with this wonderful reflection from one of my students, a woman who 
came from a poor family in the mountains of Kentucky. 'don't know about all of you, but 
personally I remain connected to the academy because of my deep admiration for the 
stUdents I work with and for the great privilege of being an influence in their lives. Two 
years ago Lisa Perkins said, 
My life has been changed forever by the experiences' have had, through the people I 
have helped and thorough the service all have been part of. No longer am I without 
purpose. I have come from being a woman full of unfocused anger at the system, to a 
woman working towards a better world, focusing my anger, my frustrations my energy 
towards the work that I do, the speeches that I give, the hugs that I share, and the 
education that I provide. I have become a servant-leader, serving those who need to be 
served..." 
"Education is not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a fire. H 
Service-Learning Introduction Page 7 
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ACADEMIC OPTIONS 
FOR • 
SERVICE LEARNING 
1. 	 Independent Study 
2. 	 Student·Initiated Courses 
3. 	 Instruction in Field Dlta Gathering Methods 
4. 	 S~cial Topics Courses 
S. 	 Internships/ Cooperative Education 
6. 	 First· Year Required Courses (e.g., Writing Courses) 
7. 	 Extra·Credit Option 
S. 	 Honors Thesis or Advanced Project 
9. 	 Community-Based Field Research/ Community-Sponsored 
Research 
10. 	 Special Service Learning Progrlm (e.g., Student UterlCY 
Corps) . 
11. 	 Counes on Volunteerism and Philanthropy 
12. 	 Practic:a in Social/Behavioral Sciences 
13. 	 Off-Campus Semester/Quarter C&~graph.ic variety) 
14. 	 International Service Learning Programs 
15. 	 Community Studies 
16. . Experimental College Courses 
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Defining Service-Learning 

Service-learning means different things to different people. Because of this, no one 
definition of service-leaming will satisfy everyone. Several commonly used 
definitions of service-learning are presented here to provide a basis for discovering 
the common ground among them and to promote discussion about the meaning of 
service learning. 
"The term 'service-learning' means a method: 
A) 	under which students learn and develop through active participation in 
... thoughtfully organized service experiences that meet actual community 
needs; 
B) 	 that is integrated into the students' academic curriculum or provides 
structured time for a student to think, talk, or write about what the 
student did and saw during the service activity; 
q 	 that provides students with opportunities to use newly acquired skills 
and knowledge in real-life situations in their own communities; and 
D) 	 that enhances what is taught in school by extending student learning 
beyond the classroom and into the community and helps to foster the 
development of a sense of caring for others." 
-National and Community Service Act of 1990 
"Service learning appears to be an approach to experiential learning, an expression 
of values - service to others, which determines the purpose, nature and process of 
social and educational exchange between learners (students) and the people they 
serve, and between experiential education programs and the community 
organizations with which they work." 
- Tunothy Stanton 
A Delphi Study (Shumer, 1993) sought consensus on a definition of service­
learning. The Executive Summary states: "while there is consensus on some aspects 
of seryke-leaming, for the most part there is still disagreement on the details." A 
brief summary of the Delphi study's findings are as follows: 
There is consensus that service-learning can be envisioned through forms, 

or types, and that these forms are best understood through specific 

examples. 

There is general agreement that service-learning occurs in two general 

categories: school-based and community-based. . 

... twenty-nine different dichotomous variables ('continua') were named 

...which further describe purposes, goals, processes, and settings of service­

learning. All these types and models provide a framework for 

conceptualizing service-learning in its various configurations; yet none of 

them are fixed or exact in meaning or deScription. 

As powerful and as exciting as any educational innovation and practice, 

...service-learning is still very much an amorphous concept which 

continues to resist rigid definitions and universal understanding. 

-Robert Shumer 
2 
"...service-Iearning is both a program type and a philosophy of education. 
As a program type, service-learning includes myriad ways that students 
can perform meaningful service to their communities and to society while engaging 
in some form of reflection or study that is related to the service. 
As a philosophy of education, service-learning reflects the belief that education 
must be linked to social responsibility and that the most effective learning is active 
and connected to experience in some meaningful way." 
-Raean:h Agen~ For Combining Service nld Luming in the 19905 
"Service-learning is a method by which young people learn and develop through 
active participation in thoughtfully-organized service experiences ... 

That meet actual community needs. 

That are coordinated in collaboration with the school and ...community. 

That are integrated into each young person's academic curriculum. 

- . That provide the structured time for a young person to think, talk, and 
write about what he/she did and saw during the actual service activity. 
That provide young people with opportunities to use newly acquired 
academic skills and knowledge in real life situations in their oWn 
communities. 
That enhance what is taught in the school by extending student learning 
beyond the classroom. 
That help to foster the development of a sense of caring for others. 
-Alliance for Service-Leaming in Education Reform 
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Service Learning 

Service learning is a methodology that encourages students to address community 
problems while sheJhe learns in B real life situation. An effective service learning program 
contains three important components : Preparation. Action and Reflection. 
• 	 Preparation Students identify and research a community need and are 
trained to be effective in their volunteer activities. Service learning prOjects 
are most effective when an initial needs assessment and project 
identification is performed by or with the students. When the students are 
included in this part of the process they feel commitment to the project. 
For example, a service learning class for education majors might want to 
initiate a tu10ring program. The students would research why children 
sometimes have trouble in school and would be trained in effective on.on­
one tu10ring techniques. 
• 	 Action The students sign a volunteer job description/contract and follow 
through with their commitment. Failure to complete a commited role results 
in an insufficient grade. 
• 	 Refl,ctlon Reflection is the most important step of service learning 
because the students are given a structured chance to learn abou1 what 
happened. There are many ways to reflect including: logs. journals, 
expressing emotion lhrough the arts. or reflecting in a group discussion. 
Group discussions are very effective because students !eam abou1 others' 
experiences. For example. John had a terrible experience at a nursing 
home and Jane had a wonderful time. If John hears abou1 Jane's 
experience he might be willing to give the project another chance. 
Prepared by Jodi Orr, YOu1h Engaged in Service Ambassador. 1050 US 127 South. Suite 
101, Frankfort, KY 40601 
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The concept of community service as a 
requirement for graduation is appearing 
in more and more instihJtions for rugher 
education. "Leaming through service" is 
a different way of study. By integrating 
theoretical knowledge acquired in the 
classroom with practical work in the com­
munity, the shJdent has the opportunity 
to test and apply his/her knowledge, 
while, at the same time, helping othen. 
The "ational and Community Act, 
passed on ~O\·. 16, 1990 (Public Law 101­
6101 emphasizes the need for liS citizens 
"regardless of age or income, to engage in 
full time or part time service to the 
Nation." Some of the purposes of the act 
are to . .. renew the etruc of ci\;c responsi­
bility in the l"nited States ... call young 
people to sen'e in programs that will . .. 
improve the life chances of the young 
through the acquisition of literacy and iob 
skills . .. to expand full time and part time 
opportunities for all citizens, particularly 
youth and older Americans ... generate 
additional service hoUJ'5 each year to help 
meet human, educational, environmental. 
and public safety needs, particularly 
those needs relating to poverty. (Public 
Law 101-610, ~ov. 161990: 42 USC: 12401) 
DEfl"...TIl0 ~5 
The term "service-Iearning" is a 
method : 
(A) 	under which students learn and 
develop through active partiCipa­
tion in thoughtfully organized ser­
vice experiences that meet actual 
community needs and are coordi­
nated by collaboration with the 
community; . 
(B) 	 that is integrated into the students' 
academic curriculum or provides 
structured time for a student to 
think, talk, and/or write about 
what the shJdent did and saw dur­
ing the actual service activity; 
(0 	that pro\ides shJdents ~;th oppor­
tunities to use newly acquired 
skills and knowledge in real-We sit­
uations in their own communities; 
and 
(0) 	that enhances what is taught in 
school by extending academic 
learning beyond the classroom and 
into the community and helps to 
foster the development of a sense 
of caring for others. 
The term "service opportunity" indi­
cates a program or project that enables 
students or out-of-school youth to per­
form meaningful and constructive service 
in agencies, institutions, and situations 
where the application of human talent 
and dedication may help to meet human. 
educational, linguistic, and environmen­
tal community needs, especially those 
relating to poverty. (Public Law 101-610, 
Nov. 16, 1990:42 USC: 121411-101) 
COMML~1n' SER\lCE A.'TI HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
Innovative projects in rugher education 
for community sen'ice (Section 118) is 
part of Public Law 101-160 whose pur­
pose is to "encourage students to partici­
pate in Community Service activities 
wrule such students are attending institu­
tions of higher education." 
The law identifies the following factors 
as important in !'>ervice-leaming . 
(l) 	 Community ser.;ce and service to 
other5 is an integral part of Ameri­
can tradition; 
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(2) 	 Existing volunteers and volunteer 
programs should be praised for 
th~ir ~Horts in h~lpinS and serving 
oth~rs; 
(3) 	 The definition of a successful life 
includes service to others; 
(4) 	 Individuals should be encouraged 
to volunteer their time and energies 
in community service eHorts; 
(5) 	 If asked to volunteer or participate 
in community service, most Ameri­
cans .....ill do so; . . . (Public Law 101­
610, NO\' 16,1990:42 USC 12561:302) 
Dancing suggests that service-Ieaming 
might gi\'e young people the sense of 
~\ing paid their dues to their country, A 
sense of citizenship eamed rather than cit­
izenship received, a sense of valuing 
themseh'es, their education and their 
country more highly. (public Law 101-610, 
~o\·. 16,1990:37) 
Pertinent literature sho ..... s a growing 
trend among academic institutions to 
de\elop leaming-through-service, work- ' 
for-credit programs However, a required 
community service program for col­
leges/universities is seldom described. 
Theus reported that colleges such as 
Ah erno in Milwaukee, Mt. St. Mary in 
Los Angeles and Berea in Kentucky 
rE'quired public sen'ice for graduation. 
(Theus, 1988:32) 
ThE' University of West Florida, Univer­
sity of Maryland·Baltimore (Rapp &I 
Primo, 197'4), and the Uni\'ersity of Michi­
gan have programs where students in 
psychology and other social service disci­
plines are expected to volunteer in com­
munity based agencies. This included 
such things as work in mental health hos­
pitals, drug abuse centers, or hospitaIs for 
adolescents with mental illness Redfering 
and Biaseo (1982) report that students vol­
unteering reported feeling good about 
themselYes and others as a result of the 
timt' they spent volunteering. Changes 
occurred in self-concept and development 
of positi\'e mental health attitudes. 
Project Rondon, started in 1967 by a 
group of students and teachers at the Uni­
verSity of Guanabera in Rio de Janeiro, 
addressed health problems in isolated 
populations. The purpose was to broaden 
the students' ~ducation and assist in 
poverty-stricken uus. There was no 
cndit or pAy for the ex~rience . At the 
~nd of the service period, students 
reported enjoyment of their contribution 
and learning and valued their knowledge, 
initiative and cornmon sense. (Reichlin, 
1982) 
Numerous surveys of volunteers report 
that most \'olunteers become in\'olved to 
do something useful for others, or altruis­
tic reasons. However, Green reports that 
non-altruistic motives are stronger than 
altruistic ones. Requiring voluntary ser­
vice as part of a school curriculum can be 
an accepted learning strategy rather than 
a subjective commitment. (Green; et al, 
1984) It has the potential to generate po..... ­
erful motivational elements and increase 
the results for the student leamer. 
COM.\.flr~Tn' SERVlCE AT TIlE 
ZINMA." COLLEGE 
The Zinman College of Physical Educa­
tion at the Wingate Institute (Israel) has a 
four-year academic program for phYSical 
education teachers. The concept of learn­
ing through service has been incorporated 
in the philosophy of student training 
since 1983. (Harel. 1989) 
For graduation, the College requires 
each student to sen'e in a community ser­
vice projE'Ct Through tht' combination of 
practical work, and the theoretical sub­
jects acquired in class, the student has the 
opportunity to apply his/her knowledge, 
while ..... orking in different projects that, at 
times, present situations foreign to 
him/her. Learning through servicE' thus 
provides an additional component of the 
student's future career. 
TIiE PROGRA\.1 A'\m ITS GOALS 
Since the program's goal is to reach 10..... 
socio-economic culturally depri\'ed popu­
lations of all ages, but mostly children, the 
projects offered are as follows: 
A) 	 Indi\'idual work with a child (Big 
Brother /Big Sister). 
b) 	 Group projects mainly enrichment 
through phYSical education pro­
grams. 
c) 	 Work with thto handicapped - indi­
vidually or in groups: children with 
motor deficiencies, paraplegics in 
wht>el chairs, Cerebral Pals\ vic­
tims, mentally handicapped.. 
_19'f2 
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d) 	 Elderly projects in hospitals, senior 
citizens clubs, elderlv homes. 
e) 	 \;e ..... immigrants: ~'adoption" of 
~tudents , enrichment programs in 
absorphon centers, help to families . 
f) 	 A "Girl in Distre5s" program (age 
14-1;") rehabilitation through phys­
ical education of girls ..... ho are nei­
ther ;;tudying nor ..... orking. 
g) 	 An " Alienated Youth" program: 
boys (age 1~-17) on the \erge of 
delinquency, rehabilitation through 
F'h~ sical education. 
h) 	 "Children of inmates" indi\'idual 
...... ork ..... ith grade school children 
..... hose fathers are imprisoned for 
long terms. 
i) 	 Battered .....omen shelter: .....ork ..... ith 
children and their mothers, indi­
\idually and in groups. 
j) 	 'eighborhood centers : physical 
education (sports and dance) pro­
grams for children and youth. 
k) Children's homes (orphanages): 
sports, games, coaching. 
I) Help to staff in differerlt medical 
inshtutiOn5. 
The community service project is gener­
ally required of students in their second 
year of study Upon request, and if found 
eligible , first year students may also 
enroll. Although the sen' ice is required, 
each student selects their placement. 
The goals of the community service 
work suggests that the student will 
develop skills and/or tools to work in 
their assignment. Things such as creative 
problem-soh'ing, use of the imagination, 
dl'\elopment of citizenship values, and 
personal gro ..... th are expected outcomes. 
Each student is counseled individually 
and continuously, verbally and through 
periodic_ written reports. The student 
writes a self evaluation of his/her work 
and F'rogress to ..... ard established goals. 
The continuous feedback and support 
helps the student to perform in the most 
efficient ..... ay, and at the same time, opti­
mize learning from the experience. 
THE STL'DY 
The purpose of this study was 10 ana­
lyze and "erify student evaluation of 
learning through service. Two questions 
were addressed . a) Did community ser­
vice help you as a person and as a futuM 
teacher' b) Did your contribution help, in 
your opinion, the child you worked with 
(or other)' How? 
The study was based on 318 question­
naires completed by students at the end of 
their project during the years 1985-1987, 
and chosen at random. This study had the 
follOwing hypotheses: 
a) 	 Community service becomes an 
additional educational tool toward 
teacher training; 
b) 	 Community sen'ice strengthens 
self-confidence by ap'plying theory 
to practice; 
c) 	 Community service helps gain a 
better understanding of the needs 
of the specific population; 
d) 	 Communit... service enhances citi­
zenship ,ai"ues. 
SL13JECTS 
a) Students participating in the study 
data: 
Female N = 217 68.5% 
Male f\i = 100 31.5% 
b) 	 Class le\'el .....hen performing: 
l. 	Preacademic 
class N= 2 0.3% 
2. 	 First year N= 86 27.3% 
3. 	 Second year f\i = 184 57.9% 
4. 	 Third year N= 46 14.5% 
Although the choice of service was 
broad, children in groups, children on 
individual basis, elderly in nursing homes 
and day clubs, handicapped, children of 
prison inmates, ne ..... immigrants, and oth­
ers, most of the students (513°'0) chose to 
work indi\'idualh with one child. The 1:2 
male! female rati"o represents the student 
gender ratio at the college at the time. 
STUDY RESL"lTS 
A. 	 Question Did the communitv ser­
vice help you in any way as ~ per­
son or a future teacher" 
a) Findings sho ..... that: 
. 1. 	First year students report: it 
better understanding in iden­
tifying child's problem, 
enhancement of .....ork experi­
ence, close ties with the child 
and his family, and persoN] 
satisfaction. 
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2. 	5«ond year students ~port: 
persoNI whsfaction, disco\"­
ery of self-potential, and 
acquisition of ~lf-confidence 
as a futu~ teach~. 
3. 	Third year students report : 
improved motivation and 
self-confidence as future 
, teacher, positi\·e attitude 
toward the teachi~g prof6­
sion (physical education), 
and impro\'ed skills to iden­
tif\" and understand child's 
problems. 
b) 	 Findings regarding project 
result! in working with an indi­
vidual or a group show that 
group work contributed to 
enrichment of self-confidence 
and ~rsonal satisfaction, Work­
ing on an individual basis 
helped develop closeness to 
child and his/her family. 
8. 	 Question In your opinion, did your 
contribution help the child (or oth­
ers) you worked with' How? 
a) All srudents (first, second and 
third year) report : all children 
enjoyed the persona) relation­
ship de\·eloped with the stu­
dent. They e~bited imrro\ed 
self-confidence (57 ,0°0), enjoy­
ment from the project (54 .7%), 
impro\'ed personal achiHe­
ments-study, sports (55 ,1°'0), 
de\e)opment of close and per­
sona) relationship with srudent 
(59 ,5°'0), and atcertance among 
~rs (50,3%). 
b) 	 On a group le\·e!. the children 
benefited mainly by improving 
their physical fitness, accep­
tance among p~rs, impro\'ed 
scholastic moti\'ation and plea­
sure from the ex~rience. 
D1SCL:SS10!'\ A'\,"D 
RECOMME;\."DAno!\'s 
Findings of this srudy show that com­
munit)' service performed as a require­
ment for graduation is "learning through 
~r\'ice, H and enhances the perfonnance of 
tlw child (or other) rrcei\·ing the sen·ice. 
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nw choice betweeon individual or group 
service should be tM student's (who ""01· 
untHrsH) according to his /her interests 
Utd qualifications, since both choices help 
him/her to develop. 
ReqUirement of community sen·ice in 
the students' SKond year of study seemed 
to be the most effective. Community ser­
vice as part of the school curriculum is 
recommended , While doing the project, 
the student may not be aware or con­
vinced that required "\'oIUl'lteerism" adds 
to his education and experience. but as 
time goes by the student enj<,,)'!. his / her 
new learning. adding new tool!. to his Iher 
education as a teacher. Self-confidence is 
strengthened . and the student comes 
(while being closely guided) to under­
stand community problems Seruih\·ity to 
his/her en\'ironment helps the student 
de\'elop ulues of caring for others and 
good citizenship. 
Community Sen'ice performed by the 
Zinman College student is nonaltruistic, 
since it is required However. it does help 
the srudent de\e)op both on a personal 
and professional level. while pro\'idl11g a 
valuable sen·ice to the community, 
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Service-Leanting 
What and Why 
Service-learning is what happens when service combines with reflection. Service does not 
automatically combine with reflection to create service-learning, but it ~occur naturally as 
well, and sometimes unexpectedly. 
The 	National Youth Leadership Council list these outcomes that can be developed through service­
learning: builds critical thinking skills; enhances academic performance; fosters engaged 
learning; promotes active citizenship; improves self-esteem and self-concept; develops a service 
ethic; teaches leadership skills; increases sense of social responsibility; provides career 
exploration. 
I think there are two types of reflection that produce service-learning. One is inner, where you 
reflect on your motivation for service, your values, your happiness or lack of it, your 
commitments. The other is outer, where you reflect on the problems of the world that your service 
work addresses. For instance, your effort to teach an adult to read may lead you into questions 
about education and acommitment to education reform. Serving food to hungry and homeless 
people may lead you to consider the distribution of wealth and government housing policy. The 
reason service-learning is more powerful than regular book learning is because when you are 
having the service experience, when you are in the streets, you are much more receptive to 
information and critical thinking than when you have not experienced it yourself. Learning 
Spanish while you are in Mexico is much more interesting, effective, and compelling. You have a 
"need to know". In service-learning, interest and information collide, values are formed, and 
action emerges. 
Models 
Here is one model that encompasses the range of possibilities for service-learning on a college 
campus. 
AecuU?mk Counes with a Service Component 
A number of courses around the country have added a service component, usually from 2-5 hours 
per week, that gives students a chance to perform community service in the area of their academic 
study. An example would be an education class with a tutoring component. 
SeroiceExperience with an Academk Component 
Most campuses have field study courses and internships where a student spends a good deal of time 
outside the formal classroom. Academic work usually takes the form of a seminar, journal, or 
final presentation/paper. An emphasis on service distinguishes this from other internships. 
Academk Courses about Seroice 
• 	 The formal academic study of philanthropy, of social policy and movements, of social change and 
service leaders, and of social problems such as hunger and homelessness adds substance and 
depth to a student's understanding of service and of the world. 
Seroice Program.. willa No,.,.Academk LearniTII/ Component. 
Many service programs on campuses around the country are not associated with academic 
departments but with areas like student development or campus ministry. A strong emphasis on 
reflection is a current national trend. A program like Students for Appalachia at Berea College is 
an example. 
What Has Worked In Other Places 
Service-learning programs appear in great variety on campuses across America. At one extreme 
are large programs like the Haas Public Service Center at Stanford and The Public Service Center 
at Brown where programs--both curricu1ar and co-curricular--are centralized in one 
administrative complex. On other campuses service and service-learning programs are small 
and associated with residence halls, campus ministry, or individual faculty members. 
When a college or university begins to seriously promote public and community service, a first 
mlijor effort is often the establishment of a center. Rutgers, Spellman, Tufts, Wheaton (Mass.), the 
Universities of Utah and Massachusetts, Hood, IndianalPurdue, and Harvard have all done so. 
The issue of whether to centralize community service programs on a campus is debated both 
locally and nationally. Should the program be located in academics or student affairs? Does 
creating a "center" further marginalize public service initiatives? How do we get faculty 
involved? 
One well-known model is at James Madison University in Virginia. The Center for Service­
Learning at James Madison operates under the premise that service-learning is not a new or 
unknown methodology. It is simply a form of experience based education and an extension of what 
faculty already do in field study, practicums, and internships. It sees its role as supporting 
faculty who are interested in experimenting with service-Iearning--not as burdening them with 
yet another responsibility. 
The Center for Service-Learning is coordinated by tenured faculty on release time with the help of 
a campus advisory board. The Center develops service placements and helps with interviews, 
orientations, and monitoring for faculty interested in teaching a service-learning course. Most 
faculty simply do not have time to handle the comp1ex arrangements necessary to insure an 
effective service experience for students. The Center sends out regular information about service 
events to both students and faculty. Department heads are encouraged to send repesentatives from 
their departments to brown bag seminars sponsored by the Center where course syllabi from the 
campus and around the country and opportunities for faculty development in the field are 
discussed. 
The integration of service and learning is not limited to the social sciences and the humanties. At 
Drexel in Philadelphia, engineering students design irrigation systems for third world 
communities and then travel together to build them. At Hampshire College biology students do 
research into malnutrition and work with poor neighborhoods to implement nutrition action 
programs. The Director of the Center for Service-Learning reports that faculty appreciate the 
Center and its low-key, supportive approach. More faculty at James Madison are experimenting 
with service-learning courses, enjoying new interdisciplinary connections, and welcoming the 
energy and enthusiam that students have for learning when the experience of serving others is 
combined with serious academic work. 
Why' 
Service-learning is important. When it is well conceived and executed it brings students alive, 
faculty alive, the discipline alive. It creates a rich sense of community in the classroom and after 
all of this, it serves others and strengthens our society. I believe it is crucial for higher education, 
crucial for the health of young people, and crucial for our country. Let's make it happen in 
Kentucky. 
~ 
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During the instruction portion of this workshop, we will guide you in clarifying your 
definition of service-learning. We will assist you with the initial formulation of an 
institutional service-learning team and an individual course syllabus. Instruction sessions 
will consist of one large group session of thirty minutes and three small group sessions 
of twenty-five minutes each. The small group sessions will be repeated three times to 
ensure that all participants can attend and ask questions. 
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Principles of Good Practice in Combining Service and Learning 
David Crowley, Kentucky Community Service Commission 
An effective and sustained program: 
1) Engages people in responsible and challenging actions for the common good. 
2) Provides structured opportunities for people to reflect critically 
experience. 
on their service 
3) Articulates clear service and learning goals for everyone involved. 
4) Allows for those with needs to define those needs. 

5) Clarifies the responsibilities of each person and organization involved. 

6) Matches service providers and service needs through a process that recognizes 

changing circumstances. 
7) Expects genuine, active and sustained organizational commitment. 
8) Includes training, supervision, monitoring, support, recognition, and evaluation to 
meet service and learning goals. 
9) Ensures that the time commitment for service and learning is flexible, appropriate, 
and in the best interest of all involved. 
10) Is committed to program participation by and with diverse populations. 
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Service-Learning and KERA 
Wendell Cave, Council on Higher Education 

Billie Hardin, Council on Higher Education 

Central to this session is the definition of service and experiential learning. Also, how 
does service-learning relate to KERA? Some believe that service-learning is a new 
phenomenon and a passing trend. This is far from the truth. Service-learning, in one 
form or another, has been in existence since the first apprenticeship. Perhaps if we 
began to look at service-learning in light of its many synonyms we will be able to 
understand the concept. Some synonyms for service-learning include: experiential 
learning, internships, practicum, volunteer, and citizen training. Dwight Giles, et. ai., state 
in Research Agenda for Combining Service and learning in the 1990s, that 
... service-learning is both a program type and a philosophy 
of education. As a program type, service-learning includes 
myriad ways that students can perform meaningful service to 
their communities and to society while engaging in some form 
of reflection or study that is related to the service. As a 
philosophy of education, service-learning reflects the belief 
that education must be linked to social responsibility and that 
the most effective learning is active and connected to 
experience in some meaningful way. 
One of the characteristics of service-learning that 
distinguishes it from volunteerism is its balance between the 
act of community service by participants and reflection on that 
act, in order both to provide better service and to enhance the 
participants' own learning . . . . Service-learning therefore 
combines a strong social purpose with acknowledgment of the 
significance of personal and intellectual growth in participants. 
(Giles, 1991 , 7). 
Giles goes on to state, 
Since the mid 1980s, educational reform efforts have focused 
on fundamentally rethinking and restructuring the process of 
teaching and learning. At the center of current educational 
reform is attention to student outcomes--the knowledge and 
skills we want students to have as a result of their education. 
Service-learning may be shown to be an effective method of 
teaching which improves student learning through involvement 
in the community and through critical reflection on what is 
being learned in the service experience. Research may show 
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that service-learning programs contribute to a reshaping of 
the curriculum by actively engaging students in their learning 
and by motivating them toward achievement of the knowledge 
and skills represented by the national goals. (Giles, 1991, 
15). 
This project's mission is to establish a state-wide infrastructure engaging students from 
28 college and university campuses in service-learning activities with elementary and 
secondary school students. Increasing the proportion of successful elementary and 
secondary school students is another major goal of the project. 
During the 1990 regular session the Kentucky General Assembly adopted House Joint 
Resolution 54 which stated in part, "Whereas the leadership of higher education has 
recognized its responsibility to assist in the improvement of our schools and has offered 
its further assistance .... That the Council on Higher Education in cooperation with the 
university presidents shall prepare a plan of action for higher education to assist in the 
improvement of Kentucky's public schools." 
With the charge coming from HR 54, Kentucky higher education institutions have received 
definite instructions to concentrate efforts on developing strategies to assist with KERA 
implementation. This project's mission is one such effort to meet the challenge that the 
General Assembly set before us. In addition, the president of your institution has voiced 
institutional commitment to the charge by supporting the KEYS to KERA endeavor. 
Colleges and universities have a potentially powerful resource (people) available to assist 
with this effort . Not only do they have faculty experts, but they also have a vast army 
of potential volunteers in their student bodies. Combining these two resources through 
service-learning courses can create an agent that is capable of producing dramatic and 
lasting changes in the community at large, the institutional community, and within the 
individual. 
The purpose of this session is to provide the necessary background to assist in 
unleashing that change agent at your institution through implementing service-learning 
courses that directly impact your community's KERA needs. Two distinct areas will be 
examined. First, we will discuss areas of school reform where college students can 
provide needed assistance to KERA implementation. Secondly, we will review a 
suggested planning mechanism for establishing service-learning courses. 
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Areas Where College Students can Assist with KERA: 
Serving as tutors in various academic areas 
Serving as mentors for at-risk students 
Serving as big brothers/big sisters for children needing positive role models 
Providing volunteer services to Family Resource and Youth Service Centers 
Providing service to KDE funded extended school services programs 
Pre-service education majors providing direct service to classroom teachers 
Assisting school age youth in developing service and volunteer skills. 
Sharing of other ideas generated in group discussion 
(Teacher education institutions should consider providing service-learning 
workshops, modeled after this workshop, for K-12 teachers and teacher education 
majors). 
Recommended Planning Mechanism 

for Implementing Service-Learning Courses 

1. Organizational Literacy 
• 	 What is your institution's mission statement? 
• 	 How does a service-learning initiative support it? 
• 	 What are the relative priorities of research, teaching and service on your 
campus? 
• 	 How many students are involved in community service on your campus on a 
regular basis? 
• 	 How many courses currently incorporate community service? 
• 	 Is community service integrated into the academic experiences of students on 
your campus in ways other than the curriculum? 
• 	 What are the strengths and weaknesses of your campuses with regard to 
service and service-learning? 
• 	 What are the opportunities and threats to service and service-learning both on 
and off your campus? 
• 	 What financial commitments has our campus made to community service 
and/or service-learning? 
• 	 What is the financial status of your campus; what are the implications for your 
initiative? 
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2. 	 Stakeholder Analysis 
(People who will be needed to bring about change, people who will be affected 
by change and people who will actively oppose change) 
• 	 Who are the primary stakeholders in a service-learning initiative for your 
institution? 
• 	 What do each of these stakeholders (groups) have at stake? 
• 	 How will you work with each of them to carry out your initiative? 
• 	 What will be your most effective use of time and energy in dealing 
with your stakeholders? 
3. 	 Philosophies of Service (Citizenship, Liberal democracy, participatory 
democracy, social justice, service as citizenship) 
• 	 What are the assumptions, commitments or questions about service that will 
inform efforts to integrate service with academic study on your campus? 
• 	 To what extent are these complementary or competing? 
• 	 How will this be acknowledged and worked with on your campus? 
4. 	 Community Relationships 
• 	 How do I decide on priorities for community service? 
• 	 How do I establish initial contacts? 
• 	 How do I develop a service site? How do I maintain and grow that 
relationship? 
• 	 How do I evaluate the effectiveness of community relationships? 
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Service-Learning Preparation, Monitoring and Assessment 
Louise Stone, University of Kentucky 
To ensure that learning actually occurs and is measured, faculty must thoughtfully prepare 
students for the experiential learning, accurately guide students as they interpret the 
professional world, and carefully monitor and evaluate the learning which has transpired. 
At the end of this session, participants will be able to: 
• Understand the experiential learning theory; 
• Define basic workplace skills ; 
• Review learning contracts; 
• Utilize various learning skill; 
• Identify assessment techniques; 
• Illustrate good practice in service-learning preparation and evaluation. 
This session will provide participants with a basic synopsis of good practice in pre-field 
preparation, reflection, and evaluation. All participants will need to further develop the 
basic framework of this instruction outline to fit the course(s) taught on her/his individual 
campus. Following is an outline of the session. 
I. Pre-field Preparation 
A. Introduction to Experiential Learning Theory 
1 . Definition 
2. Concrete Experience 
3. Reflective Observation 
4. Abstract Conceptualization 
5. Active Experimentation 
B. Basic Workplace Skills 
1 . Professional Behavior 
2. Agency Mission Statements/Goals 
3. Contacting Professionals Regarding Placements 
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C. Learning Contracts 
1. What, Why, How 
2. Learning Objectives 
3. Procedures 
D. Learning Skills 
1 . Observation 
2. Reflection 
3. Recording 
E. Passive-to-Active Learning Skills 
1 . Data Gathering 
2. Communication 
3. Role Taking 
4. Decision Making 
5. Working in Groups 
II. Preparation and Assessment Techniques and Strategies 
A. Simulations 
1. Role Playing 
2. Games 
3. Case Studies 
4. In-basket exercise 
5. Challenge situations 
B. Structured Reflection 
1. Journal writing 
2. Oral exam 
3. Discussion groups 
4. Essay exams 
5. Free-form response 
6. Story telling 
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c. Product Rating 
1 . Panel review 
2. Peer assessment 
3. Individual review 
4. Self assessment 
D. Observation 
1 . Site visit 
2. One-way mirror 
3. Supervisor interview 
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Service-Learning Course Syl/abuses 
Michael Morgan, Murray State University 
Service-learning is implemented into courses in one or more of these three basic ways: 
1. Creation of new courses; 
2. Integration of service throughout an existing course; 
3. Utilization of service for a single unit of an existing course. 
In this session we will briefly examine each of the three methods (with emphasis on 
number 2 and 3 above). Implementation will be placed into the context of course syllabi 
with emphasis on how service leaning can enhance course objectives and instructional 
activities. 
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Iy dellcient, often droppil1l out. What we're faeina In 
education Is not ju.t 1Qde000c fallunl , bul a110 drop, 
violenCe , and aUenatJoo..-problem. lhat cannot be 
aoIved by simply addina more requlremenls for aradua­
tiOQ, Do colleaet really believe they can ilOOre the 
aoclaI patholoaia l/iat surround schools and erode \be 
. educatiorllLl foundatjooa at our nation?ANDWHAT AJlQUT OUII CtTIf.I? Urban America is 
when: lhe' natloa', fabric it now experienc­
ina itt matt aerioua ,train. Violence, une/ll­
pIoyment;poverty. poor bousiQI, and poilu-
lion often occur at the very cioonlepa of lIOIIle of our 
mosl dlltinauiihed colleaes and univenltles. How can . 
Ihe nation's campu_ ltay disenpaed? 111I Hllluvay . 
dlrec:toroftllc UnivCl'1ity of Pennsylvania's Center for 
Community J'artnenhlPl, warns thlt "univenjtiet 
canno( afford to remaID 1h<=10( afllueace, se/f-impoc:­
. 'lance, and honlc:uJtur.J beauty at tile edte of island 
seas of lIquaJor, violence, and despair." 
The aood news Ia thai unlvenltiet In cities luch .. 
Detroil, Buffalo, N.w Yorlc City, and Philadelphia, to 
name a few, IIU liNd... campua taleqt to local prob­
lema. Recently, a CCDMlrtlum 0( 10c:oIIecea and univer­
litla In Baltimore launched the Shriver Center, • bOld 
. new initiative tIw will focIu a rkh UTlly of academic 
re&OW'CeS on lhe city, 
Sucla effort. surely .hould be applauded, ....1 tile same 
..., _ sIIouJd ~ a-idee dItat modef ... 
ban prolBlJll luch U Iheae all too frequently operate 
. . w1t11l1ttle support ami even leal academic statui. LAit's 
a1110 aeknowledae Ihal faculty membent who ~pend laO 
much time enpced In nch projecll oIlen jeopardize 
their careerl. 
Hisher education has more inlellectual talent lhan 
any other Institution in our culture, Today's colleaa 
and universities lurely mUll respond to the chaiJenaes 
thaI confroot our children, our schools, and our cities, 
jg"t u the !and-aranl colJep:t responded 10 the needs or 
qriculture and Industry a cenlury ..,. 
How, then, do we proceed? Fint . Jet'l re-evaluale 
the priorities of the professoriate and live to scholar­
ship a broader, more el1cadous meanina . In a recenl 
Cameaie report entilled "Scholanhip Reconsidered." 
we proposed a new pandiam of scholarship. one that 
not only promoles tile scholanhip of dl$covr,fnlf 
knowledae, bul a110 celebrates the scholarship of {fllr­
"alln, knowl., of c6mmunicIII{n, knowledae, and 
of apply/fI' knowJedae throuah profes.ional service. 
SEIIVICR, in thiJ oontexl, means far more than simply doinalood, allbouah that', Important. Ratber, It mean. thaI profcuon apply knowl­edp: 10 real-liCe problems. use Ihal experience 
to revise their IheOl'ies, and become, in Ihe wom of 
professor Donald SchOn allhe Massachusells Instilute 
of TechnololY, "refleclive practilionen." Today, il is 
widely aeknowledaed that academic work in such 
fields u medicine , law, archlteclure , lcachet' prepara­
tion, and business ctn be strenl(lhened as bach .Iudenls 
and profcsaors move from lheory 10 practice and from 
practice back to Iheory, 
Sec:oad, if the academy Is to be more responsive 10 
communily conCCTlK. iastitulions lhemselves mull be· 
come Ie.. imitative and more creative. Of course we 
need great cenlen of research . We need campuaea Ihal 
give priori.ty 10 teachln" Bul we also need in~tilulionl 
that define professional service II a cenlral !fIisaion. 
The aoaI of ,uclI coileII' would be "10 brina know!­
edae into inllmate relationshipa wilh lhe lma/I, dally 
problems of relli people and real neiahborhood,," aa 
Ellen CondlUre Lqemann, profeslOr of history and 
education at Teachers Colleae, Columbia Univenity, 
h8I eloquenUy put il. 
What I'm deactlbirc miahi be called the " New 
American Coli••'; Ill> IMtitulioa that celebrates 
leachi... and selectively IUpportS research, while aIao 
IIlkill8 special pride In its capacity 10 conneclthoulht 10 
action, theory 10 pracllce , Thli New American Colleae 
would orpniu crosHiisclpUnary inslitutes around 
pressina social lowes. Unde!'Jf&duales al the coil. 
would participate in fidd projects, relatin, ide.. to real 
life , CIuarooml and laboratories would be extended 10 
include bealtII clinlc:a, youth centers, schools , and IOV­
emmenloftlcet. facul,y momben would build partner­
ships with pnlCtitiollCB who would, In lum, come to 
campus u Iocturen and student adviaera , 
The New American CoIJep, as a conoected inslitu­
tion, would be committed to improvina. in. very inten­
tional way. the humaa condition . As clusters of such 
colJeaes formed, a ne... model of e~cellence in higher 
educalion wouk! emer,o , one Ihat would enrich Ihe 
campus, renew communities, and live new dilnil y and 
ltatus 10 the scholanbip oC service. 
More than a half century aao, the hislorlan Osear 
Handlin put Ihe chanen,.: thIa way: "Our troubled 
planel can no Io.r afford the lUXUry of pu~1ts con· 
lined 10 an ivory lower, Scholanhlp hal to prove ill 
worth, not on ibl o ....n terml, but by lCtVice to lhe 
nation and tile wor1d," Rcspondin,to Ihls chal1enae " 
what tile.New American Collep: will be aboul. 
Ernell L, Boyer II prrsid'!nt 0{ /hl! C4rnrglr Fo,,'" 
IioIt /iN IJw ~nr' 0{ Te«IrUt,. TIrII III'/ick t 
ad4pt~dl""" II Ipeecit 10 the '-",ocl4l1on ofAmrrlc•• 
, C41/~'r:I' ,..c~"t QllfUlal mUli",. ' 
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Continuum of Service Opportunity and 
Experience 
Developed by Brevard CommunHy College 
Thu C"OntLnuum lLsts twpes oj ~s a.1.t:1nQ a C'OI'\tUwum oj tt1'TV. ecqm~t. 
prtor s 1ci.U.s ; ~ jc pr~para tlDrl... and C'\J.1"!"1culum trl~L 1 r~pr~~ ts tM 
Lo~5! ~1 of ~. ~l.. f'IC and 10 rrpre$~ts W 1\iQ~sr ~ oJ~. 
comm(CTnf'rH. f'LC . 
1.- ttme, .."....mftment. 
,nor ,t.1llI /academic 
~ dOD;C1U'Tlculum 
ta~meDt. 
J!:I:amplea 
1 
eM le., on urauon 
Krv1ct /s.oc1al clubs. 
student 0Tla.n1Uuona, 
usually }-10 hours for 
Specl!k lCr'Y1ce event. 
• un 1ni or run.way
youth .helter. 
• Beach clean-up 
• Ph! Th~a Kap~'s 
monthly KMce 
reQu1rement . 
encounae. 
F'1t.I student a&enda. 
8Chedules. 
2 
an 0 re&u aT coun.c 
a.s.s1&nIIlent. 1·6 hours for 
po1nt.S Dr percentage of 
srade . Students ~ 
OTknted to KMct Ktt..1n&S . 
aodeaJ concerns. 
• ter.1ew ome ess­
leT'\'1Ce prov1d ers and 
prepare informational 
speech. 
• V1SSt 3 mental he&h.h 
a&encJe:s and prepare 
re!lecuve repon . 
encourage . 
£z.ceUent beil.nrl.1ni of 
Inte&ration of volunteer 
and Icaderrue work. Can 
kid to Iervre-leam.1ni 
involvement. 
II 
4 • 
t u enl~ s.ee a vo unt~r 
expen.en~ 1rl a local 
ser'\1ce or&an1Z.aUon or 
project. St udent performs 
1·5 hours or 1eTV1Ce (or 
mort dependJ.n& on Job 
de~cM.pt1on) . 
~crultment. placement. 
sup?OM. prov1ded. srudents 
encouraged to reflect on 
experience. however. 
academIc mteirauon not 
requ1red . 
• 0 unteer 1n osp1 or 
1 year. 12 hOUTS monthly. 
• Tutor a ch1ld for 2 hol.ll"S 
weekJv for 1 aemester. 
• SeNe meals to the 
homele~ once per woeek for 
3 months. 
uppon. encourage. 
recogruu . Attracts those 
students who already 
poss.ess aervrt etlUc. 
Purest form of 
volunteer1sm. Good SOW'Ct 
of leadership 
u ent aerve. Ln pu 
~ 1etUn& ....hUe 
receMn& small stipend. 
~olan.h.tp or pay. 2-12 
hours woeekly for temester. 
• cx:nrnun!ty
seTY1Ce Ilearn1n& for work-
RUdy elJ&1ble students. 
• M1rlJ Innt Khool 
mentonna project ....hlch 
pays students m1rJmum 
waae to tutor youth . 
• 1500 5Cholanh.1p for 
students to do creaUve 
enV1ronrnenlaJ project. 
ope KJ"\1Ce 
&neenUvt .warda. 
lmplemenuna CoamIUnJty 
Krv1Ce-Ie&nUn&!coUe,e 
work·study Protram. 
Powerful mouvator·­
mearuncruJ M:r'YX:e plus 
monetary .warc1s. W1ll 
savONt dtversity of 
studenU ....ho otherwtse 
cannot 1erYe. NatiOnal 
tDOY'ement. £xpand 
o nun1tJes . 
rv1Ce ' eamJn& opUOns 
In reaular ell',". ualAlly 
20-30 houn of een1Ct pius 
reflectJve wnun& tool (or 
IN-~ olcounc vade. 
Often III be\J dterm piper. 
es.says. ar cum. Students 
perform 8e~ a. way to 
pther. test. and apply 
content and U:1lls of 
CX1st1ni counes. 
• oura 
eervICe and Journal. Drop 
lowest test .core (2~) If 
setv1Ce-lea.mJ.n& completed 
auceeufully. 
• pmlgpmCntal 
Pm;bglogy: 20 houn d 
leMCe and Journal for 
20% of",de. StucSc:rU opt 
for service or ~
paper. 
• Specs;h; At II::U 20 bows 
d IeMct and related 
a.na1yUca.l Journal (or eo 
a6dJuonaJ cla.u polntl 
toward IJ"ade. 
. pro oun 
teachsn& method. 
tt 
Least co.tly. IntNStY'e 
opuon. Incorporated Into 
dJvef"l1ty of c1tKlPUnes. 
DIreCt link between 
YOlunt~r and ecademiC 
wor1 ~. 
encou~e . oI!er In-.eJ''Y'ke 
CftC1Ju for teaclun&. 
develoPlni· 
Itt 
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tu ent conLnacts Wi 
a co eie soc: 
Intennedlate 
00 opuon or stu ents 
OClmunlry /pu 
• u~ 
0inlU· ~. 
- ept. eoreUCa an 
trontest com 1n.Ition 0 
lnStructor or service­
leVTl.1ng office . Valuable 
credit hours de~d.1ng 
u~on ser.1ce and re.!1ecUve 
requlrements. 
• As pan 0 
responsibility 
~qu~ment. students 
must complete regular 
course offe~d with a 
ser.·lce·leamlng project. 
• ror 1·3 CTed.lt hours. 
students can contract With 
instructor to do service­
leaT'Tl1Ilg proJect . 
Independent study 
meehan1Sm w11h s.ervice 
focus . 
• All sophomores must 
complete 30 hours of 
community s.ervice. 
With tJme . sc.hed I.ll.1.na 
lmpediments. Good for 
add1n& to prMOUS 
cxpenences/ courses. 
Skilled . apenenced 
students would fit welllnto 
this option. "Des!&Nted 
Helper ProJect- has been 
~loped . needs to be 
implemented. 
IS combined wtth 
classrt>om e.xpenenees to 
l)TO\1de 1n!'ormaUon. akUl 
bulld1n&. ~ectJon. 
&enera.l1i1n& pnnclples. 
assessment methods to 
help students seNt and 
learn more drecUvely . 
Mce 
ExpeMe net classes. 1 ~1t 
hour. elect.tYe. 20-30 houn 
olSCrvice. 2 -6 tem1nar'S. 
and reOecttve analytiCal 
inStruments (service­
learn..l.n.i plan. Journal. 
re?Ort book.. etc.). 
• Introduction to PubUc 
Sel"'V1Ce . 1-3 credit hoW'S 
depenc11ng on service­
Je&rn1ng requ 1Tements. 
.erv1ce faculty. EzceDent 
method to Inte&r'lte 1lerYX:e 
and leanuna· Lam1ted 
class IeSSJons allow for 
c:x1msM feedback. 
assessment. and aldll 
build1ng Should be 
Inteanal part of cumcwum. 
~en documented 
Je&rn1ng fTOm .erviCe 
c:xpenences . f'le:x1bJe. can 
build upon ln1ual 
c:xpenences. Utilize more 
extensive . 
pracucaJ COW"K whiCh 
allows for W'eeJdy .eminars 
and maxsmum ezpenence 
opportuntty. 3 to 4 credit 
ho~. Can be utilU.ed as 
ceneral education option . 
e.•. Social Scle~ land 
pubUc terViCt course to 
fulflll social service 
requirement. 
• / ommunity 
SeMce Expenence. 6 hours 
of service weekly r>lus 2 
hour 8em1naT. Count as 2 
classes for faculty Joad. 
• Ccmmunity involvement 
and philosophy. 20·30 
houn of ser.1ce plus 
.e:m.1narS. rud1n&s . 
.eMce-learn1n& pnnclples 
and feat 1.U"eS. ~rful 
moUvator and ak1ll 
bWlder. Best method of 
mcenUVe to mvotve 
dJverstty of student body. 
Should be aamlned. 
A ~ll1Ct Cw:i4l for CD,"wuUtif) ColUges - EJ 
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epartment. n. 
delermlnes how knowled&e 
and skil.l.s of the1r 
dl.SClpl1nes can be applied 
for the betterment of others 
and the community. 
Stu nLS a 
commun.1t)· s;erv1~ cou~. 
• Mass commurucauons 
51udenLS would help 
agencies with ne'WSletters. 
radIo spots. Video tapes. 
photo displays. 
• ChJd d~elopment 
st udents would ass1St in 
nu~ry schools. 
• English students would 
help adults read and 9r'T1te . 
• Math students would 
proVlde computer serv1ces 
for ~Iected 5eTV1Ce 
agencies. 
ost eSln appr~ to 
~rmeate tota.! curnculum 
Commun.1ty serviCe not 
iSolated but lntearal part ol 
college Human 
appl~auon of knowledae is 
practiced in all d.aclp1J.nes 
aper1e.nces 
toward the end of 
coW"Sle'WorlL 6·20 hoW'S 
Weekly but can be full tune. 
Course prerequiSite to 
enter. 
More sldlls. tJme 
cotmn1tment needed. 
t.1n& apenences 
especWly for tech.rucal 
Pf"O&l"imS. Capstone 
endeavors wh.kh buUd 
upon ot.her Kn1Ce 
e.xper1ences and 
coursework. 
• 
for the benefn at'most 
st udents . Can ~a.l1u 
faculty and cumculum 
Would take considerable 
eIron to Implement. but 15 
wonh 
£.4 - Commw"it)'.tt.4 VolwJl11fT ~ 
1-/ 
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Service-Learnin~and, the Kentucky Education Reform Act 
Definitions .. 
Community Service is the act of providing meaningful service to the community. 
Service-learning is a powerful process which combines meaningful service to the community 
with a structured opportunity to learn from the service experience. This learning is most effective 
when it occurs as part of the academic curriculum. 
Examples of Service-Learnine 
a, Science classes throughout Washington state adopt polluted streams. The students 
take water samples and report the results to the state environmental protection agency and 
their local community. While mobilizing the stream clean-up, the students also raise 
salmon fry in their classroom, which they re-introduce to the stream when the pollution 
levels are sufficiently reduced. This service-learning project is a compelling way for the 
students-to develoe"and apply their biology, chemistry and communication skills. 
· ,.- - ":".. \ ", . . 
.. As part of English and health classes, 180 secondary school students from six 
Louisville schools write and perform anti-drug skits for elementary students through the 
Partners in Anti-Drug Learning Skills (PALS). This provides an exciting way for students 
to apply their writing skills; fu:1l1ermore, PALS students develop their critical thinking 
skills as they facilitate elementary students' discussions of drug issues. 
Service-Learning Outcomes 
Service-learning._. 
• Provides a practical way for students to learn to become responsible members of the 
community. 
IJ:- Serves as a form of performance assessment as students apply their classroom learning 
to real-life problems. 
• Motivates stude.nts to learn by providing experience with inherent meaning . 
.. Increases students' feelings of self-worth and self-competence. 
• Helps students understand the causes of social problems . 
• ; Enhances connections between school and community. 
Prepared by Connie Cameron, Louisville Volunteer Talent Center (502) 473-3710 and Dave Crowley. 
Points of Ught Foundation/Council on Higher Education (502) 564-3553. 
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'Doing Good' and :Scholarship: 
.!.l Service-Learning Study 
JEREMY COHEN AND DENNIS KINSEY 
The national interest in formal! experiential learning in which students 
links between university classroorr. I worked directly with off-campus com­
education and community service raisiO(' 
two important issues ror college and 
university teaching. 
The first is definitional. What::> I 
service learning-learning tb.a~ com­
bines public service with related aca­
demic work-and what distinguishes it 
from academic internships. semesters 
abroad. and classroom laboratories? 
The second issue is pedagogical. 
Is there reason to believe that the 
learning aspects of service learning 
justify the entry of colleges and uni­
versities into the public service sec­
tor? 
An undergruduate mass commu­
nication and society lecture course at a 
Z'3~ide:1~ial research ~:1ive!'~ity pro­
vided the laboratory to experiment with 
a dozen independent service-learning 
projects. Although the class was large 
and included several leaching assis­
tants. the unit of analysis was service 
project. Each project was viewed as an 
individual endeavor suitable for a small 
class with no graduate student assis- I 
tance.' Some service projects involved 
munity groups. Non-experiential ser­
vice-learning service projects provided 
I.he opportunity to aid community 
groups. but without direct student/ 
community contact. 
The projects enabled us to reach an­
ecdotal. but systematic conclusions about 
the pedagogical value of service learning 
and to document empirically the differ­
ences in pedagogical value between ser­
vice learning with and without an experi­
entia! component We also were able to 
identify and then bring our observa­
tions to several normative issues. 
Service learning 
The growth of service. interest and 
participation in community service has 
become well entrenched on American col­
lege campuses over the last decade. More 
than 305 campuses. for exampie. belong to 
Campus Compact. an umbrella organiza­
tion established in 1985 by a number of 
college and university presidents to en­
courage community service arr.ong under­
graduates. l The 1993 Report of the Com­
mission on National and Community Ser-
Cohen is an associate professor and Kinsey IS a doctoral candidate in !.he Stanford /.lseitute 
for Communication Research. 
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vice estimates that 140.000 students at 
Campus Compact schools participated in 
sen-ice on a weekly basis in 1992.) An­
other 650 colleges and universities partici­
pated in the Campus Outreach Opportu­
nity League and 150 schools now provide 
academic credit for service-learning pro­
grams offered by the Partnership for Ser­
vice Learning.' And ofcourse. 1993 saw bi­
partisan support for Presider}t Bill Clinton's 
March 1 proposal for a program to offset 
tui tion through public-sen-ice partici pa­
tion and for the inauguration of the 1993 
Sumrr.er of Sen-ice. 
The variety of motivati l)n:; and 
rationales for sen-ice education are 
numerous and might even suggest that 
some see service education as a panacea. 
The 1980 report of the National Commis­
sion on Youth is often cited for its recom­
ITendation that community service be used to "bridge the gap" between youth and dulthc)(xP In a1985 report for the Carnegie 
Founda tion for the Advancement ofTeach­
ing. Frank Newman concluded, "If there is 
a crisis in education in the United States 
today, it is less that test scores have de­
clined than it is that we have failed to 
provide the education for citizenship that 
is still the most important responsibility of 
the nation's schools and colleges.""Rutgers 
political scientist Benjamin Barber has 
become the leading advocate of teaching 
citizenship values in a democracy through 
service education-<:ourses.1 
In yet another Carnegie report. how­
ever. Ernest Boyer takes higher education 
to task "for tbi; gap between vaiues in the 
academy and the needs of the largerworld. 
Service is routine ly praised . but accorded 
little ctl ention," Boyer no tes in Schol­
arship Reconsidered: Priorities of the Pro­
fess orate." And alt hough Boyer embraces 
the values ofser\' ice educat ion , he does so 
only with the practiced critique of the 
classroom professor. "Colleges and univer­
sities have recently rejected service as seri­
ous schol arship . partly because its mean­
ing is so vague and often disconnected 
from serious intellectual work .... Boyer 
warns. "All too frequently . sen-ice meanSJ 
not doing scholarship. but doing good.:;J 
Boyer says. 
Boyer's critique goes to the heart ;r; 
the matter. Sen-ice may be agoodthing, but , 
not all good things fall within the province \ 
of the university. In dismissing the pana­
cea approach Boyer provides a context for I 
service education with a solid academic : 
footing. "To be considered scholarship. " ; 
[and therefore within the province of the I 
university and academically justifiable) ; 
"service activities mast be tiEd directly to ' 
one's special field ofknowledge and relate ' 
to. and flow directly out of. this profes- I 
sional activity." Boyer concludes.'D For the 
classroom teacher the challenge is clear. . 
Does the use of community service within 
the curriculum actually enhance an identi­
fiable goal such as mastery ofcourse mate­
rial or increased understanding of citizen­
ship in a democracy? The issue of aca- ' 
demic enhancement is the basis of our ' 
study. 
A significant body of literaturel 
praises service education.1I but there I 
are few empirical studies. A 1993 study i 
of political science undergraduates at i 
the University of Michigan concluded : 
that students involved in service learn- : 
ing were significantly more likely than i 
others in the same class to "report that : 
they had performed up to their potential 
in the course, had learned to apply 
principles from the course to new situ­
ations. and had developed a greater 
awareness uf socia: p~Gblew5 ...., Give.. 
the popularity of service. there is a 
clear need for more evaluations like 
this one that go beyond the purely de­
scriptive ." ­
Service learning. There is no singl e 
definition of service learning ." Tim 
Stanton. director of the Haas Center for 
Public Service at Stanford University, calls 
it "a particular form of experiential educa­
tion. one that emphasizes for students the 
Iaccomplishment of tasks which meet hu­
5 W/NTD!'94 
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man needs in combination with conscious 
educational growth."lS The National and 
Community Service Act of 1990 defines 
service learning with a set of four criteria: 
"1 . Under which students learn and 
develop through active participation in 
tho~htfu!!y~i~ed service experiences 
that meet actual community needs and 
that are coordinated in collaboration with 
the school and community; 
"2. That is integrated into the stu­
dents' academic curriculum or provides 
structured time for a student to think, talk, 
or write about what the student did and 
saw during the actual service activity; 
"3 . That provides students with op­
portunities to use newly acquired skills 
and knowledge in real-life situations in 
their own communities; and 
"4. That enhances what is taught 
in school by extending student learning 
beyond the classroom and into the com­
munity and helps to foster the develop­
ment of a sense of caring for others."IO 
The common weave within the 
literature provides an operational defi­
nition of service learning and 
distinguishs it from other forms of 
academic experience. Explicit is that 
service le~.lrn.ing .has a puhlk ~~l.Ge 
comp.o_~ent th~t_relates direct\y1Q .~Q 
that strengthe_ns .the._ac~dem.ic .compo­
nenCor~ ~e<:igf..a..rea...of...s.tudy . Com­
munication curriculum reports and texts 
such as the Oregon Reportl7 and Media 
Education and the LibernlArts" champion 
the val ue of experiential education. but do 
not focus on i1 public-service aspect. In­
ternships and classroom laboratories are 
recommended as hands-on instruction in 
whicl:: ~:~dents learn by ,],); ~ ~ Tbe distin­
guishing chargcterislic (f ,~ .. i -.: c l~?Ini.J)g 
then appears to be. thfL~La ifT!. thaUt is a 
heigptened form of ex.perieillial edlJca­
tion-t9~!. Q~.ause of the c0.!ll~uni ty con­
tact and seITice t;0l:!lponen t. there js...&reater 
breadth~n_d_depth to th es'ii:Jcfe~ t 's lear~ing 
experience . Advocat~ 's_uggestthat stu ­
dents learn to unders tand their classes in a 
!OUllNA1.JSM EDUCATOfI 
cQ.ntex~ that goe~JLe'y'ond the closed. envi­
ranm.en.t Q[Jh~ . U1J.h'_eJ:sity and.the media 
indill.tries t.l:!ey hqpe tQ. work in,-afld 'in 
doing so, develop a richer !..IJlderstanding 
Qf..1hlli.r ~l!Pject ma~ter. 
There is of course no single criteria 
for what constityles public or commllnity 
service. The Commission on National and 
Community Service suggests that it con­
sists of"substantial contributions to meet­
ing key public..m-i_orities: school reform, 
communi.!)' revitalization, and leadership 
development JOL.l.he _community-service 
field. "l-
In the end we can operationalize 
service Jeaml!!g a~meetin...s at le~si two 
c;riteria. It ~~t re~pond to Boye~~ ~all for 
explicit_Unks to_scJ!'Q.1.arship, and it 
Ill.~PQnd...1..o.-explicit community 
needs. 
Project rationales and goals 
The decision to adopt service learn­
ing as an integral element of the introduc­
tory mass communication and society 
course was premised on the one dozen 
projects' potential as pedagogical tools to 
facilitate both curriculum-specific and 
curriculum-general types of goals. 
Adoption also toole into consideration 
the presence of other more global ob­
jectives that can be bundled under the 
omnibus heading, "general education." 
Curriculum-spectfic goals. Ourgoals 
in mass· communication and society are 
numerous and include the charge of teach­
ing students to evaluate mass communica­
tior; in ierms Gf wa"sagas. aui:3r;::35:, a.::.:i 
institutions.zo The rationale is that this 
knowledge, along with accompanyingcriti­
cal thinking skills,'] enables students to 
understand the role of mass communica­
tion in society. This is..£eaIlY_llQthingmore 
tha!1J~beri!.l arts theory; th.ubi.lity to think 
critically about a useful and a~ body 
of knowledge i~.1h~abilih'. !.9 participate in 
~ocrati,!pmcess . ll Familiaritywith. 
and contextual understanding of, the lit­
I erat ure of the discipline ofmass communi­
6 
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cation are traditional substantive class­
room goals in journalism and communica­
tion studies and are the curricultun-spe­
cific goals of our course. 
Curriculum-general goals. A useful 
curriculum also takes into account general 
pedagogical goals such as student motiva­
tion and the efficient use of time. The 
adoption of our service learning projects 
took into account both motivation and the 
demands of service projects compared to 
more traditional classroom fare. We hoped 
to create learning experiences that would 
add to the curriculum, but not overpow'lr 
it. 
General education goals. System­
atic planning of service-learning projects 
also must take into account three addi­
tional elements: 
• The potential to meet the identified 
needs of the client community as distin­
guished from the pedagogical needs of 
students; 
• The potential to contribute to the 
general educational goals of liberal arts 
that go beyond the major-specific cur­
riculum of a given course; and 
• Ethical dimensions such as the 
tension between required and volun­
tary service and the potential of ser­
vice work to raise issues similar to 
those usually covered by human-sub­
jects guidelines.ll Human-subjects issues 
often are more familiar to academic re­
searchers in the natural and social sciences 
than to scholars based in the humanities or 
to teachers and administrators who are not 
activeiy eI •.~Q.;ed in research. 
The projects 
Project criteria. The 220 stu­
dents enrolled in the course "Mass 
Communication and Society" attended 
three lectures a week as a group. Breaking 
down into pods of about sixteen students 
each. they also attended a required weekly 
seminar taught by doctoral students or the 
course professor. An individual service­
learning project was developed for each 
seminar, although three students chose the 
alternative library research rather than 
partici pate in the service-learning projects. 
Potential projects were identi tied the 
summer prior to the autumn course with 
the help of the campus public-service 
center. Each project site was con­
tacted and the decision to proceed was 
based on a set of criteria that included: 
1) the community need for work relat­
ing directly to the curriculum; that 2) 
could be accomplished by students tak­
ing an introductory mass communica­
tion and society class; and that 3) did 
not require an on-going internship but 
could be handled in roughly the same 
timetable as a term project and presenta­
tion. 
Experiential projects. Media-literacy 
projects were conducted for grades one 
through five at a local elementary school 
and in high school social studies classes. 
Mass communication and society studen ts 
visited classrooms and with the aid of 
audio and video tapes, led workshops and 
discussions focused on issues such as me­
dia stereotyping, consumerism, gender and 
racial images, and cartoon violence. Some 
ofour seminars met with classroom teach­
ers before making site visits, while others 
rei ied on phone contact in order to develop 
age appropriate materials and presenta­
tions. These projects were considered ex­
periential in that they required on-site vis­
its and contact between university stu­
dents and members of the community. 
Non-experiential projects. Other 
prcjecL; di:! .,ot pIa::;:! o~!" ,~..!de!).ts i:-!!o 
one-on-{)ne contact with communitymem­
bers. Community-service projects. based 
on mass communication anu society cur­
riculum, were developed on the university 
campus. Projects included: 
• Content analysis (for a support net­
work for battered women) of the media 
portrayal of violence against women; 
• Analysis of media recruitment efforts 
for a low-income job training and place­
ment service: 
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• Development of a brochure for a local 
city's volunteer program serving a senior 
center. day care programs, and the parks 
and recreation department; and 
• Development of public-relations ma­
terials for a youth program that placed at­
risk boys and girls with adult "mentors." 
Classroom issues. To avoid the issue 
of "forced volunteerism." students were 
given the option oftaking part in the project 
or writing an individual bibliographic es­
say. Only three students opted for the bib­
liogr"phic essay. Service learning students 
worked in teams and were told that eacb 
would receive the same project score, worth 
about 7 percent of the total class grade, and 
that an important element was the team's 
ability to work as a group. Most groups 
received full credit. 
Although teaching assistants ex­
pressed initial concern that students 
would object to team grading, student con­
cerns were negligible following the 
professor's class explanation. Suffi­
cient other means existed to measure 
student mastery, including traditional 
tests and essay assignments. The ser­
vice-learning projects were conceived 
not as an assignment to be graded, but 
as a pedagogical tool inherently ill­
suited to traditional grading. The object 
of the project assignment was to create 
experiences that would lead to learning 
rather than performance measurement. 
Points were awarded for spending time 
with the projects themselves. Project pre­
sentations were scheduled for the end of 
the quarter t-J .:!low ~ufficient time br tha 
students to be initiated to the appropriate 
methods and literature and to apply their 
element;:ry knowledge to the projects at 
hand. 
Project evaluations. We also de­
signed a four-part evaluation scheme. One 
hundred and sixty-seven of the 217 partici­
pating students completed a twelve-item 
questionnaire after fmishing their projects. 
Site representatives completed a short. self­
administered evaluation form that solic­
ited open-ended comments. Seminar lead­
ers completed a self-administerecf evalua­
tion that paralleled the st udent ins trurnen t. 
The authors of this study, as the primary 
project coordinators, were debriefed by a 
team from the university's Center forTeach­
ing and Learning. The Center team then 
provided a written summary of the debrief­
ing that included their analysis. 
Results 
Curriculum-specific goals. The 
greatest strength ofthe community projects 
appears to be in helping UIl'versity stu­
dents to place classroom material into a 
meaningful context. Respondents were 
asked to indicate whether the projects were 
more useful. about the same, or less useful 
than other kinds of assignments. Nearly 
one-halfofthe respondents (47%) said that 
compared to other assignmen ts, their com­
munity project was more useful than other 
kinds ofassignments in placing classroom 
material into a meaningful context Three­
fourths of the teaching assistants (75%) 
were in agreement. Less than one-quarter 
(22%) of the students and only one teach­
ing assistant (8%) found the assignments 
less useful than others. 
In a related question, students and 
seminar leaders were asked how help­
ful the projects were-very helpful, 
somewhat helpful, or not very helpful-in 
developing a sense of the relationship of 
the course material to the "real" world. 
Seminar leaders perceived greater benefit 
than did students. More than half the 
seminar leaders (~8%l :mkP.d ~e projects 
as very helpful. 'A majority of the students 
also found the projects either very helpful 
(38%) or somewhat helpful (46%) . 
We asked, "Relative to other kinds of 
assignments, how effective as a lear :-: ; !:.= 
exercise was the community prOjeCl­
more effective, about the same. or less 
effective?" A plurality of students (45%) 
judged the projects about the same. Less 
than a third (30%) judged the projects 
more effective while nearly as many (25%) 
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found the projects less effective. The semi­
nar leaders' perceptions were close, 
but a little more optimistic. Among 
seminar leaders, 42 percent found the 
projects more effective, 33 percent 
judged them about the same, and 25 
percent found them less effective. 
We then narrowed the question by 
asking, "Relative to other assignments. how 
much learning about mass communication 
took place by working on the community 
projects-more learning. about the 
same. less learning?" One-half (52%) 
of student respondents reported tb~ 
projects contributed about the same 
amount of learning as other assign­
ments. Only 17 percent responded that 
more learning about mass communication 
resulted from working on the projects. and 
nearly one-third (31 %) said less learning 
occurred. Again. seminar leaders were 
sligbtly more optimistic with 33 percent 
saying more learning occurred. 42 percent 
saying about the same. and 25 percent 
indicating less learning. 
Viewed as a question of relativEr­
rather than absolute-learning. this re­
sponse does not negate the value of the 
projects. Furthermore. it aclcnowledges 
that other teaching tools. such as lectures. 
discussions, readings. and writing as­
signments. contribute to learning about 
mass communication. The issue is not 
whether anyone type of assignment is 
sufficient to teach communication. but 
whether specific assignments add to 
the mix in a positive manner. Even 
aclcnowledg:r • .:; the .~1 pt:rce .. t of stuJents 
who found the projects less useful than 
other assignments. more than two-iliirds 
(69%) found the projects leading to a t least 
as much learning about communi r: ci:OI1 as 
oilier assignments. 
Moving from relative to more 
absolute questions of learning about mass 
communication. we asked whether the 
projects were helpful as a means of placing 
audiences. institutions and mass commu­
nication messages into meaningful com­
munication contexts. For each.area we 
asked whether the projects were very. some­
what. or not very helpful. These three 
units of analysis-audience, institution. 
and messagEr-were stressed throughout 
the course as substantive components of 
the study of mass communication and so­
ciety. The students found the projects 
most helpful in placing audiences into a 
meaningful context (see table 1), followed 
closely by placing messages into a mean­
ingful communication context. The 
projects were least helpful to students as a 
me~ns ofunderstanding the roleofinstitu­
tions in mass communications. 
Not all projects can serve all educa­
tional needs. even within a single course. 
Our findings that the projects were better 
for teaching about audiences and messages 
than for institutions were expected since 
the projects provided ample opportunity 
to work with media audiences such as 
children who view television. and to con­
sider messages, such as those examined in 
the content analyses done for the shelter 
for battered women and the ~dia-mat n­
als ~~.leWiilcome job train­
in~None of the projects directly 
addreSsed the mass media within the con­
text of an institutional framework.. This 
TABLE 1 

HELPFULNEss OF nn: 

CoMMUNIlY PROJECI' 

FOR PLACING AUDIENCES, 

INsmunONS, AND MEssAGES 

INTo A MEANINGFUL 

CoMMiTllilCATIOr; CONlUT 

(N = 167) 

Audiences Inlt.itutionJ M8SS4Ises 
Not Very Helpful 9.6 2 i . 3 11 .4 
Somewhat Helpful 29.3 55 . 2 39 .8 
Very Helpful 61.1 17.6 48 .8 
Table petcllDtag8$ add down (may not add to 100% 
bec:awe of rounding) . 
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TABLE 2 
STUDENT RESPONSES TO 
CUR RICULUM- SPECIFIC- GOALS 
QUESTIONS 
(Mean opinion ratings according to type of 
community project) . 
Experiential Non-Experiential 

(N ~ 88) IN • 79) 

3. How helpful was the community project in 
developing a sense of the relatioruhip of the 
communication material we studied in class 
to the real world? 
2.41 2.03 3.67'" 
5. Relative to other kinds of assignments. 
how effective as a learning exercise what the 
community project? 
2.25 1.82 3.83'" 
7. Relative to other kinds of aHignments. 
how much learning about mass communica­
tion took place by working on the community 
project? 
1.99 1.72 2.54' 
8. Relative to other kinds of assignments. 
how useful was the community project in 
helping you place classroom material into a 
meaningiul context1 
2.60 1_87 6.59** * 
9. Not all projects serve all educational 
needs. but in the one you took part in. was the 
community project helpful to you as a means 
of placing each of the following into a 
meaningiul communication context: 
a Audiences 
2.74 2.27 4.78'" 
b. lnstitutiCI!S 
1.97 1.83 1.29 
c. Mass communication messages 
2.56 2.17 3.78'" 
'.p< .OS '··-p< .OOl 

scale for QS, Q7 and Q8: 1 -less . 3 - rn o", : 

for Q3. Q9a. Q9b and Q9c: 1 - Dot vary. J - vErr)' 

finding may make the pedagogical use of 
service projects especially attractive to 
those instructors who find the available 
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introductory mass communicatjon and 
society texts rich in institutional descrip­
tion and analysis. but lacking as a means of 
bringing students into contact with con­
siderations of audience and message. 
We viewed the student respon­
dents' ability to differentiate in their 
evaluations of project effectiveness 
among the elements of audience. mes­
sage. and institutions as an indicator of 
internal response validity. The stu­
dents detected effectiveness differ­
ences in the value of the projects as tools 
for studying differing aspects ofmass com­
munication and society. Seminar leader 
responses to open ended questions were 
parallel to the view that the projects were 
better suited to placing audiences and 
messages than institutions into a meaning­
ful context. 
Together, the student and seminar 
leader results yield a very strong indica­
tion that experiential-learning-indi­
vidual contact between students and 
community members-was pedagogi­
cally superior to non~xperiential learn­
ing. Experiential learning students re­
ported greater appreciation for the 
projects. Table two shows the mean 
opinion ratings and t-tests for the stu­
dent instrument questions with sepa­
rate results for students involved in expe­
riential and non-experientialleaming. 
Curriculum -general goals. Students 
were asked about two types of general 
curriculum issues. motivation and the ef­
fective use of time. 
J:ldgt'd aga:nst other a~~!gnmer.ts 
within our mass communication and soci­
ety class. students ranked their motivation 
to do the service assignment. Again. they 
were asked to respond to a three-level 
comparison scale . One-third (36%) 
said they were more motivated to do 
class work involving the community 
project than traditional communication 
assignments. A plurality (39%) ranked 
their motivation as about the same. and 
lone-fourth (25%) said they were less 
10 
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motivated. The seminar leader responses 
reflected a stronger perception of increased 
motivation with the majori ty (58%) report­
ing increased student motivation. a third 
(33%) reporting motivation about tbe same 
and only one seminar leader reporting less 
motivated students. 
A similar comparison was made 
between tbe community project as­
signment and tbe students' self-per­
ceived motivation for participating in 
"other classes." One-tbird (34%) viewed 
the community project as more motivat­
ing. one-half (50% }"found their motivaticn 
about the same. and the remainder (11,%) 
found the projects less motivating. Tbe 
teacbing assistants were not asked this 
question since as first-time teachers they 
lacked other classroom experiences with 
wbich to compare the assignment. 
We also considered the pedagogical 
question of time usage. Fully three- quar­
ters (75%) of the student respondents felt 
this was an "effective use of time." One­
quarter (25%) reported that it was not. In 
a parallel question. seminar leaders re­
sponded to the question. "Was this a good 
tool for you as a teacher. that is. was it an 
effective use of time?" A large majority 
(83 %) reported in the affirmative. Seven­
teen percent of seminar leaders did not 
find the community project assignment an 
effective use of time. 
Students were also asked. relative to 
other kinds of assignments, how much 
time the community projects required­
more. about the same. or less time? A 
mi nori ty (1. 7"'0) said mo,e time \~:lS r~­
quired. tbe majority (62%) reported spend­
ing equal time. and about a fiftb (21 %) 
said the projects required less time 
than other kinds of assignments. 
The comparison of responses be­
tween students involved in experiential 
and non-€xperiential projects follows the 
same pattern as noted in the curriculum­
specific questions. Although both experi­
ential and non·experiential community 
projects are positive pedagogical tools. the 
experiential condition drew sigJ'\ificantly 
stronger student evaluations. (See Table 3. 
on the next page). Tbe single exception 
was that there was no significant differ­
ence in the amount of time required of 
students between experiential and non­
experiential projects. 
General educational goals. A short. 
open-ended questionnaire was mailed to 
each project site in an attempt to establisb 
it qualitative sense of whether the sbort 
term contact witb the comm unity had in 
practice met identifiable needs and pro­
vided a "communi!y servicr-." Wbile de­
grees ofenthusiasm varied. tbere was unani­
mous encouragement from each of the sites 
to continue tbe university/community re­
lationship and eacb reported interest in 
continuing the projects in the future. It is 
important to note in tbese qualitative re­
sponses that experiential projects gener­
ated a stronger sense of value from site 
representatives than the non-experiential 
projects. a finding that directly parallels 
both the student and the seminar leader 
responses. Even so, there was general 
support for the non-experiential projects 
as well as the experiential. 
The authors' debriefing with theCen­
ter for Teaching and Learning identified 
the following three qualitative issues. 
Classroom-sanctioned contact be­
tween university students and thecommu­
nity raises human-subjects type is­
sues. Relationsbips sbould not be cre­
ated. for example. in which community 
children become dependent upon indi­
vidual students as would be the case in 
long-term tutoring and similar direct 
delivery of services. 
Tbe delivery of services may require 
special training. such as cow to develop 
age-appropriate ma~cri ;: i for scbool 
children. One seminar, for e.xample. beld a 
discussion with ninth graders focused on 
the issues ofstereotyping, race. and gender 
within the context of rap music. A pre­
planning session with a secondary educa­
tion master teacher proved invaluable in 
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TABLE 3 

STUDENT RLSPONSES TO 

CURRICULUM- GENERA L- GOALS 

QUESTIONS 

(Mean Opinion Ratings of According to Type 
of Community Project) 
ExperillDtial NOD·ExperillDtial 
(N - 88) (N - 79) 
1. Comparee to your oilier classes. were you 
more motivated or less motivated to work on 
the c:ommunity project? 
2.41 1.92 4.D2° 0 • 
2. Compared to oilier assiguments in this 
class. were you more motivated or less 
motivated to work on the co=unity project? 
4.99 0002.40 1.81 
4. Was this a good learning tool for you. that 
is. was it an effective use of time? 
1.86 1.62 3.68 00 • 
6. Relative to oilier kinds of assignments. 
how much of your time was required in the 
community project? 
2.02 1.89 1.43 

.0. _p < .001 

ocale for Ql. Q2 and Q6: 1 -leu. 3 - more; 
for Q4 : 1 - DO. 2 - yea 
help ing our university students to prepare 
appropriate material for their audience of 
teenagers in a public high school. Similar 
planning sessions were held with elemen­
tary school principals and teachers to help 
our students to develop media literacy 
lesson plan; ~at w.:..uld hold the atten~ion 
of young chi ldren and that would be wi thin 
their inteJlectual grasp. 
Tbe liberal arts g021s of expanding 
the students' ways of kn owing to include 
experience as well as an<lly1ical objectiv­
ity. and of teaching students to take their 
place in a democracy. are not easily 
subject to measurement. Our debrief­
ing with the Center for Teaching and 
Learning reinforced tbe idea tbat nei­
ther are stand-alone goals for a single 
JOU1\NI\USM LDUCATOII, 
course or curriculum. Furfher. we 
concluded that neither goal is self-activat­
ing. The use of a service component in a 
curriculum will not in and of itself provide 
students with an understanding of democ­
racy or with an expanded context for con­
sidering traditional objective classroom 
knowledge. It is therefore very important 
to build into the curriculum a "reflection" 
component so that teachers can facilitate 
learning through instructor-directed dis­
cussion and/or papers and journals after 
the projects are completed. Context and 
the idertiflcation of implications requires 
the guiding influence of a teacher. 
Discussion 
Two hundred and seventeen of the 
220 students in Mass Communication 
and Society developed service educa­
tion projects that reached twelve sites 
ranging from first-grade classrooms 
to a shelter for battered women . Ser­
vice education, as a pedagogical tool. 
increased motivation and contextual 
understanding of specific. substantive 
course material involving messages and 
audiences. 
Although the community projects in­
volved numerous sites. varying academic 
methodologies and literature bases. 
seven teaching assistants. and more 
than 200 students. there was wide 
spread ~greement that the projects 
r~~u~e4Ji!.t~e _O! E~ ~Qre Jime and 
effort than other. more traditlOIJal as­
signments. This perception may be 
generated in part tJ-! the inc-eased mo­
tivation displayed by students. teach­
ing assistants, site representatives and 
the course professor. In fact. addi­
tional time was required of the course 
professor-for the most part during the 
early summer set-up stages when contacts 
were made with local agencies and schools I 
and again supervising the teaching assis- I 
tants . I 
Confirmation that we bad pro· 
vided a useful service to the community . ,1 
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came at the end of the project when the 
school district requested that we con­
tinue and expand tbe media literacy 
program. Altbougb tbe scale of our 
effort was made possible by the avail­
ability of several teacbing assistants, 
we concluded that the faculty/student 
ratio was more critical to the program's 
size than to the quality of individual 
projects. Because fewer teacbing as­
sistants would be available during the 
next round, we asked for project vet­
erans to volunteer to belp; they bave 
done so. 
Framed as an issue of costlbenefit 
analysis our experience suggests tbat there 
is little disincentive in adopting service 
learning as a pedagogical element of the 
curriculum. T?~mancial costs were neg­
!!sible. The human resource costs are 
consistent with .§gs..e requlred1)y o'fuer 
types of teaChing efforts. 
Framedas an issue ofpedagogy, bow­
ever, service learning-and especially 
experiential service learning-take on 
real significance. Many students and semi­
nar leaders fotmd-.exp.erientiallearning-to 
be l!..~lQ.re effe¢y~mean.s of teacbing and 
leaz:n~ than re)j~~.~on tradi tional means 
alone. Looking bad:: to Ernest Boyer's 
concerns, we conclude that service 
learning is more than doing go9d. It is 
an effective means of teacbing tbat 
increases student_understandiPg pf _com­
Plex·material.- -	 . 
Finally, we bave not attempted to 
measure the effect of service learning on 
student attitua.:s tovtard and understand­
ing ofdemocratic principles. Nonetheless, 
our experience leads us to conclude tbat 
the practice of service education is the 
practice of sound pedagogy and the prepa­
r.?tion ofyoun&Jl~opre for tbe assump'tion 
of citizens~ in so far as it places them 
faceto-fuce . .with academic work tbat 
ciir:ri~.i~t.e~Q!l~eguence tban- a 
gr:~.comm uni ty ser'£ic.i _lied di­u 
rectly to acadj;lmics-=!iemce leamiDg-::. 
carries tbe promise of success in ils P9ten­
Hal to transport the stude~ bE1Y9.!}d the 
lliDfting cul.tuF<l'! boun_ds ofthe text/lecture 
forms oftbe c<!.rl}p~_and outward Into the 
large-i so~i~l context from which, and for 
wniC!!!~;e ~.!lstruc~ the institutions of 
education. 
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Summer 1988) . 
12. 	 Markus. Gregory 8. . Howard . Je Uary PF . & 
ICing. David. Inl.egroting CDmmunily Service 
and Classroom Instruction Enllances Learning: 
Result.s from an Experiment. (unpubluhed 
paper . 1993). 
13. See. ColemlUl . lamas. Differences Between 
Experiential and Classroom LearniTl8 in Morris T. 
Eaton. Ed. Experiential Learning: Rationale . 
Characteristicz and Msessment.s. (Sao 
FIlIIlcuco: losey·Ba.u. 1977); and Conrad. Dan 
IUld Hedin. DiaD. School Based CDmmunity 
Service: What _ Know From ReseoJl .:h and 
Theory. Phi Delta ICappeD. 72 . 1991. 743· 
7':1: ; 
14. From the 'lIUldpoint of ped"llo!;Y. one educator 
hu noted that with experiential learning 
-teachers .peak leu of teachiTl8 methods aod 
teaching strategies aod more about learniTl8 
activities and learniTl8 experience!. Fox. 
DennLs. -Personal Theori .. of Teaching. " 
Studies in Higher Education . Vol. 8. No. 2. 
1983 . 
15. Quoted in Luee. Ibid. i. 
16. The National and CommUDity SefV\ce Act of 
. 	 1990 created the Commiuion Obn.u(onal and 
Community Sanies. which beg~n September 
25. 1991, with twenty-one mBmben appointed by 
I'rMid8nt Geo'l!e Bush. The Act cr8llted four 
main grant progI'8lIU including Higher 
Education IlUlOvotive ProjecU to I!IIlcourage 
,tudent participation in community .errice III 
part of their pOlt·.econdary education. 
17. The Oregon 	Report: Pllllllling for CUrricular 
Orange in Journalinn Educaton. (Eug1!lll8. 
Otegon : Univeuity of Otegon School of 
loumallim. 1984. See 8Ipecially Section Eight. 
-Toward Model Cumculal . 
18. 	 Blanchard. Robert O. aDd Christ. William G. 
Media Education and /.he Uberol AIts. (Hillsdale . 
N.r. : Lawnmce Erlbaum huoCatas. publishers. 
1993). 
19. Ibid.. xviii. 
20. 	For a discu.uion of the audience/ ins ti tution! 
mess8ge concept of communiaHion curriculum. 
l8e Cohan. ·. el'ftmy. M8tthew Lombard. 8'ld 
Roaalind Piaraon. "Developing e Multicult~a1 
M.... Communication Courae.· Journalism 
Educator 47(2) 1992.3·12. 
21 . Sae for example. James E. Sties. -Learning How 
to Think: Being Emut ulmporllUll But It·, Not 
Enough," In llUIl81 E. Stice, ed. DeYeloping 
Critictll Thinking and Problem Soving Abilities 
(San Fnmciaco : louey Bau. 1987): 1a-99. Edward 
M. Gleaar. An Experiment in /.he Development 
of Critical Thinking (New You.: Columbia 
University, 1941), Stephan P. Noms and 
Robert H. En..nis, Evaluating Critical ThinJdng 
(Pecilic Grove, CA: Midweat Publicationa. 
1989), IIDd Stephen D. Brookfield, DeYe/oping 
Critictll Thinkers: Orallenging Adu1t.s to Explore 
Itlternative Ways of Thinbng and ActiTl8 (San 
FnmcUco: lOllY Bu" 1987). 
22. 	 The releV8Dce of .arvic. education to 
democratic principlu aud the cr.~nding 
notion of civic duty ia dacuued III B..jamin R. 
Barbar, An Aristocracy of Ereryone: The 
Politics of Eductltion and /.he Fwure of America 
(New Yorl: : Ballsntlne Booo. 1992), Alaxander 
Meik.lujohn. Political Freedom: The Constitu· 
tional POWfln of /.he People (New You.: Oxford 
Univ. Preaa, 1965), R. 1.. MoIril. "Educating for 
Democratic Ve..Iuu,· Uberol Education. 68(4). 
365-376, Parker I. Palmar, -Community 
Conflict IIDd Ways of Knowing: Ways 10 DeePen 
C~;8Y' In IlMpijjjY>ur Educational
1m a angl!, pp. 20-25. (1987 Septem· 

berJOctober), Henry Ro,onky, The UniYemty: 
An Owner's Manual (Naw Yoa: W.W. Norton .. 
Company, 1900), IIZld Timothy IC. Stanton, 
-Uberal AN, Experisntial Leaming end Public 
Sevice: N8C8U8IJ IngrwdiIlZlU for Socially 
RNpon.ibla Undarsraduate EduCllticn" 
(Unpubliahed paper plUlII1ted at the Illth 
Annual Conlannce of the National Society for 
Int~ and Expariantial Education. 1987). 
23. Human .ubjecU commUte.. sxiat within 
mOlt uniVllllliti81 to rniew r-MrCh propOl8!.l 
in ordc to aalllflUllrd the righu and welfare of 
partlcipanll. Approval from .uch commilteu 
unmmally~d~foA~yr-MrCh 
utilizing human rubfeCI.I ClIO proceed. Under 
.010. c~tarlCU, aarTice education 
projecII may alao trigger human rubjecu 
approVlll requiremanls. The authors Acom· 
mand 8 C8I1Iful review of local policy prior to lUly 
new project. 
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Learning to Serve; Serving to Learn 
by David B. Crowley 
The goals and valued outcomes of the Kentucky Educa'llun Reform Act (KERA) 
represent a bold re-thinking of the purpose and process of education. For example, Goal 4 is 
to "Develop students' ability to become responsible members of a family. work group or 
community, including demonstrating effectiveness in community service", and Goal 5 states: 
"Develop students' ability to thinl. and solve problems ... in a variety of situations similar to 
what they will encounter ill life." 
School councils are now responsible for providing guidance as to how the local school 
will enable students to achieve these goals and outcomes. One must ask: Do we develop 
young citizens simply by having them read from a text book, or do we create opportunities 
for them to actively participate in their communities? 
Community service-learning, a process which combines meaningful service to the 
community with a structured opportunity to learn from that service experience, can be a 
powerful method for helping students achieve the KERA valued outcomes. Consider the 
following examples: 
• Science classes throughout Washington state adopt polluted streams. The students 
regularly take water samples and report the results to the state environmental protection 
agency and their local community. While mobilizing the stream clean-up, the students also 
raise salmon fry in their classroom, which they re-introduce to the stream when the pollution 
levels are sufficiently reduced. This community service-learning project is a compelling way 
for the students to develop and apply their biology, chemistry and communication skills. 
• As part of English classes, 180 secondary school students from six Louisville 
schools write and perform anti-drug skits for elementary students through the Partners in 
Anti-Drug Learning Skills (PALS). This provides an exciting way for students to apply their 
writing skills; furthermore, PALS students develop their critical thinking skills as they 
facilitate elementary students' discussions of drug issues. 
• Every junior at Williamsburg Independent High School must perform 25 hours of 
community service-learning as part of their history course. Projects have included 
conducting an oral history project and creating a directory of people buried at the town 
cemetery. As a result, many students are turned on to history for the first time because 
service-learning connects subjects to their own lives and their community. 
The two examples from Kentucky mentioned above are part of Youth Serve, a 
Department of Education project funded by the Commission on National Community Service. 
Community service has long been viewed as a nice thing for young people to do after 
school because it helps them develop a sense of responsibility and self-worth; however, many 
schools have overlooked the potential of connecting community service to the curriculum. 
Community service-learning infuses lessons with real meaning, provides an opportunity to 
integrate and apply knowledge and breaks down the barriers which typically separate students 
from the surrounding community. 
Supporting William Butler. Yeats' adage that "education is not the filling of a pail. but 
the lighting of a fire", integrating community service into the curriculum ought to be an 
essential pan of Kentucky's efforts to educate a new generation of citizens capable of 
applying their knowledge to improve their communities. 
David Crowley is a Points of Light Foundation YES Ambassador and CampusServe Project 
Director at the Council 011 Higher Education (502) 564- 3553. He is available to provide 
training and technical assistance on community service-learning. 
Written for the KY Association of School Councils' Newsletter. January J5, 1993 
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Kentucky's Learning Goals 

and 

Academic Expectations 

.What Kentuckv hi~h school 

II '-' 
graduates must knO\V 
and be able to do as 
they exit public schools 
Kent urky Depm'tmrnt or Education 
Thomils f. nO~·Sf'n. i'ommissionpr 
DBTUCXY' S LXARlIIBG GOALS ARD ACADBKIC JaPBC'l'M.'IOlIS 
What ltentucky Sigb SCbool Graduates Must Xnow 
And Be Able to Do As They bit Publ.ic School 
Apr.il 27, 1994 
Goal 1: Students are able to u_ basic coamun.icat.ion and ma.thematics alUlls 
for purpo..s and situations they vill encounter througbout their lives. 
'1.1 Students use reference tools such as dic~ionaries, almanacs, 
encyclopedias, and computer reference programs and research tools such as 
interviews and surveys to find the information they need to meet specific 
demands, explore interests, or solve specific problems. 
/1.2 Students make sense of the variety of materials they read. 
11.3 Students make sense of t~e various things they observe. 
/1.4 Students make sense of the various messages to which they listen. 
11.5 	- 1.9 Students use mathematical i deas and procedures to communicate, 

reason, and solve problems. 

/1.10 Students organize information t~rough development and use of 

classification rules and systems. 

11.11 Students write using appropriate forms, conve~tion., and style. to 
communicate ideas and information to different audiences for different 

purposes. 

y 1.12 Students speak using appropriate forms, conventions, and style. to 

communicate ideas and information to different audiences for different 

purpo•••• 

1.13 Studenta make sanae of and communicate ideas with the visual art•• 
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1.14 Studen~s make sense of and communicate ideas with music. 
1.15 Students make sense of and communicate ideas with movement. 
1.16 Students use computers and other kinds of technology to collect, 
organi~e, and communicate information and ideas. 
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Goal 2: Students ahall develop their abilities to apply cora concept. &ad 
principles from mathematics, the sciences, the arts, the humanities, aocial 
studies, practical living studies, and vocational .tudies to what they vill 
encounter throughout their lives. 
Science 
2.1 Students understand scientific ways of thinking and working and u•• 

those methods to solve real-lite problems. 

2.2 Students identify, analyze, and use pat~ern8 such as cycles and trenda 
to understand past and present events and predtc~ poa.ible future ev.nt•• 
2.3 Students identi!y and analyze systems and the ways their component. 

work together or affect each other~ 

2.4 Students use the concept of scale and scientific models to explain the 
organization and functioning of living and nonliving things and predict 
other characteristics that might be observed. 
2.5 Students understand that under certain conditions nature tends to 

remain the same or move toward a balance. 

2.6 Students understand how living and nonliving things change over time 
and the factors that i~fluenc. the changes. 
,I 
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J Mathema~:"cs 
2.7 Students understand number concepts and use numbers appropriately and 
accurately. 
2.B Students under~tand variou. mathematical procedures and u.e them 
appropriately and accurately. 
2.9 Students understand space and dimensionality concept~ and use them 
appropriately and accurately. 
2.10 Students understand measurement concepts and use measurements 

appropriately and accurately. 

2.11 Students understand mathematical change concepts and use them 

appropriately and accurately. 

2.12 Students understand mathematical structure concepts including the 

properties and logic of various mathematical systems. 

2.13 Students understand and appropriately use statistics and probability. 
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Social Studies 
2.14 Students understand the democratic principles of justice, equality, 
responsibility, and f=eedom and apply them to real-life situation•• 
j 	 2.15 Students can accurately desc=ibe various forms of government and 
analyze issues that relate to the rights and responsibilities of citizens in 
"a democracy. 
/2.16 Students observe, analyze, and interpret human behaviors, social 

groupings, and institutions to better understand people and the 

relationships among individuals and among groups. 

J2.17 Students interac~ effectively and work cooperatively with the many 

ethnic and cultural groups of our nation and world. 

2.18 Students understand economic principles and are &ble to make economic 
decisions that have consequence. in daily living. 
2.19 Students recognize and understand the relationship between people and 
geography and apply their knowledge in real-life situations. 
2.20 Students understand, analyze, and interpret historical events, 

conditions, trends, and issues to develop historical perspective. 

2.21 (Incorporated into 2.16) 
6 ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS (4/27/94) 
Arts and Humanities 
2 . 22 Students create ~orks of art and make presentations to convey a point 
of view. 
2.23 Students analyze their own and others' artistic products and 
performances using accepted standards. 
2.24 Students have knowledge of major works of art, music, and literature 
and appreciate creativity and the contributions of the arts and humanitiea. 
2.25 In the products they make and the performances they present, students 
show that they understand how time , place, and society influence the arts 
and humanities such as languages, literature, and history. 
2.26 Through the arts and humanities, students recognize that although 

people are different, they share some common experiences and attitudea. 

2.27 Students recognize and understand the similarities and differencea 

among languages. 

2.28 Students understand and communicate in a second language. 
,/ 
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Practi=al Living 
(2.29 	 Students demonstrate skills that promote individual well-being and 

healthy family relationships. 

I 	 2.30 Students evaluate consumer products and services and make effective 
consumer decisions. 
2.31 Students demonstrate the knowledge and skills they need to remain 
physically healthy and to accept responsibility for their own physical 
well-being. 
2.32 Students demonstrate strategies for becoming and remaining mentally 
and emotionally healthy. 
v 	 2.33 Students demonstrate the skills to evaluate and use services and 

resources available in their community. 

2.34 Students perform physical movement skills effec~ively in a variety of 
settings. 
2.35 Students demonstrate knowledge and skill. that promote physical 
activity and involvement in physical activity throughout their lives. 
ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS (4/27/94) B 
Vocational Studies 
2.36 Students use strategies for choosing and preparing for a career. 
2.37 Students demonstrate skills and work habits that lead to .ucce•• in 
future schooling and work. 
2.38 Students demonstrate skills such as interviewing, writing resume., and 
completing applications that are needed to be accepted into college or other 
postsecondary training or to get a job. 
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Goal 3 *: Students shall develop their abilities to became self-sufficient 
individuals. 
Goal 4 *: Students shall develop their abilities to become responsible 
members of a family, work group, or community, including demonstrating 
effectiveness in community service. 
* Note: Goals 3 and 4 are included in Kentucky statute as learning goal., 
but they are not included in the state's academic assessment program. 
. I 
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Goal 5: Students shall develop their abilities to th~ and solve problema 
in school situations and in & variety of situations they will encounter in 
life. 
5.1 Students use critical thinking skills such as analyzing, prioritizing, 
categorizing, evaluating, and comparing to solve a variety of problems in 
real-life situations. 
5.2 Students use creative thinking skills to develop or invent novel, 

constructive ideas or products. 

5.3 Students organize information to develop or change their understanding 
of a concept. 
5.4 Students use a deCiSion-making process to make informed decisions among 
options. 
5.5 Students use problem-solving processes to dsvelop solutions to 

relatively complex problema. 
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Goal 6: Students shall develop their abilities to connect &ad integrate 
experiences and new knowledge from all subject matter field. with what thaT 
have previously learned and build on past learning experience. to acquire 
new information through various media sources. 
6.1 Students connect knowledge and experiences from different subject ar•••• 
6.2 Students use what they already know to acquire new knowledge, dev.lop 
new skills, or interpret new experiences. 
6.3 Students exp.nd their understanding of existing knowledge by making 

connections with new knowledge, skills, and experiences. 

, I 
AN INTRODUCTION TO 
SERVICE-LEARNING/ACADEMIC PUBLIC SERVICE 
MDSN 	 201-0401 
FOURTH BLOCK SPRING 1993 
(1 CREDIT) 
Judy Melincoff, Teaching Assistant 
Denise Gaskins, Teaching Assistant 
WORKSHOP SYLLABUS 
worksbop Description: The workshop is designed for staff members of 
the Center for Service-Learning for 1993-94. The workshop will 
address the following areas: service-learning/ academic public 
service as experiential learning, the history/philosophy of the JMU 
center for Service-Learning, leadership/team building, the CSL and 
Student Affairs, the CSL and Academic Affairs, the CSL and the 
community. In addition, communication and student development through 
service-learning and reflection will be discussed. Students will 
leave the workshop with an enhanced opportunity to engage in "servant­
leadership" through the CSL. 
Learning Activities: Assigned readings, presentations, quest 
presentations, interviews with current Program Assistants, site 
visits, one-on-two conversations with faculty, and agency mentors, 
reflection sessions, and general workshop discussion. Students will 
keep a journal in which they record the content of sessions, readings, 
observations from site visits and conversations with faculty, staff, 
and community mentors, and personal reflections. A final essay will 
address the topic of "the importance of service-learning as part of 
the undergraduate experience at JMU. II 
Worksbop Requirements: 
1. 	Conversation with each current Program Assistant about experiences 
in their area. 
2. Two site visits in any area. 
3. 	One-on-two conversations with one community mentor and one faculty 
member. 
4. 	 Complete a journal integrating readings, presentations, and 
experiences. 
5. Regular attendance and participation. 
Evaluation of Performance: Each student will be evaluated on the 

following criteria: 

Journal - 60\ 

Participation - 30t 

Out of .class assignments - 10\ 

/ 
Grading Scale: 	 A = 90-100 

B = 80-89 

C = 70-79 
D = 60-69 
D - Material lacks even a basic understanding of the 

concepts/theories/practices and is incomplete. 

C - Means that you seem to have a very basic understanding of the 
content; not much depth. 
B - Your material goes into some depth - you're able to look at the 
issue from a different perspective: material presented is 
relatively clear. 
A - Your material has depth and it's very clear: also you're able to 
explain and defend the assumptions you make. 
Workshop Outline: 
MARCH 24 	 Introduction to Course 
"What is Service-Learning/Academic Public Service?" 
History and Philosophy of JMU's Center 
R. Ann Myers and Cecil D. Bradfield 
Readings Due: 

Kendall,"Combining Service and Learning: An 

Introduction"; CSL Mission Statement . 

Assignments: 

Journal Entry 

One-on-one conversations with Program Assistants in 

each areas by 3/31 

"1993-94 Goals and Objectives" for CS-L 

"The Service-Learning cycle" 

MARCH 31 	 The Center for Service-Learning 

Introduction of current staff and structure 

Comparisons to other national models 

Who we work with - Team player 

Readings Due: 

Goals and Objectives, "The Service-Learning Cycle" 

Assignments: 

Journal Entry 

Two site Visits (in areas of interest, by 4/14) 

APRIL 7 	 Connection to the University and Community 
"The Academic Connection" 
APRIL 14 

APRIL 18 

APRIL 21 

APRIL 28 
MAY 3 
Dr. Diane Fuqua, Faculty Liaison 

Dr. Reid Linn, Faculty Member 

"The Student Affairs connection" 

Dr. Lee Ward, Assoc Director of student Activities, 

"The Agency/Program Connection" 

Fern Nisley, VA Mennonite Retirement Community 

Assignment: 

Journal Entry - turn in journals by Monday 4/12 at 9am 

to CSL office in Wine-Price. 

Reflection readings 

The Meaning and Importance of Reflection: 

In our Service and In our Lives 

Conduct Reflection session with staff 

Assignment: 

Journal Entry 

Submit index cards with questions about position 

Requests for Program Areas (notify by end of week) 

CSL Annual Recognition Event 

4:00 pm Shenandoah Room, Chandler Hall 
All you need to know and More: The Life of a Program 

Assistant 

Pairing of PA's in old and new positions 

Sharing of information, insights and hints 

Assignments: 

Journal Entry 

one-on-two conversations with faculty member and agency 

mentors(due by May 1) 

introductions in your new area/site visits/etc. 

Communication: Understanding varied popUlations 

Mary Morsch and Bruce Matthias 

student Development: How are we making a difference? 

Program Assistant Development: Beyond the daily grind 

Nikie Gilliland, Program Assistant CSL 

Assignments: 

Journal Entry - Turn in journals by Mon. May 1 at 9 am. 

Workshop Wrap-Up 

Sharing of Journals 

Questions/Concerns/Hopes 

Plans: Summer and Fall: orientation/training/start-up 

REFLECTION EVALUATION 

PROGRAM AREA: ____------____________ 
f OF STUDENTS : ____ FACULTY: AGENCY REPS____ 
WHO FACILITATED YOUR SESSION?__________________________ 
WHAT WAS THE LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF THE STUDENTS IN THE 
SESSION? 
HOW DID FACULTY/AGENCY REPS IMPACT THE SESSION? 
WHAT TYPES OF ISSUES DID THE STUDENTS FOCUS ON? 
-PERSONAL: 
-COMMUNITY: 
-SOCIETAL: 
WHAT APPEARED TO MAKE THE STUDENTS' SERVICE-LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
SUCCESSFUL? 
WHAT APPEARED TO MAKE THE STUDENTS' SERVICE-LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
NOT SO SUCCESSFUL? 
WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THIS SESSION? 
DID THE SESSION MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS? PLEASE EXPLAIN 
WHAT MIGHT YOU DO DIFFERENTLY IN THE FUTURE WHEN 
PLANNING/FACILITATING A REFLECTION SESSION? 
Youth Development/Youth 'Service 

Reconceptualizing the Roles of Youth 

~ 
FROM•.•
, 
youth seen a~ problems: 
of crime, suldde, drug abuse, poverty 
unemployment, unwanted pregnancy, 
gang violence ... 
youth "at risk" ... 

to, for, at youth ... 

you th as consumers ... 

victims... 

dependents ... 

adults in the making ... 

neglected... 

apathetic... 

passive receptades of kn!Jwledge ... 

guided... 

onlookers (especially through T.V.) ... 

you th as objects ... 

sheltered... 

objects of adult sentimentalization ... 

self-centered... 

•••T() 
...youth as solutioJi;~ 
to environmental renew." 
Intergeneratlonal " multicultural unc.erstandlnf;' 
chlld development, affordable housinr" 
health care, public safety ... 
youth "at strength" 
...with youth 
...youth as producers 
...actors in charge of their own destiny 
...providers 
...today's community leaders 
. . .loved and loving 
...involved 
...engaged learners and teachers 
... self-directed and responsible 
...active citizens 
...youth as subjects 
...shaper of society 
...thinking, doing individuals 
. .. service-oriented youth leaders 
National Youlh teadenhlp Coundl - 1990 
Wilh Ihanks 10 RUlhanne Kurth-Schal, 
The Educational Forum, Winter, 1988 
Higher Ground for Higher Education 
Sen.lice-Iearning won't be readily accepted until higher education's 
purpose is redefined 
by 03vid Sawyer, Director, Students of Appalachia Berea College 
This arlu/e is excerpted with permission from the MIry/ 
JUlU?, 1990, edition of "ExprrienIiaJ Education," the 
newsletter of the National Society fur Int~ and 
Experien IiaJ Edllcation (NSIEE) For mOn! infurmation 
contact the NSIEE at 3509 Haworth Dr., Raleigh. NC 
27609 (919) 787-3263. 
I believe higher education should address itself 
equally to two great goals-
the happiness of the indi­
decline and America remains in the grip of a 
strange 1V passivity. We seem to watch rather that 
to participate in events, and while the rest of the 
world presses into high gear, we applaud from our 
annchairs. 
Today, for better or worse, our education system 
from pre-school on must supplement what the 
family and community 
have traditionallv done 
vidual and the health of the and prepare people for 
soaetv. One wonders if life. not just for careers. "Education must not only
American higher education is Developing habits of 
doing either very welL [also pour infonnation in, work, discipline and 
wonder whether service and service in addition to 
experientialleaming can it must pull character out." knowledge. learning and 
become widely accepted logic are sensible, 
unless we articulate a new necessary objecti ves. 
and com~g \ision for 
higher education. 
Something seems fundamentally amiss about the 
way we prepare young people for contemporary 
adult lives. Our teaching methods promote 
passi vi ty and even glorify the distinction between 
thought and action. What an cxld way to educate 
young people in a democracy, which flourishes 
onlv when profound values are translated into 
active citizenship. One haIdJy needs to be 
reminded of such regular but serious symptoms of 
democratic decline as the general lack of aware­
ness about current issues and our consistentlv poor 
voter turnout. 
Higher education needs to be reminded of the 
greater context in which it exists. Tnat context 
includes not onlv democracY and world commu­
nitv. but the earth itself. if the Very survival of the 
hllinan race and of our planetary 'system depends 
on vast campaigns of public participation, what 
role do you think higher education needs to play 
in the coming decades? 
Isn ' t it our responsibility to prepare graduates for 
morethan private careers and abstract futures of 
seif-iuIiillment' Can you imagine the e.~citement 
on a campus if the entire institution-faculty, staff 
and studenp;-took on local or global problems 
and set about solving them? When all hands unite 
in common work, community is established. 
lndeed, to teach civic virtue and "right livelihood" 
to students, higher education itself must practice it. 
The second goal of education, the development of 
the inner person, must always complement 
preparation tor citizenship. The dtaracter-shaping 
power of family and community continues to 
Education must not only 
pour information in, it 
must pull character out. 
Experiential education and service-learning will 
not be readily accepted until we rethink and 
redefine the basic purposes of American higher 
education. To do so we must ponder the greater 
environment in which our institutions exist-that 
global context has never been more challenging or 
complex. The need is critical tor a generation of 
young people who are proioundly involved. In a 
new interpretation of the role of higher education, 
service and experiential learning will certainly be 
recognized as valid ways of learning and teaching. 
It is clear that in these lively educational experi­
ences interest and information collide, values are 
formed , and action emerges. • 
Robert Shumer 
University of Minnesota 
July 1993 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
DESCRIBING SERVICE·LEARNING: A DELPHI STUDY 
While many have tried to understand the notion of service· learning. no one seems to agree on 
one definition or description. A Wingspread conference in 1990 defined servio:·learning as both 
a philosophy and a program (Giles. Honnet. & Migliore. 1991). The National and Community 
Service Act (1990) contained a four pan definition which described characteristics and processes 
of service·learning. including reflective components which tie service experiences to a curriculum. 
To get a better sense of servio:·learning. a Delphi study was conducted to seek consensus on the 
characteristics and traits which defined various programs. Twenty·five service·learning 
practitioners and researchers panicipated in three "rounds" of the Delphi. providing examples 
and describing what makes programs different. While there is consensus on some aspects of 
service·learning, for the most pan ~here is still disagreement on details. Panelists agreed on two 
primary categories; on most other topics there was never unanimity on what characteristics 
constituted service.learning. There is consensus. though. that service.learning can be envisioned 
through forms. or types. and that these forms are best understood through specific examples. 
There is general agreement that service·learning occurs in two general categories: school·based 
and community·based. In this study eleven forms of school·based and fifteen forms of 
community-based programs were identified and defined through specific examples. In addition. 
twenty-nine different dichotomous variables ("continua") were named which funher describe 
purposes, goals, processes. and settings of service-learning. All of these types or models provide a 
framework for conceptualizing service·learning in its various configurations; yet none of them are 
fixed or exact in meaning or description. Perhaps this reflects the complexity of the concept 
identified in the Wingspread definition of service-learning: being both a philosophy and a 
program. Indeed. the various forms and "continua" represent both programmatic and 
philosophical dimensions. 
As service-learning continues to expand and grow, new forms will be added to the typology to 
funher describe its variations and structures. Through dialogue and analysis, practitioners and 
researchers will refine our knowledge and improve our understanding of what service.learning is 
and in what forms it exists. These are not very comfoning words for a world that wants precise 
definitions and exacting models of practice. Yet they are the honest responses of people who 
have thought about and practiced service-learning for a long time. As powerful and as exciting 
as any educational innovation and practice. service-learning is still very much an amorphous 
concept which continues to resist rigid definitions and universal understanding. 
CATEGORIES OF SCHOOL-BASED SERVICE.LEARNING 

FORMS 	 EXAMPLES 

l. Community service class 
2. 	 Academic class 
(either required or elective, where credit Is 
earned in a discipline, such as English, Math, 
or History and service experience Is 
integrated into the basic curriculum or the 
course) 
A. Elective where students earn credit in a 
class called Community Service, which is 
distinguished from other academic courses. 
B. A middle school class where students tutor 
elementary children in reading at a near-by 
school as part of their "Enrichment" period, a 
course offered at the end of the school day. 
A. Elective Biology class with an optional 
assignment in stream monitoring. 
B. Required Government course with a 
service component involving community 
projects. 
C. Elective Health course where students do 
a community service project with a local 
hospital as part of the course requirements. 
D. English Literature course where students 
read a novel with a protagonist who is 
homeless; students do work at homeless 
shelter, plan food collection and meal 
preparation; write opinions for local paper 
F. Elementary school math class where 
students help senior citizens to save money by 
computing best values in stores and assisting 
in shopping activities. 
3. Interdisciplinary projects/courses 
(single teacher or team teaching with service 
theme) 
A. Science class which includes testing water 
quality in a local river and using the data in 
computing statistical trends for a Math class. 
B. Social studieslEnglishNideo project where 
students conduct study of how elderly are 
treated and read novels about the elderly. 
Students write stories about elderly for young 
children and assist in an Alzheimer's clinic. 
Process is documented by students through 
video demonstration. 
C. Elementary children conducting research 
by reading, writing, using art and math to 
chart collection of recycled goods to raise 
funds to purchase trees for local park. 
4. Practica 
(Includes apprenticeships, Internships, and 
other forms of neJd study) 
A. Community service experience which 
accompanies or follows a formal course 
(Social Studies course on Civics, followed the 
next semester by a course which requires 
students to do a service project in the 
community). 
B. Internship with a social worker where 
students assists with running support groups 
for troubled teens. 
C. Course on Child Development which has 
an accompanying course where students 
actually work with children at a school-
sponsored child care facility. 
5. Vocational education course 
(Includes apprenticeships, Internships, 
cooperative education, work experience, 
usually involving some vocational 
application) 
6. Programs for special populations or spedal 
locations 
A. Class which has a goal of occupational 
skill development., and includes a service 
dimension such as house building, child care, 
or food service. 
B. Home Economics course where students 
prepare meals for older citizens and study the 
nutritional needs of seniors. 
C. Construction course tied to Habitat for 
Humanity where students learn specific trade 
skills and techniques while building homes for 
low income citizens. 
D. Either paid, stipended, or unpaid work 
experience in a service occupation where 
supportive class is included in program 
structure. 
A. A specific program which focuses on at-
risk youth, learning handicapped, low income 
youth and includes a service component. 
B. Program focusing on a specific 
geographical location, such as a tu toring 
project which targets a particular inner city 
community or a particular elementary school. 
C. Special program for low income youth 
sponsored by Job Training Partnership Act 
funds where students serve non-profit 
organizations and learn pre-employment skills 
and basic · skills. 
D. Program for Learning Handicapped 
students which places them at a senior citizen 
home to learn interpersonal skills and to study 
history through personal stories. 
7. Co-currlcular activities 
(Service-learning programs existing outside 
the school classroom). 
A. Special event, such as a food drive or 
community tutoring project, which is planned 
and organized outside of classroom time. 
B. Program, such as the Youth Community 
Service Project (YCS) in Los Angeles, where 
teachers sponsor work through student clubs 
to plan and execute community service 
projects. 
C. Distributive Education Clubs of America 
(DECA) which plan, outside of school time, 
fund raising projects for low income citizens 
or people with special needs. 
8. Clearinghouse 
(which engage students In researching and 
locating semce-learning opportunities) 
A. Programs providing information on service 
opportunities available in the community 
which are staffed by youth and primarily 
operated by youth. 
B. Program in Hudson, Ohio. where students 
collect requests for service from community 
people and agencies and assign volunteers. 
9. District-wide initiative 
(an initiative which leads to service-learning 
. program, but is not directly a service-
learning model). 
A. An entire K-12 school district includes 
service-learning at all grade levels, as in 
Minnetonka, MN or Springfield, MA. 
B. A school district focuses on a specific age 
or grade level, such as middle schools or high 
schools. 
10. State-wide initiative 
(initiative leads to service-learning program, 
but is not directly a semce-learning model). 
A. Effort to include service-learning activities 
in all districts in a state, such as in Vermont 
(SerVermont) or in Pennsylvania (PennServe). 
A. Program administered by school personnel 
which requires a specific number of hours of 
service for graduation, such as the Atlanta 
Public Schools (75 hour) or state of Maryland 
(100 hours). There is usually a product 
required as part of the reflective component, 
such as a written paper. 
11. Service hour graduation requirement 
CATEGORIES OF COMMUNITY·BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 
FORMS EXAMPLES 
1. Service Program sponsored by community 
organization or institution 
(which includes some type of formal or 
informal reflection) 
A A hospital volunteer program where youth 
are oriented to various tasks and receive 
follow-up training and assistance. 
B. A docent program for a museum or nature 
center where youth provide direct service to 
clients and receive continuous training. 
C. Student YM/YWCAs where youth perform 
a variety of services. 
D. An after-school recreation program TUn by 
a community-based organization which uses 
high school youth to coach and supervise 
younger children's activity. 
E. Troop activities sponsored by the Girl 
Scou tslBoy Scou ts which include service 
activities for youth in community settings. 
F. Programs sponsored by religious groups 
which engage youth in service and include well 
developed training and education components. 
2. Specific courses A. Red Cross course in Basic Aid Training 
(BAT) where youth initially receive instruction 
in basic first aid and then teach material to 
fourth graders in their community. 
B. Search and Rescue program by Native 
Americans in New Mexico where youth receive 
training in rescue procedures and then serve. 
the community, as needed, in times of 
emergency. 
C. Courses in Emergency Medical Technology 
(EMT) offered through hospitals and local 
health agencies where youth are taught 
emergency procedures, certified through 
testing, and then perform services to the 
community at large. 
3. Series or courses/programs A. Red Cross program in Disaster Action 
training where youth take a series of 
courses focusing on disaster preparedness and 
then perform those services when needed in 
the community. 
B. Series of courses/trainings offered through 
the Girl Scouts/Boy Scouts in environmental 
studies where youth engage in community 
projects to apply their knowledge. 
4. Vocational programs where job training, 
skill development, "and service are major 
goals 
A. Youth Employment Programs 
administered by municipal governments which 
place young people in service related jobs. 
B. Programs which place participants in service 
related occupations sponsored by private 
industry, Private Industry Councils of the Job 
Training Partnership Act, or other job training 
entities. 
C. State sponsored employment and training 
programs which place youth in service 
occupations as part of a youth employment 
project 
5. Programs for special populations A. Programs for at-risk youth sponsored by 
State Extension Services where youth develop 
and administer service programs for their 
community. 
B. YMCA sponsored program serving 
handicapped youth where the "Y" provides 
skills training in service areas and youth use 
those skills in the community. 
C. 4-H programs where low-income youth 
receive training in developing community 
gardens (urban) or agricultural business 
projects (rural). 
6. Short term projects A. A special project. such as a food drive, 
where youth assist in planning and executing 
the entire effort. 
B. A short term event to raise funds for a 
charitable organization where youth plan, 
implement. and evaluate the project 
7. Clearinghouse A. Volunteer Center which both places young 
people in a variety of service opportunities and 
. uses youth to research and coordinate 
participant placements. 
B. Program sponsored by local service 
organization which coordinates community 
service opportunities for youth and use youth 
to publicize the program. 
8. Career Exploration A. Programs such as the Explorer Scouts, 
where youth work with police departments to 
do service related activities for purposes of 
ocrupational exploration. 
B. Programs sponsored by the U.S. Military 
where youth shadow personnel and assist with 
routine duties. 
9. Compensatory service mandated by court 
system 
A. Juvenile coun-imposed sentences to do 
community service which include attachment 
to educational programs, such as in Carver 
County, Minnesota. 
B. Coun imposed sentences where youth 
provide service and discuss learning with 
Probation Officers. 
10. Summer programs with service 
components 
-
A. Governors' Schools, in many states, which 
engage youth in service work as pan of their 
summer learning experience. 
B. Summer Youth Employment Programs 
(SYEP) which place youth in service related 
occupations and include educational 
components, as in programs sponsored 
through the Job Training and Partnership Act 
(ITPA). 
C. Park and conservation programs which 
place youth in local, state, and national parks 
to do service work and which include 
educational support 
D. Leadership development programs for 
youth, such as the National Youth Leadership 
Project (NYLP), sponsored by the National 
Youth Leadership Council, which train youth 
in leadership skills and include service projects 
in the training agenda. 
E. Youth Volunteer Corps, which provide 
service to the community during summer 
months and include educational suppon. 
11. State semce programs A. State literacy programs, such as those run 
by Literacy Volunteers of America, which 
provide older youth with training and support 
in providing literacy service to local 
communities. 
B. Intergenerational programs developed as 
part of the Commission on National and 
Community Service, Subtitle D, which are 
administered by state agencies and provide 
service and support to local communities. 
12. Consen'ation Corps A. State administered program, such as the 
Wisconsin Conservation Corps, which focuses 
on public service and conservation, with 
additional focus on job training. 
B. Municipally or locally administered 
program, such as the Los Angeles 
Conservation Corps, which focuses on service 
and conservation, and provides educational 
support to participants. 
13. Specific e~ent/crlsis/problem A. Response to a specific crises or event, such 
as a tornado, earthquake, or other natural 
disaster through organizations such as the Red 
Cross. Youth are trained to provide 
appropriate response and receive support and 
guidance while serving. Training is short term, 
though, which differs from Form 3, "Series of 
Courses." 
B. Girl Scouts "Stand By For Service" 
program, where youth perform service as 
needed by the community. 
14. Youth Community Service Advisory 
Groups 
15. National Service 
A. Youth United Way, where youth advise 
United Way agencies on youth needs and 
learn about volunteer structures in the 
community. 
B. Youth Community Foundation Board, 
where youth advise agencies on youth issues 
and promote dissemination of information. 
C. Youth Engaged in Service (points of Light 
Foundation) uses Youth Ambassadors (usually 
college students) to develop youth leadership 
in the K-12 arena and to assist in developing 
you th advisory boards. 
A. Programs such as City Year 
(Massachusetts) where youth work year-round 
on urban problems. 
B. Programs such as New York City 
Volunteer Corps where youth assess 
community needs and then design and 
implement projects to provide needed service. 
Robert Shumer 
October 1993 
WORKING DRAFT 
ACADEMIC LEARNING + EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING = COMPLETE LEARNING 
There is much discussion about awarding academic credit for 
service-learning. The focus of the discussion: by what criteria is 
credit issued for learning done primarily outside of the classroom? 
Many institutions, especially those of higher education, dismiss 
learning from internships, apprenticeships, vocational classes, 
community service, and other experiential type programs as being 
unworthy of academic credit. The purpose of this paper is to 
explore why that is and to determine if experiential learning fits 
in the academic learning process. 
What is academic learning? Academic is defined as a) scholarly, 
b) related to a college or university and c) of theoretical 
interest rather than practical value (Webster's Dictionary. 1989). 
It is additionally defined as d) scholarly to the point of being 
unaware of the outside world (American Heritage Dictionary, 1981). 
Thus, academic learning is derived from scholarly pursuits, is 
related to the kind of learning found in colleges and universities, 
deals primarily with the theoretical, and is unconcerned with the 
world outside the academy. Since it deals primarily with the 
theoretical, we discover that theory is defined as: a) an 
organized body of ideas as to the truth of something, usually 
derived from the study of a number of facts relating to it, but 
sometimes entirely a result of exercising the speculative 
imagination, b) a general body of assumptions and principles, c) 
a group of mathematical theorems presenting a comprehensive and 
systematic view of a subj ect, and d) a conj ecture (Webster's 
Dictionary. 1989). Based on these definitions, a commonly held 
attribute of theories is they are constructs of the mind. Theories 
relate to speculation, to assumptions, to principles, to 
imagination, and to conjecture. All five of these terms refer to 
mental processes, to relationships pieced together through 
manipulation of ideas. By their very nature, theories are 
abstractions. They do not physically exist; they are manufactured 
in the mind to explain relationships. 
Based on these definitions, the purpose of academic schooling is to 
prepare people to think abstractlYi to use and develop theories, 
and to develop mental processes. A major component of such 
education is the development of academic learning. To do academic 
learning, one must be able to see relationships based on similarity 
of ideas and concepts; to develop principles, conjectures, and 
assumptions. A researcher who studies learning and cognition has 
found there actually is a difference in the disposition of 
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individuals whO go through formal schooling and those who learn 
from life experiences (Rogoff, 1990). This disposition is based on 
cognitive patterns. 
Schooling fosters perceptual skills in the use of graphic 
conventions to represent depth in two-dimensional stimuli and 
in analysis of two-dimensional patterns. Schooled peopled are 
skilled in deliberately remembering disconnected bits of 
information, and are more likely than nonschooled individuals 
to spontaneously engage in strategies that organize the 
unrelated items to be remembered. Schooled individuals are 
more likely to organize test objects on a taxonomic basis, 
putting categorically similar objects together, whereas 
nonschooled people often employ functional arrangements of 
objects that are used together. Schooled people show greater 
facility in shifting to alternative dimensions of 
classification and in explaining the basis of their 
organization. Schooling appears not to relate to rule 
learning or to logical thought as long as the individual has 
understood the problem in the way the experimenter intended. 
Nonschooled subj ects seem to prefer, however, to come to 
conclusions on the basis of experience rather than by relying 
on the information in the problem alone. Schooling may be 
necessary for the solution of Piagetian formal operation 
problems. 
Rogoff, 1990, p.46 
Schooled learners organize their world by classifying things 
through similarity, by creating strategies to connect unconnected 
items, by exploring alternative dimensions, and by using perceptual 
skills to represent knowledge and understanding. In contrast, 
nonschooled individuals rely more on experience as a basis of 
understanding, organize their world through functional 
relationships, and trust what they know to be true rather than what 
they have learned through perceptual representations. In other 
words, schooled individuals rely on symbolic constructions of 
meaning, while nonschooled individuals rely on experience and 
function. The cognitive processes developed in these two systems 
are different, as is the orientation to the world of knowledge and 
knowing. 
This difference in cognitive orientation and cognitive skills 
suggests a basic tension between academic and experiential 
learning. On one side we find those who know the world through 
symbols and mental images; on the other we find those who know 
through doing. The two worlds appear to be juxtaposed. In fact, 
they are not; they simply represent two complementary pieces of 
what I call "complete learning" or "whole learning." 
Some writers have already addressed this apparent split between 
academic and experiential approaches. In a classic essay, James 
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Coleman (1976) analyzes the differences between classroom 
(academic) and experiential learning. He describes the former as 
an information assimilation process where symbolic media dominate 
the instructional landscape and the latter as a process where doing 
forms the basis of knowledge and where understanding is based on 
personal experience. The strengths of traditional classrooms or 
academic study are in the opportunity to cover large amounts of 
material in a short time, in the ability to generalize and support 
theory with specifics, and in the potential for instilling in 
students theories and patterns of knowledge too complex for them to 
discover on their own. In opposition, experiential learning is 
strong on specific examples but weak on extracting generalizations 
and theories. Experiential programs cover limited amounts of 
material, but they do so in more depth and detail than classroom 
programs. 
Coleman suggests that both forms of learning have their strengths 
and weaknesses, but that experiential learning has in its favor 
motivation and retention. In traditional academic classrooms 
motivation is extrinsic; it comes primarily from the teacher in the 
form of grades, punishment, or other external systems that 
encourage the student to continue to learn what is presented. In 
experiential programs, learning is primarily intrinsic, with the 
student perceiving immediate connections between what is learned 
and why it has meaning. The desire to learn comes from within the 
student. The reason for doing the learning is embedded in the 
action itself. Gratification is not delayed; what is learned is 
immediately understood and its value immediately observable. This 
is not so with traditional classroom instruction, where frequently 
the reason for learning something is often unknown or so delayed 
that the student fails to perceive any practical application of the 
knowledge gained. 
Dewey (1938) described this difference as a contrast between 
traditi~nal and progressive education, where the former relies on 
experts, tradition, and institutional control and the latter relies 
on personal experience, unique learning situations, and learner­
controlled activities. In traditional, academic settings anointed 
experts, usually called teachers, pour into the heads of learners 
information deemed critical to their development and intellectual 
growth and then test the students to determine how well they have 
retained this information. Students rarely select the topics they 
study nor relate what is taught to their own lives. They usually 
follow directions and complete tasks, many of which have been done 
in a similar fashion by stUdents years before. The assumption is 
that students, because of their novice status, do not know what is 
best for themselves nor how their learning will apply to the 
future. Thus, the experts must tell them what to know because 
they, the teachers, have already learned from others how the 
prescribed knowledge is eventually used in the future. 
The problem for Dewey with the traditional academic approach is its 
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lack ot support for essential elements of lifelong learning, 
specifically those of continuity and interaction of experience. He 
suggests that experiences that are educative must fit into a 
lifelong continuum for each person; that one's understanding of 
current and future experiences are built upon connections with past 
experiences. Furthermore, the ability of a person to integrate 
experiences into the life process is interactive, with the learning 
dependent on the reciprocal affect of internal and external 
environments. In other words, people must process their external 
environments through their internal (affective, cognitive, value, 
social, and moral) filters to arrive at their next stages of 
action. This process produces a constantly changing dynamic, where 
every experience has an affect on the individual, and subsequently, 
every individual response has an affect on the environment. 
Bandura (1977) has described this process as the basis of all 
social learning. 
Realizing the importance of environment, Dewey goes on to suggest 
that the role of the teacher is to know where in the world stUdents 
will be exposed to situations which encourage and promote growth, 
the ultimate goal of education. Whereas the traditional teacher 
promotes growth in the classroom by exposing students to the 
theories and principles of the disciplines, the progressive or 
experiential educator does this by knowing where those principles 
and theories exist in the community and then connects students with 
those environments so they can discover the knowledge through doing 
rather than just hearing or seeing abstract representations. He 
says: 
A primary responsibility of educators is that they not 
only be aware of the general principle of the shaping of 
actual experience by environing conditions, but that they 
also recognize in the concrete what surroundings are 
conducive to having experiences that lead to growth. 
Above all, they should know how to utilize the 
surroundings, physical and social, that exist so as to 
extract from them all that they have to contribute to 
building up experiences that are worth while. 
Dewey, 1938 p. 40 
Thus the ditference between academic and experiential learning is 
not in the eventual outcomes of learning -- both strive to provide 
principles and general knowledge which can guide one's movement 
through life. This knowledge must be specific enough to have value 
in discrete situations, yet be flexible enough to provide 
applications in changing environments. The major difference is 
where the essential learning experiences must occur and whether or 
not they must be connected to the learner's life experiences. 
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WHAT 	 ACADEMIC LEARNING SEEMS TO BE 
By combining the thoughts and traits described by these two 
authors, certain characteristics emerge which further describe what 
is commonly held to be academic learning. There is a sense that 
one simply "knows" what academic programs are like; we especially 
know what they are not. They are not primarily based on personal 
experience. They are not focused on practice, on doing things. 
They are not focused on the here and now. They are not concerned 
with the world outside the institution. 
They do emphasize generalized knowledge. They are directed by 
experts who have already gone through rituals of learning theories 
and generalizations deemed essential for an educated person to 
know. They set standards for what should be understood and methods 
by which people become acquainted with the knowledge base. They 
are rooted in symbolic discourse and measured by the amount of 
mental energy necessary to understand the issues and dilemmas of 
the field. They are founded upon histories of others transmitted 
through books and other documents. They require students to use 
the symbolic representations of scholars: writing, speaking, 
reading, using higher levels of quantitative representations, or 
scientific formulae and techniques. 
Translated into everyday language, academic learning programs are 
made up of several components. The basic elements are: 
1) 	 a teacher who has completed a formal program, acquainting 
him/her with the concepts, ideas, and important theorists 
in the field 
2) 	 a planned set of readings and exposures to key 
information sources which introduce the student to 
concepts and theories in the field 
3) 	 requirements which engage the student in the use of key 
concepts and theories through scholarly techniques such 
as writing, reading, analyzing, speaking, innovating 
(other forms of media such as art, video, radio, etc.) 
4) 	 activities which measure the knowledge and understanding 
of the student through tasks such as tests, papers, oral 
presentations, laboratory experiments, mathematical 
computations 
5) 	 an understood sense of "rigor" and systematic inquiry; a 
program which demands sufficient effort on the part of 
the student to master the material covered 
Students who enroll in programs or courses which include the above 
mentioned components, through formal institutions of learning, and 
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complete the required work with some minimal level of proficiency 
are granted academic credit. Thus, academic credit is awarded for 
academic learning. 
Many experiential programs exist today as part of the educational 
offerings in schools and colleges which purport to offer academic 
credit. Unfortunately, most find themselves in the category of 
"other" requirements, either career or vocational development, 
personal growth, or simply for community service. Most of these 
programs deal with practical issues and activities, including 
learning tasks and skills used in the workplace or the home. 
Because they are practical in nature, they are not considered 
academic. 
Because the credit is perhaps issued to propel the student toward 
some degree or benchmark of completion does not necessarily mean 
the work completed is academic. It may only mean that it meets a 
requirement deemed necessary by the institution for some specific 
area of learning, such as general education, applied education, or 
personal development. It does not fulfill any requirement for 
academic disciplines such as English, mathematics, social sciences, 
sciences, or related subjects. It certainly is not recognized by 
academic institutions, namely higher education, as worthy of 
consideration for academic entrance to an institution of higher 
learning. . 
ANOTHER APPROACH 
How can programs and courses which use experiential components be 
considered as part of an academic program? Simply stated, it is 
difficult. Remember that the statement at the beginning of this 
essay presented academic as juxtaposed to practical. Thus anything 
that is practical is not academic ••.. by definition. Most 
experiential learning is tied to the practical. 
However, one can argue that many theories are born out of practice. 
Dewey suggested (1938) that scientific method was simply the use of 
empirical study to generate theory -- that developing and testing 
hypotheses was a function of thinking and action. One cannot be 
separated from the other. In simpler terms, practice informs 
theory and vice versa. One cannot generate good theory, especially 
related to human behavior, unless one engages in and analyzes human 
behavior.· This analysis must not occur in isolation, but in 
naturally occurring situations. 
Our definition of theory included the notion that such constructs 
were based on a collection of facts, on interactions beyond the 
world of the classroom to either refute or reinforce the theory. 
Information necessary to support the generation and acceptance of 
theory comes from the world at large through experiences and 
observations. without forays into practical, real environments, 
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there is no theory. For the social sciences, especially, this is 
very important. 
Practical life experiences are the basis for all knowledge. Recent 
research in cognition has suggested this is so. Leading cognitive 
theorist Lauren Resnick of the University of pittsburgh has 
discussed how people use experience as the basis for understanding. 
In Developing the Thinking CUrriculum (1989) she and her associate 
discuss how previously most people learned about life through work 
and family units. 
During the 19th and early 20th century people were expected 
to do most of their learning when they would practice their 
skills: in families or in apprenticeships. Despite important 
limitations, traditional apprenticeships had certain 
advantages over schools. Most important, because learning 
took place in the context of actual work, there was no problem 
of how to apply abstract abilities, no problem of connecting 
theoretical to practical activities, and no temptation to 
substitute talk about skills for experience in actually using 
them. 
Resnick and Klopfer, 1989, p.9 
Mental and manual learning, occurring through apprenticeships and 
other guided learning exper1ences, combine experiential and 
academic learning. It has only been in the last century that 
isolation of youth has occurred, separating them from situations 
which allow natural connection between theory and practice. 
Resnick and Klopfer have called for a new "cognitive 
apprenticeship", where students once again engage theory and 
practice simultaneously. 
other writers (besides Rogoff, cited earlier) suggest that 
knowledge and understanding are attached inseparably to situations 
and experiences (Scribner and Cole, 1973; Thomas, 1989). Knowledge 
does not exist in a vacuum; in fact, it exists primarily in 
context. without context, understanding is incomplete, knowledge 
is inexact. Therefore, educational programs, to promote the 
development of theory and to connect cognitive processes with 
knowledge development, must present practice and theory as 
intertwined. One cannot learn theory without practice. 
ACADEMIC LEARNING: THEORY INTEGRATED WITH PRACTICE 
This acknowledgment that theory and practice are inseparable 
changes the nature of the original question. No longer are we 
asking if experience has a role in academic learning, but how 
experiential learning is part of the academic learning process and 
thus worthy of academic credit? The answer is to organize 
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experiential ·· programs to include an academic (or theoretical) 
perspective. This means programs which grant credit for learning 
beyond the classroom must include components found in any academic 
process. It also means that the definition of academic learning 
needs to be expanded to include the use of practical experience as 
a necessary part of building and confirming theory. Any program 
which claims academic integrity should include an experiential 
component. 
Experiential learning, to receive academic credit, should meet the 
criteria for any academic program. This means learning should 
parallel that of traditional academic systems, including components 
which combine the strengths of learning both in and out of school. 
Programs must include activities which develop both relational 
and functional thought. 
criteria for academic learning which utilizes the community for a 
significant portion of the instructional program should include the 
following: 
1) 	 A teacher who has completed a formal program, acquainting 
him/her with the concepts, ideas, and important theorists 
in the field. A teacher must also be involved who has a 
working knowledge of where in the community concepts, 
ideas, and important theories are found. 
2) 	 A planned set of experiences, readings and exposures to 
key information sources which introduce the student to 
concepts and theories in the field. The experiences must 
be integrated into the conceptual and theoretical 
framework of the area of study so as to expand and 
enhance the knowledge of the subjects under investigation 
through symbolic and functional thinking. 
3) 	 Requirements which engage the student in the use of key 
concepts and theories through scholarly techniques such 
as writing, reading, analyzing, speaking, innovating 
(other forms of media such as art, video, radio, etc.). 
Participants must use these scholarly techniques in 
gathering information about the areas of study and in 
conveying understanding of the concepts/theories learned 
through the experiential components of the program. 
4) 	 Activities which measure the knowledge and understanding 
of the student through tasks such as tests, papers, oral 
presentations, laboratory experiments, mathematical 
computations. Learners should· demonstrate their 
knowledge and understanding of the concepts and theories 
through the above mentioned activities, in addition to 
actual demonstrations of knowledge through practical 
applications 
8 
5) 	 An -understood sense of "rigor" and systematic inquiry; a 
program which demands sufficient mental and physical 
effort on the part of the student to master the material 
covered. Learners should demonstrate the use of rigor by 
systematically experiencing and reviewing the 
relationships between the concepts and theories presented 
through classroom activities and those learned through 
the field-based portions of the program. 
Programs which meet these five criteria should be eligible to award 
credit for learning both in and outside the classroom. The 
requirements ensure that classroom-based and field-based learning 
are treated with equal importance and that theory is based on 
practice. The purpose of these programs is to assist students in 
critically evaluating relationships between concepts and action; to 
apply empirical methods of data collection to development of 
theories and concepts. 
The goal of academic, experiential learning programs is to develop 
student facility and skill in negotiating between the two cognitive 
worlds of in-school and out-of-school learning: 
symbol ic/theoretical and functional thinking. students must be 
able to freely move between learning through symbolic systems 
(language, mathematical representations) and learning through 
personal experience and observation. Demonstrations of 
understanding must also be rooted in both domains -- being able to 
explain (through language, formulae, media, etc.) and being able to 
show through doing. Integration of these two cognitive structures 
produces knowledge which is more complete than learning through 
only one mode. 
CONCLUSION 
Historically, academic learning has primarily been associated with 
mental processes. Such learning involves thinking in terms of 
relationships; in connecting ideas and concepts to develop theories 
and principles; in learning without concern for the outside world. 
In opposition, experiential learning has been conceived primarily 
as practical learning, rooted in functional thought, concerned with 
the world outside the academy. 
Recent discoveries about cognition and learning suggest that 
neither approach by itself is complete. Mental processes are not 
separate from context and situation. Concepts and ideas are 
generated internally by people based on personal experiences and 
individual constructs. Theories are continuously refined through 
empirical methods which require integration between theory and 
application. 
Thus, "complete learning", or "whole learning", embraces both 
academic and experiential methods. Such learning recognizes the 
9 
importance of mental and manual processes as necessary elements of 
general understanding and personal growth. 
If "whole" or "complete learning" is not acceptable as a new name 
for effective learning, then at least a new definition of academic 
learning can be proffered: learning which focuses on the 
understanding of theories and principles, which is derived and 
refined from practical applications. Through this definition, 
experiential learning becomes an equal and active partner 
to academic learning -- and assumes its rightful role as an 
important component of any quality learning program. 
10 

Possible Links Between 
Community Service-Learning and Teacher Preparation 
By Dr. Pamela and James Toole, National Youth Leadership Council, 

Barbara Gomez and Caroline Allam, Council of Chief State School Officers · 

How can community service-learning impact teacher preparation programs? There are at 
least two general approaches by which linkage could be developed. Each is listed below 
followed by several examples of how service-learning might impact teacher prep programs: 
I. Integrate Service-Learning into Teacher Preparation Coursework 
1 . To Increase Teachers' Instructional Repertoires 
Teachers need to know a variety of instructional approaches in order to provide a rich 
instructional program, and to teach to different types of objectives. Community service­
learning adds another alternative model of teaching to the repertoire of teachers, and 
can be easily included within existing courses, such as those covering general methods 
or specific subject matter curriculum and instruction. 
2. To Help Teachers Understand the Community as a Extended Classroom 
Many educational reformers are concerned about the lack of opportunities for real-life 
application of classroom learning, and of the lack of student knowledge about the 
adult world. Community service-learning, by its very nature, encourages teachers to 
learn ways to extend classroom learning into the community. Pre-service teachers 
who are given structured opportunities to learn how to teach community service­
learning lessons will enrich the pedagogy of their host school districts. 
3. To Utilize Service as a Context to Test Educational Reform Initiatives 
Besides the notion of the extended classroom, community service-learning is extremely 
well-suited as a vehicle through which pre-service teachers (and teacher prep 
programs) can test and refine a whole host of educational reform initiatiYes, including 
authentic assessment, cooperative learning, critical thinking skills, interdisciplinary 
end thematic instruction, and outcome-based education. 
4. To Build an Understanding of Teaching as a Moral Endeavor 
John Goodlad and others have noted the central role of mission and morality to the 
teaching profeSSion (e.g. commitment to equity, professional standards, etc.). Service­
learning underscores the notion that knowledge (and teaching) has a moral dimension. 
5. To Increase Recruitment of Minority Teachers 
As an educational practice, community service-learning could have indirect 
impact on teacher preparation programs if a greater number of minority students, 
enthused by their involvement in community service, chose to become teachers. 
Community service-learning might increase the appeal of teaching to those most 
interested in making a difference in their communities. 
II. Have Pre-Service Teachers Perform Community Service Themselves 
A second possibility for linking community service-learning and teacher preparation is 
to require pre-service teachers to perform community service themselves as an integral 
part of their training program. Some of the possible advantages include: 
6. To Personally Demonstrate the Power of Service-learning to Pre-Service Teachers 
Teachers who themselves participate in service-learning instruction will more 

likely see the instructional benefits from using such an approach. 

7. To Increase Teachers' Knowledge of Where Children Grow Up 

If teachers are ignorant of the life conditions of their students (which is not uncommon 

for student teachers), performing service within the local community could give pre­

service teachers a better sense of understanding how school and home are (or are not) 

working together for the education and development of children, and of what their 

students lives are like outside of the dassromr.. 

8. To Offer Cross-Training In Working with Youth 

Volunteering in a community agency, which serves specific needs of school-age 

children, offers pre-service teachers another context in which to learn, practice, and 

refine many of the interpersonal and problem-solving skills needed in all human 

services work. Agency personnel are trained differently than teachers and work with 

youth in a different context, meaning that they can potentially enrich teachers' abilities 

to work with youth. 

9. To Increase Knowledge about Community Resourcesl Networking 

Performing community service brings teachers into contact with community agencies 

which provide different services to the same youths who attend local schools. This 

contact opens up possibilities for future networking and collaboration, something 

which has been too often absent from school-community relations. 

10. To Integrate Teachers into Community Membership 

If teachers are not seen as a part of the neighborhood surrounding the school (or do 

not themselves feel connected), participation in community service-learning could 

link them in a meaningful fashion with the community in which they teach. 

Copyright © Council of Chief State School Officers, Sept. 1992. 
By Dr. Pamela and James Toole, National Youth Leadership Council 
Barbara Gomez, Caroline Allam, CCSSO 
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Service Learning 

Practicum Handbook 

Math/Science/Social Studies Practicum - 1 credit 

Elementary Education Program 

The University of Iowa 

Service Learning Practicum 
Description 
Service learning is the blending of community or school service 
activities with the academic curriculum. In completing the service 
learning practicum, you will work in a team of four methods students to 
assist a teacher and students in one Iowa City School District classroom 
to complete a service project which is integrated with the curriculum in 
one or more subject areas. For example, a class might visit a nursing 
home and conduct oral histories with the residents as part of a language 
arts unit on Aging. Service projects frequently require math skills (time 
management, budgeting, measurement), science skills (in association 
with environmental improvement projects) and social studies skills 
(decision making, group work, active citizenship). 
The Service Learning Practicum has been developed in association 
with the Iowa City Community School District Service Learning Project. 
The ICCSD Service Learning Project is funded through a Phase III 
Growth the Collaboration grant, with assistance from the Iowa State 
Department of Education and the Grant Wood Area Education Agency. 
In February, 1993, fourteen Iowa City teachers will participate in a 
three day training on service learning and then design service projects 
with consultation from Dr. Rahima Wade. Support from the Service 
Learning Practicum teams and financial assistance will aid teachers in 
completing service projects with their classes. The Service Learning 
Practicum is an exciting opportunity for university students to learn 
how to integrate service in the curriculum and to provide a valuable 
contribution to teachers, public school students, and the community. 
However, you are not expected to be an expert about service learning 
during this practicum. Your role is to assist the teacher and students, 
rather than to provide guidance in integrating service within the 
curriculum. If you have any problems with this practicum experience, 
please see Dr. Rahima Wade, LC N291, 335-5118. 
Service Learning Practicum Assignment 
Teacher________________ Grade ]eveJ______ 
&hooJ~__________________________________________&,hoolPhone________ 
&hoolAd~____________________________________________ 
Practicum Team l.eader. ___________Phone_____...­
Team members: 

______________________________ Phone______ 

___________________________________________ Phone__________ 
_________________________________________________ Phone______________ 
Service Learning Practicum 
Work Summary 
Please record the date and amount of time you spend on each type of 
activity in conjunction with this practicum. Ust additional activities not 
provided here and time you spent on them on the back of this sheet. 
gathering materials and supplies 

date time date time date time date time 

finding curricular resources and children's books 

date time date time date time date time 

working with students in the classroom 

date time date time date time date time 

observing in the classroom 

date time date time date time date time 

accompanying the class on a community 'field trip 

date time date time date time date time 

clerical duties (stapling, duplicating, etc.) 

date time date time date time date time 

creating bulletin boards, learning centers, or other displays 

date time date time date time date time 

Total hours spent on this practicum: 
. . 
Service Learning Practicum - Cooperating Teacher Evaluation 
The University of Iowa 
Teacher_________________SChool~_____________________Grade__ 
Memodssroden~__________________________________________ 
Please evaluate the group of methods students and their work this 
semester in your classroom. 
needs 
.exce 11 ent satls factory Im12rovement 
rappon with children 
awareness of children's needs 
preparedness 
selection of activities and resources 
confidence 
management techniques 
ability to adapt while teaching 
poise and appearance 
responsibility 
planning skills 
Would you be interested in having methods students help out with a 
service learning project during a furore semester? 
Please add ariy other comments on the practicum experience or the 
methods students' assistance on the back of this sheet. 
; 
' 
) {n ' . 
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Service Learning Belongs 
I; By AI/en WutzdorffJ 
;" .. . \ . ; , T he field of se~ice learning is rapidly coming, in 
" from the margins of educatIOn as we move Into 
I , , , ' the 1990s. Across the country, students andk' , : ' faculty alike are examining the learning potential of j., ,:: what is already a socially positive force. This growth 
: ~ , Is not unlike the growth of college internship pro­
". grams in the 1970s and '80s, where increasing 
numbers of college students majoring in disciplines 
t· not traditionally associated with "experiential learning" 
i ;,," , were given the opportunity to test out and apply their 
knowledge and abilities in work settings. An important 
result of this move into the "real world" was, of 
i ' , course, the formulatiofl and clarification of career 
t .' " goals. 
I ' . Service learning is really a specialized form of 
(.:: ' ' Internship, where students work in settings estab­
i " lished primarily to meet some social and community:..... 
need. But the opportunity to learn skills and gain new 
, , knowledge is as present in a service setting as it is in 
I. ' ,an internship. With appropriate goal setting, guided 
1 ':' ", reflection, and challenge, students can gain important 
t" ' . skills In problem solving, ethical decision-making, and 
:. communication, to name a few. Students can also ~ ' " " . 
_, learn to exercise their critical thinking about more­
; ..', ; universal content-related areas (e.g., social problems, 
,;', economic systems, cultural patterns) as they perform ~ ' needed work in the service arena. 
, In addition, service learning adds an important 
! dimension to a student's education, To be acquainted
"" , with community needs and to learn how to work inIt partnership with others to address those needs 
i" seems to me to be a necessary skill in today's 
~: ~!,. society. Service learning is not equated with giving 
" only, or with learning only. The practice includes 
reciprocity between all the parties involved (student, 
; ' community members, agencies, colleges), and 
V' ,;; ", teaches students important skills in collaboration, 
h , leadership, planning, negotiating, and evaluating, If all 
;'; , of these skills happen to lead to career enhancement, 
I'I)! ! whether in the profit or nonprofit sector, so much the 
;j~ ! ); ,. better. More and more employers are looking more 
L~:I::" and more positively at applicants' community service 
:: , " ' records as they make hiring decisions. 
fl i: ...<-; .. ;, ~ .. . '" I .I 
I, ,: ;' \" ,',' " , A Meaningful Contribution 
Lt .1.j J. •...~ :t'\' :'. ".' 
',Il';,:,;" Service learning, then, can play an important and 
J·.h::. necessary role within any curriculum, both from a 
~ i: I , i .. societal and pedagogical standpoint. A key question Is 
r· :",l/.'" "'> " ' " ' 
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the extent to which the students' work in the field Is 
related to their own career and personal goals and to 
those that the Institution has established for its 
experientiaHearning,wogram. No singular model has 
yet been developed' fQr connecting service with 
learning, nor is there 'a p,lrticular discipline that is 
always associated with s~rvice experiences. But we at 
the National Society for 'E~eriential Education (NSEE) 
are continually struck by the variety of subject areas 
where faculty are making creative connections to the 
students' off-campus work. Many colleges, in fact. are 
setting up interdisciplinary programs that draw upon " 
the rich potential of field experiences for aSSisting ", ; ~ 
students to break down the barriers between disci- . " .r 
plines. Such programs can actually do what college : ,", .:~ 
catalogues typically promise: prepare students for : 
meaningful professional and personal lives upon 
graduation. , 
Research on the effects of service learning, while· : '. ~,':; 
not yet comprehensive, indicates that students do " ! " , 
emerge from these experiences with qualities that do ' .. ~ 
enhance major aspects of their lives. Students who , ,. -.. \ 
have engaged in experiential and service-learning , " ;; 
programs oNen show increases in self-esteem and ' . " ," 
confidence; they become better acquainted with 
careers and therefore of career options; and they show 
positive changes in the depth of their commitment to 
society and to the process of career selection. NSEE i. 
has plans to research more deeply Into this subject .~ ' " ,1. 
[see "More Information" sidebar to accompanying :, ji. '\~r 
article. Ed .l . ' f 
! .' .. 1\'" 
i ~, ! ~ ,'. ,l Win With Service 
'I 
The field of service learning has grown rapidly In the 
past few years and shows every sign of continuing to 
expand its role as an accepted and established part of ' ; 
higher education. NSEE itself Is in the midst of an ," :.: , ;'1 
exp~osion in. the number o~ inquiries we receive dally :!\:I: I ! ~ 
for information on the subject and about NSEE " , . ,_. 1: : ;. ' " 
membership. As we manage and celebrate this ., ' ', :' ~ k" ",I 
growth, let's all of us as educators stay mindful of the . ''' ! 
many and rich possibilities inherent in service Jearnlng. ' 1 ' • J 
There are many quality programs across the nation, . ', ., :~I 
each serving to bind a community, college, and " !,' .1't 
students together in a win circle. Such circles belong. '", ~: if 
Allen Wutzdorff is executive director of the National So- ' .:f 
ciefy {or Experiential Education (NSEE).' : ' ,:,:! 
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Involvement 
David Sawyer, Berea College 
As you participate in this session, we hope that you will develop an appreciation for 
the different needs each stakeholder brings to a service-learning project. We also 
hope that you will begin to see the advantages and dilemmas associated with 
service- learning. Listed below are five roles you will be introduced to during this 
session. 
.. Student Role (Service Providers) 
* College/University Administrator Role 
.. Faculty Role 
.. Agency Personnel 
.. Community Members (Service Recipients) 
Service-Learning Involvement Page 20 
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Win/Win/Win 

With AService-Learning

Program 

College programs that get students involved in working 
with and for the community are "win" situations all around. 
By Judith S. Benion 
"Blftforfate, H'e-the Iortlll/ote olltl the 
lfnfortunate-1IIight hOl'e heel1 eoch other. 
-
W ilEN E[)L'C""'ON ildmillislril ­lors l11;'1ke Ihe coml11ilmenl 10 Slilrt ur ;'In,innm'alive new 
rrogram. Ihey face ;'I C;'lld, -22 : To slarl 
Ihe rrogrilm. Ihey need money: 10 gel 
Ihe money. Ihey need rroven resull~ . 
Ilowever. Ihere is one large "rlus" fllr 
Ihe ;'Idlllinisirillor wishing 10 slilr1 ~ .~er­
vice-Ie;'lming rrogr;'llll. On his or her 
side is lhe lraek record ;'Ind eJlpericncc 
of lhe m;'lny olher inslilllliolls llwl Iwve 
successfully imrlcmcnled such rro- ·. 
gmms. 1llese solidly dem"n~lrale Ihe . 
ncnefils of rrilclic;'Il work experiel1ce 
for slluknls. services receivcd hy Ihe 
communily. ;'Ind imrrovcd ruhlic rel;'l­
lions for Ihe college, ;md should will 
over lhe urper Imlss'. And Ihe college 
ilself c;'ln rrovide a wCilhh of 1;'Ilenl ;'Illd 
resources 10 assi.~l in lhe develormenl. 
imrlemenlalion. and I11Jinlellilllcc of Ihe 
program. 
Definitions 
Service learning eJlr;'lnds on rrevious 
inlem.~hir progr<lms by combining Ihe 
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f'residenl Bill Clinlon. 1993 Inaugural Address 
Iradilional edlll'alional goals of illiellec­
lu:d :111<1 l'er<ol1al growlh with the ql(: i;'ll 
vallle~ of {'CII11111lIllily service. F.~l'eriel1­
li:1I C(hlcalion rcfcr~ 10 all fOllll~ of oUI­
of-t"iil<sro.1111 karnin~. such ;'I .~ inlern­
~hir< . Icader~hir dC\'Clormenl. ;'Irrren­
lice,hips. and cooper;'llivc cducalion. 
SllIdenl' hencrill'rofc~siollally fromlhc 
acillal \\ork e~pericncc Ihey ;'Ire ;'Iblc In 
include on Iheir rcsul11es . n,i~ is pilr­
lindilrly importilnllotlay . givcnlhc li!!hl 
Cl11pln)'l11cnll11arlcl. Siudenl~ ill." grow 
per~onall)' through the inlril1~ic reward .~ 
of hl"ll'in~ tho<e in need . 
The conccrt of '«'"rvice leilrnil1g ;1I1d 
\\idc .~rrend nrgani7cd COl1l1l11l11ily scr­
vicc cvolvcd during Ihe 19(,0,. In his 
196 I I n;'lugu ral Address. Prcsidenl 
Kcnnedy reqlle~led Ih;'ll wc "A~k nol 
\\hal your coulliry c;'In do for you. hul 
whal you call do fllr your \:oulllry." Ili~ 
W;'l~ il eall-Io-civic-;'Irl11s Ih;'ll spurred 
l11ilny of Ihc nalion's young 10 aclion . 
Thou,;1I1d, of Amerka' s YOlllh hq:!;'In 
sel"\'ing in Ihe newly fonneLl inlern;'l­
lion;'ll Pe:lce CClrr~. domeslic VISTA 
program. :llld a ho .~1 of gr;'ls .~-rools. eOJll­
Illuilily -h;'lsed service programs. AI­
Ihough Kellncdy's gool W;'IS never fully 
fCaliled. college and universily le;'lders 
Ihroughoul Ihe n;l1ion h;'lve ncell doing 
Iheir r;'lrt .~. ;'Ietively inlegraling sludenl 
vohllllceri .~I11. inlern~hirs. ;'Ind cOllnnu­
nily scl"\'ice inlo Iheir rrogram offer­
ings . 
Tod;'ly, more Ih<lll 30 ye<lr~ afler 
Kennedy'S inilialive, Ihe need for ~1l1­
dC1l1 volunleers is slronger Ihan ever. 
Soci;'ll ills such ;'IS homeles.~nes.~. hlln­
gcr. juvenile delinquency. ellvironmen­
1;11 wocs. ;'Ind need~ of porulalion.~ ~lIch 
as Ihe impoverished young ilnd elderly 
;'Ire 100 frequenlly met wilh indiffer­
cnce. These rroblem~ demand illlen­
lion . Aelivisl studenls on c<lmru.~e~ 
ilero~s Ihe cOllnlry ilre ready 10 respond . 
A eal11rll.~ · b;'lsed volunleer eoordinalion 
elTon is Ihe missing link nclween ~Iu­
dCllls eager t{' '«'"rve :md Ihe m<lny ;'Igen­
cies :md individual .~ despemle for Ihe 
~er\' ices Ihey eiln rrovide. 
Where It Begins 
There:lre m;'lny different der;'ll1menl~ 
Ihal could adminisler a ~ervice - Ie;lming 
rrogr;'lm. but Ihe one lhill pcrfonns Ihis 
fUllclion in ilny rilrticulilr inslilulional 
orgilllilillion i~ USUillly Ihe dcp<lrtmenl 
111:11 inili;'lle~ it. 111 some college~ it is a 
sludenl :lffai,..; funclion; in others iI's a 
rill1 of ;'Icildemic affairs. Coopernlive 
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educntion. ~lUdent employmcnt. or C:l­
reer ~ervice~ offices coultl nl~o ndmin­
ister the pmgrnm_ 
Of course. there is no one program 
that will sati!l>fy the needs of all instilll­
liolls. each wilh il~ own individllal or!!a­
ni7.alional stmctnre_ Bllt to implemenl 
an effective service-learning program 
Ihere is nl\\'ay~ a need for a ~Irong cpa­
lilion belween aillhe tlep:lrtments in the 
college or university. 
How HCould Work: 

A Plausible Scenario 

The following scen:lrio. :In amalgal11 
of !l>Cveral aC\ll:l1 pmgra111.~_ ilIu~lrales 
how a !l>Crvice-learning progral11 l11ight 
be instituted. 
Director Wootl. n student affairs ad­
ministrator. is interestetl in starting up 
Campus Reachout. a pmgram that will 
involve a group of students who volun­
teer to assist local social service agen­
cies. Wood has done his homework . lie 
h:ls read up on service lenming in pro­
fessional journnls anti has contactetl 
adl11inistr:ltors from ~chools with ~uc­
cessful programs. He was fortunate 
enough to attend a professional confcr­
ence on the suhject. 
As part of his grountlwork. Wontl 
establishes goals thaI fit the needs of his 
in~titution and the ~tutlents there. lie 
knows he must ~t;1I1 ~mall and build 
from a ~trong hase. s6 he targets IIX) 
~t utlent~ for the first year. lie has con­
tactetl local agencie~ anti rect'i\"t'd an 
overwhelming response. 111e ~cho()1 
Judith S. ne~n iI 
I[ll'cia/ aHi.Hallllo IIIl' 
"ice "rl'Iidelll of slI/­
dl'''' a/fair.{ al 
Broward CO/lllmlllill' 
Cal/l'lIl'. IIal'illll [lr~­
,·iou.{/I· Jl'rI'('d {/.{ 
Bmll'a;'d',{ dirl'c/nr of 
.. {II/dl'''' fillallcial ur­
l'iCl'I. dimhilill' u/,.iCl'.{. 1'l'lemm a{­
fairI, and J[ll'~ial [lmllmll/.{. Sill' i.{ ·a 
/rl'qlll'1II II'rila alld .{[ll'aka mr ('dllca­
I;ollal ;.UII(,I alli('d II';lh hl'r ('x[ll'l'liu ill 
Ip('cial .{('n'iCl'_f. 
M.f. 8('r.fmllra.f dOIl(, doclorn/wark ;/1 
p"hlic admilli.flraliOIl al Nom Ullil'l'r­
IiIY. Sill' l'aml'd her M.II. ill pl'rmlllrel 
admilliJlmlimr al Mmrlclair Slall' Col­
ll'lIl', alld look her B./\. at Fair/l'igll 
Dickimoll Ullit·l'rIill'. 
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h(101rd ;1I1d 10cOlI hCIIl1eless shelter.~ OInd 
elderly hOllies. OIl11ong olhers_ arc inler­
e~led in particil'aling . 
Afler a~~essing Ihe needs of Ihe agen­
cie~ . Wood ~ils down wilh ~en'ice-Iearn­
in!! I'rorc~~ionals 10 devdop Iraining 
~el11il1ars 10 IC:Irh sllldenl~ 10 work ef­
feclively in Ihe agencies. TIle lraining 
includes clienl sensilivily ~kill~. indi­
viduali7.ed agency-srccifie skills. l"C1111­
r111111icaliolls skills. and a rellerlioll pro­
cess 10 as~es~ rcr.~onal gain for Ihe ~tu­
deill. The agencies will provide adtli­
lional. oll-sile Irnining. 
\Vcl()(1 ha~ develorcd m"CCll11e-a~Sess­
l11ent inslrul11ents hased on what he ha~ 
learned frolll olher srhcl(lls. lie has cre­
aled a simple one-page forl11 for Ihe 
agenc), to cOl11plete on ~tudent rcrfor­
man(e and nnolher fonl1 to u~e in ~tu­
dent ~urveys to l11ea~ure student ~ati~­
racticln and progre~s in the progral11. In 
addition to del11on~trnling results. the 
inforl11ation galhered will provide ex­
cellent qualit:lIive data for grant·fund­
ing npplications. 
Basic Necessities 
Ilased on hi~ project proposn!. Wood 
ha~ wrillen n sucressrul start-lip grant 
Ihat was funded hy ACTION-The 
Fellernl Domestic Volunteer Agenc)'­
for ~2() .OOO. lie h:lS enorrllOU~ polenti:ll 
in-kind support. which inclndes cost­
free services. personnel. and other re­
sourl'e~ provided hy Ihe college. TIle 
hasic necessilie~ WCl(l(1 will need isoflice 
'pace alld sUl'plies. a COl11pulcr. and a 
part-lime :ldlllinistr:ltive :lssistanl. lie 
neells to enli~t the help of st:lrf and 
facully. A lillie crC:llive s:1lesl11:1n~hip 
for hi~ progr:l111 can yield a bounty of 
henefits. 
Work ing with Ihe fin:lncial aid prfice. 
Wood arranges to hire :I part-til11e ad­
minislralive a~sistant Ihrough the col­
lege work-study program. lie al~onego­
tiate~ with the director of financi:11 aid 
to estahlish scholarships for student 
volnnteer; to enahle working students to 
earn dollar income~ while providing 
needed sen-ices to the community. 
nle nut stop for Wood is :1 Faculty 
Senate meeting_ llere he presents his 
propo~nl and rc-quests faculty :ldvise­
ment on injecting a sen'ice-Ienming com­
ponent into existing curricula. lie also 
discusse .~ the possihility of developing 
actual service-Ieaming rour.~es. know­
ing he will need raculty in\'olvel11ent 
hefore presenting the prolX'snl to the 
dean of academic affairs . Most of the 
faculty are skeptical. hut Wood geg :I 
commitment from seven memhers. 
TIlese. in turn. promi!I>C 10 try to recruit 
olher faculty and stuclent volunteers. 
Also on Wood's agenda are visits to 
the career services and student employ­
ment offices. Wood presents his pro­
fIIlsal 10 the directors and requests their 
hclp in recntiting students. Using a list 
of interested agencies. he works with the 
director~ to come up with joh descrip­
tions tu interest the stndents. Finnncial 
aid has allolled scholarship money for 
sOllie of the positions. Career !l>Crvices 
will allot funds from the College Career 
Work Experience Program to compen­
sate students who volunteer to work in 
the agencies. 
With these essential contacts made, 
Wood is ready to target stndents. He 
make~ pre!I>Cntations al the l11eeting.~ of 
various student organizations. such as 
the student government. fraternities and 
sororities. and various student clubs. He 
starts with these groups Oecau!I>C he feels 
he c:ln count on their offering their lead­
ership ahilities and existing resources. 
Student government leaders hnve prom­
i!I>Cd to explore the IX'ssihility of allocat­
ing funds from student activity fees 
(which finance student government ac­
tivities) to Campns Outreach . 
With the enthusiastic commitment 
Wond has received. he turns now to a 
full l11edia campaign. lie has found a 
jm,malisl1l intern who will help him 
coordinale the puhlic relations effort . 
Together they write pres.~ releases for 
distrihution to the school newspaper and 
the campus public infonnation office. 
They are also able to obtain a compli­
mentary ad in the student newspaper. 
TIley draft n nyer and poster (which are 
printed at minimal cost. courtesy of the 
graphics department) for distribution 
throughout the campus. 
Implementing the Program 
Wood and his administrative a.~si.~tant 
have created a data base to match stu­
dent inierests and fields of study with 
needed volunteer work. He will pair 
education majors and other students to 
vnrious mentoring progrnms in local 
elementary, middle. and high schools. 
Accounting and business rnnjors are 
needed to help local nonpmfit soci:ll 
sen' ice agencies cuI costs nnd operate 
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mor~ ~rricienlly. 10 ;r.;~i~1 Imv· incol11c 
pcr~on~ with 101:'1 r~1Urn~. OInd 10 :lssisl in 
rundr:lising ror communily proj~cIs . 
Compulcr scicncc major.~ :lrc nccdcd 10 
hclp nllnprolils sci up mana!!cahle and 
user -fricndly d:ll:l hascs and 10 condllel 
s~minar~ on n~w tcchnology. Siudenl~ 
or forcign langll:lgcs :lnd Ihmc \\'ilh 
hilingll:1l skills OIrc nccdcd In teach ESL 
(English a~ a ~econd 1;1I1guagc) to mi­
norilics and immigrants. Art :lnd nHl.~il" 
~Iudcnl~ arc nc~dcd to tC:lch c1a .~scs in 
housing proj~cls and al 10w-incol11c 
commllnilyccnl~rs . n,~SC .. rconly somc 
or Ih~ possihilili~s Ihal Wood h:lS comc 
up wilh. H~ knows Ihal Ille dcm:lnd ror 
~ervic~s ~xceeds hi~ supply or studcnl~. 
but h~ is counting on lhe growth or lhe 
progrnm to accommcxJ .. l~ most of thc 
r~qu~sts for assi .~tOlnce in lhc long lerlll. 
Wood now has a c0l11luilment fr0111 
15 f..cully m~mhcrs of \"arinu .~ di~ci ­
plin~s to ~stabli.~h a servic~-Ie:lrning 
compon~nt into Ih~ircurricula . P~ychol­
ogy and ~ociology professors will cst:lh­
lish class. r~quir~m~nts of :1ctu:11 field 
~xperienc~. which mOlY incllld~ voilln ­
t~er hours .. t v:lrious shcltcrs. dnlg rch:1­
hililation ccnlcrs. homes rnr Ihc cldcrly. 
and schools ror disabl~d childr~n . niol­
ogy t~achcrs agre~ 10 .. lIow stlldcnl.~ Ihc 
option or d~signing volunteer prPject .~ 
such as h~alth awaren~ss for low-in­
com~ ramili~s or th~ use or environm~n­
tal activities a~ c1as~ I?rojecK Engli~h 
and journali~m IC:lchc~ will orr~r :1n 
option ror slUd~nts to work in lilcr:1cy 
pmgrams. to d~velop community n~\\'s­
letl~rs. or to assi~t nonprolit~ with pllnlic 
r~lations . Th~ stud~nts will sllbmit a 
journal docul11~nting th~ir ..ctivllits in 
li~u or a t~rm paper. Oth~r faculty 
m~mb~rs hav~ drart~d propo~ .. ls ror 
servic~-I~arning class~s that will carry 
~I~ctiv~ sociology cr~dil. . 
Outcome 
By Ih~ ~nd of Ih~ first y~ar. Wood h:ls 
m~t his goal of placing Ino sHIII~nls in 
volllnleer agenci~s through c1:1ssrPol11 
opportunities. scholarship opportunit ies . 
and internships. n,rollgh Ihe sllcce~s nl" 
Campus Outr~ach :lnd the punlie ily it 
has g~n~rnt~d. Wood has incr~ased hi~ 
roster of av~ilahl~ studcnt volllnteers In 
n~arly .100. n,~ success or the program 
has I~d to incr~<1sed runding from wilh in 
th~ school' s ~conomic slruclur~ and from 
oUlside sourc~s. 
Wood has n~twork~d his program wilh 
nalional s~rvic~-I~arning organi7:1tions. 
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"'hid1 hclp, w ith rc~olln:c dcvelopmcnt . 
bring' ncw , olution' 10 cOI11I11'lI1ily proh­
Icms. and gcncr:1l~s n:ltion:11 punlicity 
;lI1d '"PI"'rt ror Ihc ncdgling progr:lnl. 
lie and lIIany Ilr hi, ,Huknl volllllh:ers 
h;I\"C bccn ahlc 10 allcml rcgional con­
rcrclKc~ 'r",n,orcd ny Ihcsc nalion:11 
mgani lOll illils. 
Sludcnl rC'r"'n~c was Ihc most cn­
cOllr:lging outcomc ror \Vood. Most 
sl"dcnt .~ rcporlcd personal and profcs­
,iona Igrowt h frpm t hc npericncc . J\.1 any 
said Ihat thc c)\pericnt'e hclped thcm 
lIIakc .. carccr d1<,iec. Somc ~tlldcnl~ 
had madc l"ontael~ 111:11 rcsllllcd in el11­
ploYll1cnlPpp0rlunil ic~ :1flcr gradllation . 
Olhcrs s:lid thcy simply cnjoyed the 
OPr"'rt'lI1 ily 10 makc :I dirrcrc",:~ :lnd 
wPllld conlil1l1C 10 \'(,Iuntccr ;,flcr c(,I ­
Icgc. 
Real Programs 
Whilc Campus RC:lcholit is :1 hY)lQ- . 
IhClit' :l1 progr:1l11. it is :1 COl11pmitc of 
~c\' cr:ll ~tlccc~srul progr:1l11s inclllllin!! 
I'"I",,,rrn ill A('/;"" (VIA l. :I scryicc­
kal'l1ing prpgrall1 :II Ilro\\'ard CPlnlllll­
nily C"IIcgc (BCCl.:1n urnan in"iHllion 
ha~cd in rpri I .1I1dcrd;llc , ncrprc dc\'el ­
ppillg VI A. nrpw:lnl h:ld a Sllt'l'c~srul 
Irat'k rccord wilh :I nllmncr pr smaller 
slllllcnl \'oluntecr progr:1l11s Ih:11 :Ire slill 
ill Ilper:llioll . Somc or these : 
• lllc ('11111/('11.1((' /(1 r(I/I/I, progr:lm 
tr:lincd t'llllcgc st udcnl~ 10 I11Cnl('r jllv~ ­
nilc orrcndcrs , 
• 1'/,(//1\;1;",,0/ hl.fi,I?/II.( \\,:I~:1 progr:1111 
Ilwl paircd :lc;ldcl11ically .~lIcccs~rlll nee 
sllIdcnls wilh lc:1rning ·dis:lhled high 
."Chool sllldcnls who "':lnled 10 go 10 
college, nl~ progr:1111 r:ln for t\\'o y~:lrs , 
and 1I10re Ih:1n h:1lf of Ih~ I11cnlor~d 
silldcnl~ cnrollcd in colleg~ :lncr high 
school. 
• Thc /(11 ,/AII)S Frlllnlliml (/1/(/ ['''('­
1'(,IIliml pmgr:1l11u~d person~ with A I DS 
:llId nee sllldcnl peer cOllnsclor~ 10 
cdlll':lle Ihc collegc's .~lIIdenls on A I DS­
rel:lled iS~lIes . 
nee ohl:lincd fllnding rnr n,ol/l'lIg(' 
1" ),,,,,,,, ;111(1 1'1'(11/(;1;(1/10"'1.(;,1:"(( rrol11 
Ihc U.S . J)cp;1I1l11cnt or hllll';JliOIl Flilld 
ror thc I IIIprcl\'Cl11cnt or ro~I , Sccol1d:1ry 
Fdllt'alillll tFiI'SEl , \Vhen Ihc Stlldenl 
Arl';lir~ slalT cOllt'ci\'cd and proJlo~cd ils 
most inI1(W;1\i\'c pro!!r:lm 10 d:1I~. 1'0/' 
/11/1('('1 '.( il/ At '/;ml.thc prc\'ious SIlCCCSSCS 
resulled in :1 Ihird npsr: gr:1nl. 
\',,/wl/r('1',( ill At·/;ml. likc Ihc irn:1gi­
n:lry e:1l11pU~ RC:1chnlll. ~('r\'~~ :1S :1 
c1c:lringhollse ror social service ~gen­
cics loC:1Iro in thecol1lmunily. ln ils first 
yC:lr. VIA pl"c~d more Ih:ln 100 slu­
dcnls in volllnt~cr posilions s~rving .14 
cOlnlllllllily :lgcllCics. And likc thc il1l:1gi­
n:1ry Wood. BCC Sludent Aff:1irs slarr 
c:1rdlilly ~~cOlrchcd the n~~ds of Ih~ 
t·OI11I1HlOily. Ih~ sllldents. and th~ col­
lege ncforc pl ..nning its own servic~­
Icaming progr:1m. 
Nearby Role Model 
Brow:lrd didn't h:1v~ 10 look f<lr for a 
role mod~1. B~v:1rd Community Col­
I~!!~. in COCO:l, Florid<l. is home 10 one 
of the mosl succ~ssful service-Ie.. rning 
progr:ll1ls in Ih~ nation. E~t<lhlishcd in 
1988. nrevard's Service Learning Cen­
I~r currcnlly h .. s 1.200 ~tud~nt volun­
Iccrs. 75 courses with servic~ - I~:1rning 
options. :lnd 75 faculty particip:1ling in 
th~ progmm. Bcfo~ planning Ih~ir own 
pmgr:lm. B~vard <ldminislrnlors join~d 
Campll .~ Compac\. a n:llion<ll organi7.3­
lion for servic~-I~OIrning program ad­
111 in isl r:1lors. 
Campus Comp:1ct now h:1s more th:1n 
2(,() 111~l1Ihers. It providcs ils m~mhers 
wilh IIp - Io - d:1l~ I~gislativ~ inform:ltion. 
IC:lds for d~v~lopm~nt:l1 ~sourc~s. ~­
gional :1nd national workshops and eon­
reTenc~s, and philosophic<ll :lnd pmfe.~­
sinnal gui"anc~ Ihrough its newsleller 
:1 11<1 nUlI1crous infonn:1tiv~ public<ltions. 
n,cr~ :I re m:lny other support groups 
:10<\ :1gcncies for n~dgling progr<lms (see 
sidchar: Mo~ InrOrnl:1lion on Scrvic~­
L~:1ming Progr:1ms). 
A Case History 
A n~w rn~l11her of C<lmp"s Comp:lcl. 
Rollins Cnll~g~ in Winler Park. Florida. 
has inilial~d ils C~nt~r ror Puhlic S~r­
\'icc which serv~s nearly 150 stlld~nls 
~:1ch y~:lr , n,~ c~nl~r follows up on Ih~ 
sllld~nl \'olunl~~rs and r~r(lrts Ih<lt sev­
eral of Ihe slud~nls h:lv~ g:lin~d perm..­
nC1l1 el1lployl11~nl wilh Ih~ service :lgcn­
cics :lner grndu:1lion. 
As nOI~d hy Krislin Zil11mcrm:1n, Ihe 
celltcr's pml,[rnms coordin:1tor: "W~ h<ld 
~(lI1lC sl mlents ~nmllcd in <I course c:llI~d 
'Politics or Abortion.' SllId~nls volun ­
I~er~d :It th~ nETA :lg~ncy (Birth. Edu­
c:1lion. Trnining. and Ace~planc~) wh~~ 
thcy h~lped singl~ moth~rs I~:lrn :lboul 
c:lring for Ih~ir child~n. proper use of 
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birth control, anti family-planning is­
sues. Four of the stuuents are now em­
ployeu there." 
Zimmennan said lhatlhe ~lUtlent~ ha\ e 
hatl great success with projects sueh as 
one on environmenlal slUuie\ that will 
be usetl by the Division of Parks anu 
Reere:llion. TIle city is giving an awaru 
to the slUuent volunteers for their ser­
vice to the cOl11munity. 
Zimmemlan allributes thl! SUl'cess of 
the progralll to the dforts of Wl!ntly 
Brantlon, tlirl!elOr of thl! Aeaucl11ic 
Resource Centl!r anu project uirl!ctor of 
the center, noting "her skill in galvani/­
ing the f.lculty 10 a.:tion" in paltkular. 
WirVWirVWin 
Tile bellejilS to tile cIIII""""ity arc 
the 1110st visible. OVl!rhurdcneu "ll'i;11 
service agencies are able to enhance 
services, anti clientele receivc l110re per­
sonal contact through the studcnt volun­
teers. Emly interventioll has been highly 
successful allover the coulltry, anti yllll11g 
chiluren who uesperatdy nl!eu encour­
agellle11l, scholastic assis(al1t:e, anu role 
moods are given a chance to allain 
higher goals. Publicizl!u cOl11nnlnity in­
volvement raises the awareness anu 
momle of thl! commullity in\'olveu. 
Tile benejils 10 Ihe cullege arc enor­
mous . A successful service-learning 
program-if properly publicizeu-Gln 
greatly enhance the image of the insti­
tution in the eyes of the col11l11unity . 11le 
program also allows the college wiul!r 
opportunities for resource uevelopment 
anu often leatls 10 greatcr fun~raising 
success. 
The bellejils 10 silldelllr, beyond the 
gr.Jtilication of helping those in nl!l!u, 
are bOlh iml11euiate a IIII long term. 
Schools anti polenlial el11ployers are 
working logelher 10 rewaru studenl 
volunteers. POlenlial employers have 
always valueu aClual on-Ihl!-job e~Jll'ri­
enCl!, often more Ihan acadcmic neuen­
lials. TIley are now placing valul! on 
c,)111nlllnily-service e~lll'riel1<:e as " 'l'Il. 
Anu schll<lls arc mak illg il easil'r for 
employers 10 identify SllIul!nlS who have 
participaleu in service -learning areas. 
In an effort 10 uucul11enl Ihl! l'0l1l111U­
nily involvement of sluuellls, some wl­
leges anu universilies have inslitulCU 
sluuenl lJevelopmenl lranscripls as au­
tlenua 10 Ihe acauemic Ir.Jnscripls, Ihlls 
provitling slutlenls wilh a uocumenlcu 
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rCl'mu of Iheir e~lll'ricnce olltside Ihe 
dassmol11. TIlese re.:mus of .:o-.:urricu­
lar alli\ itic~ em ~ prcs<nl<'u \11 illlli,';IIC 
addili"nal J')O ,kil\;. .J,,-!uired \\ 11Ik per­
fonlling cOIlIl11l1nily servicl! . As public 
sen'ice gains ill popularily. l11me el11­
ployers will h.: a,killg joh applicanls 
ahoul their slll'ial sl!rvicc amI volllllteer 
e~pcricl1Ce and rl!qllcslillg copil!s of 
cOIl1l11lInily·servil·e Iranscripts along 
wilh Ihe aeadcmi,' ICl·onls. 
An illlcgral asp•.Tt Ihal uifkn:J1Iiales 
sen'i.:e learning frum tradiliollal class­
nKlm edm:alion is Ihe rcllcclillll prll­
':I!SS. SllIdcnls keep Iheir IIWII jOllrnals 
delailing Iheir sClvil-e a,'li\"ilics alld Iheir 
IIWIl reaclillns lolheir wllrking rc! ;l\illn­
~hip willi Ihe ;lgClIl'y alld Ih.: l'Iicnh Ihey 
arc ,,'!"\"ing . The ,lUdellh mll,1 ;llso 
evaillale Iheir own perfllrmanl'cs to 
1II"a\lIl': Iheir progr,'" agai"'l gila I, Ihey 
ha,,' sCI for Ihl'llI\Cl\"c~ . In lIIallY PHI­
granl~, small- gfllllp rellc.:t i VI! Sl!ssiolls 
arc CIII11 ilion , and plannl!d rel'fealillnal 
a':li\"ilics allow sllllknis am] Icadcrs Ihc 
opplll1l1nil y 10 share I hei r c xJll' ric lI.:es ill 
a grllllp sCliing . 
In :luJililln III Ihe \'aillc of the e~JlI!­
ricnce ihcll'. \lUdCIII parlicipanls often 
rS:Ls:i\"(: ~ef\' icc ~dlolar,hips 10 retllll'e 
Iheir IlCI:J III IKIITII\\, fllf lIIilion. 1\ lany 
privale founualions and corporal ions arc 
Ilion: inclincu III conlribule hlllus iflhcre 
is a cOIllI1H1llily - ~.:r\"ice C01l1111 iII lie III 
fronl Ihl! ~IIIJCI1I. Governlllcnl fllnuing 
frol11 agcl1l'ics Sill'll a~ F1I'SE anu AC­
TION, whi.:h pH)\'ide SdllKlls wilh seed 
nllmcy III e,lahli,h ,er\"il'e -\carning pro­
granls. IIKlk f;l\"orahly at proposab Ihal 
inLlllu,: Sl"holarship il1l'l!lIlivl:s for Slll­
denl \"olllnll','r~ . l'erh:II" the mllsl c~eil­
ing htKl'l III ,llIdcnl \lIluntn'risl11 will 
l'OIll,' wilh Ihe ncw Clinlon Auminislra­
lion. The presidcnl ha~ cxpre~~'J hi~ 
desire for Ihe ':,I;llIli,llIllCIII Ill' a pro­
grall1lhal wllllid allllw ~lIldelll~ IU wmk 
olT college 11I;II1S throllgh conlllHlI1ily 
~"f\·I.:e . 
It's n ,..illl,..illl",ill .~it'll/ti"". The 
(onIl11lIl1il), gains, Ihe cllllcgl' gains. Ihe 
slUdclI" gain . Fllnding IIpportllnilies 
exi,1 fill' Ih.: ,"'\"elol'lI1elll alld illlp\c­
nlenlal iOllllf SCI"\' il'':' /l'amillg 1'1' 19 r;lIl1~ . 
Sc\'t:r;1I support sy~I':I1IS arl! availahle 10 
;I\sisl in Ihe ~lal1'lIp 1'1'IK.·C\s and III prll­
vide guidancc Ihrllllghlllli Ihe duralilln 
of Ihl! program. Wilh SII l11allY posilivl! 
fal'lors on Ihe siue of servin: le;lrning, 
Ihl! rCa I qllcslion is why cvcry cllllege 
alld IInivcrsily ullcsn'l inslillllillnali/c a 
scrvice·leal'l1ing program. . ~ 
More lnformation 
On Service-leaming
Programs 
ACTlON Agency, lhe federal 

domestic volunteer agency that 

provides help for volunteer 

activities and communily projects 

through grants and technical 

, assistance. 1100 Vermont Avenue 

NW, Suite 8100, Washington, DC 
 \ 
, 20525. 202l606-5t08. 
. ~ Campus CompIc:t: The ProjId for ., ,
Public Community SeMce. a . . 
~Iition of college and unlverslly 
presidents. Member services: ;' 
technical aSSistance, InternshIps, I;: 
awards, resource materials, . . ". ' 
legIslative advocacy, Brownr,),':~ : ~:. 
Unlverslly, 25 George Sireet, ~ ..', ; , 
n~~ence, il:02.912: 40!~~ ,~ '!'7~ 
c.mPUI 0utrMc:h OpportunIty \ :i,I.!' 
Lugue (COOL), a student " "1 
organization to support and ". 
promote student Involvement In 
community service. Member 
services: site visits, training 
workshops, conferences, resource 
materials. 386 McNeal Hall, Sl 
Paul, MN 55108-1011. 6121624-. 
3018. ' ' ~~ 
NatIonal Society for ExpIrientIII 
Educ:atIon (NSEE), an association . 'j 
of individuals, Institutions, and 
organizations that promotes service ,' ~ 
experl~nce as an Integral part of , :,; 1 
education. Member services: " :, J'. 
newslener, publications, confer- ' : ~ ':1 
ences, information clearinghouse. - ; 
Special publications: - ' ,' , 
• Combining Service and Lumlng: ' I 
A Resour.ce Book for Community , : ~ 
Ind PublIC Serv#c#. ' ', -.. ' 
• Research AgtInda for Combining ! 
Service and Luming In the 1990s. ' !' 
NSEE, 3509 Haworth ortve, Suite ' 
207, Raleigh, NC 27609-7229. 9191 ' 
787-3263. 
Partnership for SeMce-lIamlng, a 
consortium of colleges, universi­
ties, service agencies, and religious 
organizations commined to 
developing service learning In 
American higher education. Offers 
technical assistance to colleges and 
service-learning programs for 
sludents and recent graduates, 
, Holds an annual international ; 
conference. 815 Second Avenue• . I 
Suite 315, New York, NY 10017· !4594. 212/986-0989. I 
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FACULTY ARE THE KEYS TO 
LINKING SERVICE 
AND 
THE CURRICULUM .' 
Faculty have a central role to play in ensuring that service experiences are 
continually challenging and educational as well as useful for the community on 
the receiving end. As interprelers of the college or university's mission, faculty 
are in the critical position for supporting students' interest and activities in public 
and community service. More unportantly, they must assist students in 
reflecting criticaIJy aboutlheir pulilic service experien~s and in nlating them 
both to the broader social issues into liberal arts disciplines. Th~ must develop 
an "academics of human reality." 
1. To ensure that students serve effectively, 
PeopJe perform best when they have opportunities to reflect ngularJy upon and 
analyze their experiences, ant then practice or try out what ~~ have learned in 
the next step of experiences. U students are to be of real service to their 
communities and if they are to gain knowledge and develop skills as a result, 
they need opportunities to reflect upon what they are doing. Faculty have the 
potential 10 become service learners' ~st guides. 
2. To ensure that students learn and develop as a result of their public 
service experiences. 
Students continually comment on the benefits they receive from their 
community service, but often their learning is haphazard, accidental, and 
superficial. Th~ speak about "how much I learned" of '"how much I got out of 
my volunteer experience," but they often draw a blank when asked to describe 
how "what they got" relates to their classroom eduation. 
Higher education is founded at least in part on the premise tNt learning is 
d~pest when it is sponsored and facilitated by instructors. As advocates and 
sponsors of student community involvement, these institutions have the unique 
responsibility to (1) facilitate, assess, and accredit service-based learning; and (2) 
relate that learning to our common intellectual, social, political. and multicu1ture 
heritage. . 
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3. To reduc~ tM penonAl and firwlcial disincentives to stud~nt participation 
in public service. 
Wh~n public servic~ is viewed as an activity to be engaged in if students have 
~xtra ti.m~, money, seU-disciplin~, good time m.an.agem~nt skills, or an ~thjc of 
seU-sacrifice -i.e., as an activity that com~tes for students' att~ntion and ~nergy 
with th~ demands o( a separat~ academic lift- then it is not something for 
everyone. Commitment under thest circumstanc~s is hard to giv~ and~ore 
difficult to keep. The utilization o( public and community service--based learning 
as an effective ~dagogicaJ method for stud~nt achi~v~m~nt of acad~mjc goals 
InAkes public servic~ accessibJ~ to all stud~nts. 
4. To place civic education, civic participation, and social responsibility 
squar~ly within the acad~mic mission of rugher eduation. 
U high~r education is to t&k~ seriously the rol~ of providing students with th~ 
knowlrdge, skills, beli~fs, and confidence nKessAry for bKoming committed and 
compassionate citiuns, then contact with comtemporary social problems and 
efforts to solv~ them must ~come an important element of a liberal arts 
education. Public and community servic~ learning is a means both of co!"1lKting 
outcomes of liberal arts education to social action and of exploring profound 
human problems basic to th~ humanities and sciences as they arise in situations 
which have ~iate mtaning to students. Public and community service 
learning can affect students" aesthetic and ~th.ica1 commitments. Grappling Ywith 
real-lile applications of theories le~ in classrooms is efftctiv~ education and 
an essential part of students' complete inteUKfual devtlopm~nl 
'1..i~a.I Arts, ExpmpntiallAaming and Public 5e-rvi~: N~ Ingndimts for SociaDy 
Reosponsible Uncfe-rgraduatr Educ..abon.· Timothy StAnton, Iownal 01 Coopenbvr Educabon,. 
XXVo. No~ 1991. 
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By nur/w/'u )cl("o"y 
W ""N silidellis engage in <':011111111­nily servi<.:e, Iremelllious belle­fils ;!C<.:rue 10 Ihem , 10 Ihe com­
lIIunilies Ihey serve, alld 10 Iheir ..:olleges 
and ulliversilies . Those or us who have 
worke,1 wilh silidenl.~ involved ill":OIllI1I1I­
lIily ,,'1' in: I!'pealedl}' ht'ar Ihl'lII say sll..:h 
Ihings as : "II gave my life a purpose," "II 
henclile,lllle nlllrc Ihan any da.~sroom ex­
pcriellt'e," a1111 "I don'l lake life ItII' !!ran'· 
cd aIlYllllln:.·· 
COlll111llnilies also henclil IWlh dire..:lly 
al1ll in,Iirel:lly rrom Ihe work of sl\lllelli 
v"lullleers, Ii)r example, hy gaining new 
assislalll:e, hroader delivery or exisling 
scrvil:es, allIl fresh approaches 10 solving 
problems. or course, colleges als(l gain, 
through impmved lown-gown relal ion­
ships, wider eXflCriential learning for s\ll­
dent ,~, and opportunilies l(l orienl researdl 
10 meel human needs , among other bene­
fils . 
Given these Iremelllious potenlial bene­
lits, institutions sh(luld give priority 10 
makin!! opportunities to serve availahle t(l 
all slutlellts . Although stlltlents' interest 
and pani<.:ipali(ln in charitable adivities 
arc al a new high, a great many or Ihem tlo 
not have Ihe rreetlom to volunleer their 
lime antl energy. Sin<.:e the 1970's, college 
populations have changed tlramatically; 85 . 
per cent ,.r tmlay's undergraduales com­
lIIute to campus, nearly hair are 25 years 
old or older, <lntl more than halratlentl part 
lime. In addition, Iwo-thirtls are em­
pl(lyed. some working rull time or at more 
Ihan (lnejob 10 pay Iheir college expenses. 
Although beginning this rail colleges 
must use 111 least 5 per cent or Iheir retleral 
work-slutly allolment 10 pay stutlents 
working with commullit y agencies, and al­
though some institutions pruvitle commu­
nity-service scholarships, these programs 
can assist oilly a smalillumber orstutlents. 
MallY (llhers arc still linancially unahle to 
v"llInleer, even wilh the stipends prom­
ised hy the Clinlon t"IlIlinistralion's new 
AlIleriCorps, which will P;IY sl1ldents (lip 
licipants) f(lr service hefore, dllring , (lr ar­
ter college . l3esitles Ihe stutlents ullable to 
v(lliinleer ror financial reaS(lns, lIIany m(lre 
simply tlo not have the time to atltl volun­
leer work 10 Iheir already crowtled sched­
IlleS or dasse,~, w(lrk, I:lll1ily responsihil­
ilies. sllldying, antl eomnllJling. 
To enahle all sludenls to participale in 
l:(ll 11111 II lIil )' st'l"vit:e. colleges shullitl make 
sllc.:h ac.:tivit y an inlegral part of the c.:urricu­
hUll , I~esearch al Brevard Con1l11lll1il y Col ­
lege. whid. hoasls an , •• lIslandilig c.:olllpre­
hemive "servil:e learnillg" c.:ellier. shows 
Ihal 75 pCI' c.:cnl or Brevard's slu,lenls ini­
tially parlic.:ipate in c.:ommunily service as 
part (lr a dass. 
Colleges can incorporate community 
service inlll Ihe c1ll'ric.:ululn in a variety or 
ways . For e;l(ample : 
• Courses in lields sudl as Eliglish, soci ­
ology, hiology, and psyc.:hol(lgy c.:oultl adtl 
a community-service component. In writ­
ing classes , ror example, students could 
protluce a newsletter or brochure for a 
non-profit "gency . Soc.:iology stlldenls 
coultl SlUdy at first hund such social proh­
lems as homelessness antl illileracy by 
working with community agencies . Biolo­
gy students coultl sl1ltly local environmen­
tal issues antl work in clean-up c.:<lmpaigns 
and other projects . During <lntl after such 
servic.:e. slUdents coultl be requiretl to re­
late their experience to course readings 
and to tlisl:uSS whether it has made them 
more soci:rlly respof1sihle citizens . 
• Students coultl be offeretl Ihe chance 
to e<lrn <ldtlitional cretlit ror a course-ror 
e;l(!lmple, in regular three-c.:redit courses, a 
rourth c.:redit could he earned-by per­
rorming at least 40 hours or community 
servic.:e and c.:omplclillg a project Ihat links 
the course and the servic.:e. Examples or 
. , : .. 
IOU sClvice is noL fully inLegraLed inlo Lhe core 

educational program, iL is likely to be considered peripheral 

and thus he in constant danger of being cut or ignored." 

syslem ror a r(lod hank, designing a c.:OI11­
munity center, antl teac.:hing nutrilion to 
elderly people , (Sol11e inslilulions charge 
stutlents choosing the rourth-c.:redil option 
for only Ihrce credils or Illilion.) 
• COllrses could he olkred Ihal illclllde 
study of volunteerism, philanlhropy, and 
social respollsihility. Such dasses would 
allow students l(l explore. in dcpth, isslles 
such as Ihe lension hetwcen individual de­
sires and c.:omll1unily nce,ls , Ihe diller· 
enl:es hclweclI philanlhl"llpy and servi,,', 
alld Ihc clhil:al responsihililies or l:ilil.cn­
ship. 
0 1' COURSE, l(l make such l:IIITieular c.:hanges, faculty mel110crs musl he , encouraged to integrale communi­
ty-service aClivities into Iheir c.:ourses. To 
make it possihle fur Ihemto ,10 so. in .~1 illl­
lions must be prepared to provide several 
types or support, inelutling: 
• Administmtive assislanc.:e in localing 
community-service sites relatetl to particu­
lar disciplines and c.:ourses. 
• Faculty workshops designed to c.:on­
front the c.:onceplUal, methodological, antl 
logistical issues of integrating conimunity 
service into courses. 
• Small grants nr release lime ror work 
on revamping courses to inelutle service . 
• Technic.:al resources antl assistance, 
such as sample syllabi for courses that in­
clutle a service component and use or pas­
senger vans to transport racult y memhers 
and stutlents to community-service sites. 
• Awartls and other recognition ror pro­
fessors who develop innovalive courses . 
Several nalional organizalions pmvide 
sllpport anti guitlanc.:e l(l institlliions in tle­
veloping their service-learning programs. 
These include Campus Compact, the Cam-
n .. , . ,.' . 1, "'''' ~ ' ' ' · '"n;'. · '''''1(,"", thr 
Corporalioll ror Nalillnal ;111.1 ('OIllf1l1l11ily 
Servic.:e , the National Soc.:iety for Experi­
ential Educ.:alion , Jlarlncrship.~ lor Servit:e­
Learning , and Youth Servic.:e America. 
These groups offer a weah h or pllolica­
tiolls, 1II0dels of praelic.:e, l:IlIIrcrelKes. 
consultation servic.:es, and granh . 
Even after community servic.:e is inte­
grated inlo Ihe cI<lssroom, sleps must ht' 
laken to insure Ihal il will he suslaincd 
over lime . If servic.:e is nol flllly inlegraled 
inlo Ihc core educational program. il i.s 
likl'Iy 10 he e(lI1sidere,1 pcril'hnal a 1111 thus 
he in c.:onslant danger or hl'ing t'lIl (.r ig· 
noretl . Stralegies 10 inslilulionalil.e c.:om­
munilY servil:e on a camplls int"lllde : 
• Rcvising promotion antl tenllrc sys­
lel11s 10 inc.:rease Ihe emphasis 011 servicc 
and retlelining racully memhers · service 10 
indude work in 1:0111 nil 111 il y agl'ncil's a 1111 
prujec.:ts. 
• Finding a seCilre inslitulional niche for 
the servic.:e-Iearning program. The plal:c­
ment woultl depend on eaeh inslil1ltilln·s 
organizali(lIlal slrul:ture, hI.. preferahly 
shoultl he as high as fltlssihle in Ihe ;lI:a · 
del11ic-aiTairs division . 
• C(lnvincing Ihe president, vice-pn:,i­
tlents, antl other academic leaders of Ihe 
pedagogical value and legitimacy (lr serv­
ice. They shoultl be enc(luragetl to nlenlion 
in their sflCeches anti other .~Ialements the 
importance or learning through servic.:e to 
the institution's mission . 
• Developing stutlent leaders who are 
atlvocates or inelutling community service 
in the curriculum . 
The energies or responsihle, socially 
commilled citizens are dearly neetled in 
towns and cities throughout the nation. II 
is incumbent upon colleges antl universi­
ties to act now, while community service is 
Ihe roclls of allcntion in the Clillion Ad­
ministration lind in the media, to make op­
portllnil ies rOl' meaningrul service-and 
Ihus ror enlighlenetl citizenshi~vailable 
to all or oor stutlents, 
/I/lrl",r/l 1(/('0".1' iJ dirC'('lor tit" ..till/III/III il.\'­
,~C'rt,it'(' I'reJ/:rall/ ,\' al IIrC' Ul/ir'('r,~ilJ' of 
~ '",."1",,,1 "r (,,1/,"'(' ""rl.: . 
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KEYS TO KERA: Mission and Objectives 
Wendell Cave, Council on Higher Education 
One of the most important steps of a successful service-learning program is goal setting. 
During this session you will work individually or as an institutional small group to formulate 
service-learning objectives and goals for your campus. By the end of the session, we 
hope you have an idea as to how serv'ice-'Iearning will be implemented on your campus. 
Following the individual/institutional small group time, we will reassemble into small 
groups to share ideas. We encourage representatives from the same institution to 
participate in separate small groups in order to gain maximum input for the programs you 
will implement on your campus. 
MISSION 
The KEYS (improving Kentucky Education throug~ Yout,h Service) to KERA (the 
Kentucky Education Reform Act) program will institutionalize service-learning on the 
campuses of 28 colleges and universities through development of infrastructure building 
teams that will implement service-learning courses and serve as core groups for 
developing institutional service-learning plans. 
OBJECTIVES 
1 . 	 A one day project orientation session will be conducted for campus contacts from the 
28 partnership colleges and universities. 
2. 	 A two-day service-learning faculty development workshop will be conducted to 
train three member faculty teams from the 28 participating colleges and universities. 
3. 	 Each of the 28 partnership colleges and universities participating in a two-day faculty 
development workshop will develop, under the leadership of its three-member 
workshop team, an institutional service-learning plan that emphasizes activities 
involving its students in serving needs of at-risk elementary and secondary school 
students. 
4. 	 90 percent of faculty participating in a two-day faculty development workshop for 
, three-member workshop teams from the 28 partnership institutions will incorporate 
service-learning into a minimum of one revised existing course during the 1994-95 
spring semester. 
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5. 	 90 percent of the faculty workshop teams participating in a two-day faculty 
development workshop will participate in a two-day planning conference during which 
institutional' service-learning: plans will be merged into a single statewide higher 
education service-learning plan. 
INSTITUTIONAL WORK SESSION WORKSHEET 
1. 	 Develop a list of courses to consider for second semester service-learning courses. 
2. 	 Develop a time line for service-I'earning course implementation on your campus. 
A. 	 Date for deciding on a minimum of 3 service-learning courses. 
B. 	 Date for finalizing service-learning plan for the course(s). 
C. 	 Date for finalizing service-learning course syllabus. 
D. 	 Date for ordering needed course materials. 
E. 	 Must imp'lement during the spring of 1995! 
3. 	 Develop a time I,ine for an institutional service-learning plan for 1995-96 
A. 	 Decide on needed participants for initial planning session. 
B. 	 Decide on draft mission and objectives for the plan. 
C. 	 Conduct ini'l-ial planning session. 
D. 	 Conduct additional planning sess'ions including additional participants. 
E. 	 Complete draft of institutional' service-learning plan. 
F. 	 Finalize institutional service-learning plan. 
G. 	 Must hold state planning conference in early February of 1995 to meet 
proposal requirements of the Corporation for National Service. 
4. 	 Develop a budget for expending the $2,000 subgrant to assist in accomplishing the 
mission and objectives of the state KEYS to KERA Project. (Preliminary budget 
must accompany the subgrant contract). 
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QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERA TION 
1. 	 What are your individual service-learning goals for your institution? 
2. 	 What is the first step you would take to implement service-learning at your 
insHtution? 
3. 	 What barriers might exist on your campus which will hamper efforts to implement 
a service-'Iearning program? 
4. 	 What actions will you take to overcome those barriers? 
5. 	 On what factors at your institution can you capitalize to implemenVdevelop a 
service-learning program? 
6. 	 What is your ideal budget for your institutions' service-learning grant money? 
(Remember: Funds must be spent toward developing a service- learning program 
or incorporating service-learning into existing or future classes). 
7. 	 What if your institution was give $10,000. What would your budget be? 
8. 	 How would you work toward meeting your goals for service-learning? 
9. 	 Which departments at your institutions do you feel will be supportive of 
service-learning? (Academic and Non-Academic) 
10. 	 Which faculty/administrators will be most supportive of service-learning? 
11. 	 Which faculty/administrators will be most negative of service-learning? 
12. 	 What approach/approaches will you use to advertise your service-learning training 
workshop? 
13. 	 What approach/approaches will you use to advertise your service-learning program? 
14. 	 What structure would you like to use for your institution's training workshop? 
15. 	 What structure would you like to use for your institution's service-learning program? 
16. 	 What do you think will convince colleagues to incorporate service-learning into their 
curriculum? 
17. What is your ideal service-learning training workshop? (Excluding cooperative 
faculty.) That is, how do you propose to train your coUeagues? 
18. 	 What is your ideal service-learning program? 
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QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERA TION 
1. 	 What are your individual service-learning goals for your institution? 
2. 	 What is the first step you would take to implement service-learning at your 
institution? 
3. 	 What barriers might exist on your campus which will hamper efforts to implement 
a service-learning program? 
4. 	 What actions will you take to overcome those barriers? 
5. 	 On what factors at your institution can you capitalize to implement/develop a 
service-~Iearning program? 
6. 	 What is your ideal budget for your institutions' service-I'earning grant money? 
(Remember: Funds must be spent toward developing a service- learning program 
or incorporating service-learning into existing or future classes). 
7. 	 What if your institution was give $10,000. What would your budget be? 
8. 	 How would you work toward meeting your goals for service-learning? 
9. 	 Which departments at your institutions do you feel will be supportive of 
service-learning? (Academic and Non-Academic) 
10. 	 Which faculty/administrators win be most supportive of service-learning? 
11 . 	 Which faculty/administrators will be most negative of service-learning? 
12. 	 What approach/approaches will you use to advertise your service-learning training 
workshop? 
13. 	 What approach/approaches will you use to advertise your service-learning program? 
14. 	 What structure would you like to use for your institution's training workshop? 
15. 	 What structure would you like to use for your institution's serv1ice-learning program? 
16. 	 What do you think will convince colleagues to incorporate service-learning into their 
curriculum? 
17. 	 What is your ideal service-learning training workshop? (Excluding cooperative 
faculty .) That is, how do you propose to train your colleagues? 
18. 	 What is your ideal service-learning program? 
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Professional Organizations and Resources 
,.. ACTION Agency is a federal domestic volunteer agency that provides help for 
volunteer activities and community projects through grants and technical 
assistance. The address is 1100 Vermont Avenue NW, Suite 8100, Washington, 
D.C. 20525. Action Agency phone number is (202) 606-5108. 
* 	 Campus Compact: The Project for Public Community Service, a coalition of 
coll'ege and university presidents. Member services: Technical assistance, 
internships, awards, resource materials, legislative advocacy. Brown University, 
25 George Street, Providence, RI 02912. (401) 863-1119. 
,.. Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL), a student organization to 
support and promote student involvement in community service. Member services: 
Site visits, training workshops, conferences, resource materials. 386 McNeal Hall, 
St. Paul, MN 55108-1'011 . (612) 624-3018. 
,..,.. National Service Learning Cooperative provides leadership, knowledge, and 
technical assistance necessary to support and sustain service-learning programs 
within six primary audiences: Serve-America grantees and sub-grantees; K-12 
teachers and administrators; community based organizations; colleges and 
universities; state and local officials; and the general public. The Cooperative also 
provides three different resource centers which are listed below. For more 
information caB 800-808-SERVE or write to the Cooperative at the Uni1versity of 
Minnesota, R-290 VoTech Ed. Building, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55418. 
• 	 The Clearinghouse provides a toll free information number, a national 
database of programs and resources, materials library (for research , curricula, 
articles, etc.) electronic bulletin board, referrals to training, peer consu ltants, 
and other resources 
• 	 Regional Technical Assistance Centers provide training, consultation, 
networks of support in a geographic region as well as in areas of particular 
expertise, referrals to training, peer consultants, and other resources 
• 	 Regional Information Centers provide material and data collection from their 
areas to provide up-to-date information 
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P'rofessional Organizations and Resources, continued 
U National Society for Experiential Education (NSEE) provides a wealth of 
materials and expertise on academically based service. In addition to printed 
resources, they offer consultation and information services. NSEE is located at 
3509 Haworth Drive, Suite 207, Raleigh, MC 27609-7229,919-787-3263. 
It Partnership for Service Learning, a consortium of colleges, universities, service 
agencies, and religious organizations committed to deve'loping service learning in 
American Higher education. Offers technical assistance to colleges and se,rvice­
learning programs for students and recent graduates. Holds an annual 
international conference. 815 Second Avenue, Suite 315, New York, NY 10017­
4594. (212) .986-0989. 
* 	 Information taken from "WinlWinlWin with a Service-Learning Program," written 
by Judith Berson and published in the Summer 1993 edition of the Journal. 
** 	 Information was taken directly from brochures published by the institutions. 
Professional Organizations with Membership Possibilities 

Provided by the National Information Center for Service-Learning 

University of Minnesota. 

Alliance for Service-Learning in Education Reform (ASLER), information 
regarding this organization can be obtained from Barbara Gomez at 202-336-7026. 
Association for Experiential Education, is located at 2885 Aurora Avenue, 
Boulder, Colorado 80303-2252. The phone number is 303-440-8844. 
National Center for Service Learning in Early Adolescence, is housed in the 
Center for Advanced Study in Education at the Graduate School and University 
Center of the City University of New York, 25 West 43rd Street, Suite 612, New 
York, New York 10036-8099. This organization can be reached by calling 21,2­
642-2946. 
National Society for Experiential Education, is I,ocated at 3509 Haworth Drive, 
Suite 207, Raleigh, North Carolina 27609-7229. The phone number is 
919-787 -3263 
National Youth Leadership Council, located at 1910 Count Road B, Roseville, 
Minnesota 55113. The phone number 'is 612-631-3672. 
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Following are manual supplements which were distributed at the Faculty Development 
Workshop. 
Service-Learning Preparation, Monitoring and Assessment Supplement 36-A 
Service-Learning Course Syllabus Supplement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36-L 
Kentucky Community Service Commission Supplement ....... . ........ 36-V 
In Basket 'Exercise 
Imagine that the following assignment has been placed in your lIin 
basket" at woo<. 
Please handle the tour of the recycling plant for Mrs. Turner's fourth grade 
class. The event needs to take place week after next during the hours of 
1 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. I would also like for you to plan an activity for the 
students after they return which will allow them to relfect upon what they 
have learned. 
Now. answer the following: 
1. What will you do first? Why? 
2. What will you need to know? 
3. How will you find out what you need to know? 
4. What messages in this request seem unclear (if any) to you? 
5. Can you describe an activity that you think will allow the students to 
relfect on ther- experience? 
6. What will you do to let your supervisor know what you have done? 
....................................***********............................ 1••••••••• 
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A Reflective Journal 
1. Describe something that happened in your service­
learning site. 
2. What are some of your thoughts and feelings about this? 
3. Describe something that you think may happen as a result 
of the experience or something you will do about it. 
4. What resources would be needed to accomplish any goals 
you may have set for this? 
5. Who would you talk to for action? 
6. How will the knowledge you obtained from this experience 
help you? 
7. What advice would you give to another person in this 
situation? 
*********************************************************** 
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Discussion group questions 
1. What happened? 
2. So what? 
3. Now what? 
This style of group debriefing is used to keep the 
facilitation neutral. The facilitator can give subtle clues 
about right/wrong answers if the questions are not kept 
simple and open ended. Even if the learners catch on to 
the fact that the same three questions are being asked, the 
learner comes to know it is her responsibility to process 
the information without the filter of the facilitator's 
opinions. 
************~*********************************************** 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------
Examples of free-form response questions: 
1. At my agency, I was surprised to 
find
"-----------------------------------------------------------­
2. I wish I knew more 
about 
3. I was confused 
by--------------------------------------------------------------­
4. The staff who oriented me to the 
agency_______________________________________________________________ 
5. The most frustrating thing about my assignment 
was 
6. It was really fascinating to 
discover 
7. I wish I could 
have 
8. Most of the recipients of this 
service 
----------------------~---------------------------------
9. A myth I had before going on this experience
was________________________________________________________________________ __ 
************************************************************ 
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Site Visit Evaluation 
Date: 

Student Observed 

--------------------------------~-----Agency/Organization 
Activities observed 
Staff interviewed (names and titles) 
General overview 
Evaluate the student in terms of: comments made by 
staff 
Comments made by clients__________________________________________ 
Observed interactions 
Projects viewed____________________________________________________ 
Other 
************************************************************ 
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Self Assessment 
Describe your responsibilities on this placement 
What did you do well?________________--__________________________ 
What do you wish you had done better? 
What resources could have helped you do a better job? 
************************************************************ 
How would you rate yourself on the following: 
Excellent Good Fair 	 Need to 
Improve 
Communication 
with staff , 
Communication 
with clients 
Organizational 
skills 
I 
Dependability 
(punctual, met 
deadlines) 
Accomplishments 
© 1994 Permission granted for non-commercial reproduction 
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Pre-field Preparation, Reflection, and Assessment of Service Learners 
To ensure that learning actually occurs and is measured, faculty must 
thoughtfully prepare students for the experiential learning, accurately guide 
students as they interpret the professional world, and carefully monitor and 
evaluate the learning which has transpired. 
At the end of this course, participants will be able to: 
• Understand the e:xperientiallearning theory 
• Derme basic workplace skills 
• Review learning contracts 
• Utilize various learning skills 
• Identify assessment techniques 
• Dlustrate good practice in service-learning preparation and evaluation 
This course will provide participants with a basic synopsis of good practice in pre­

field preparation, reflection, and evaluation. All participants will need 

to further develop the basic framework of this instruction outline to fit the 

course(s) taught on her/his individual campus. 
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING THEORY 
Concrete Experience 
Active Experimentation Reflective Observation 
Abstract Conceptualization 
Stages of Learning Preferred Learning Situations 
Concrete Experience 
Reflective Observation 
Abstract Conceptualization 
Active Experimentation 
Learning from new experiences, 
games, role plays, discussion, 
peer feedback 
Lectures, observation, seeing 
different perspectives (brain 
storming), objective tests 
Theory readings, study time 
alone, clear presentation of 
ideas 
Small group discussion, 
projects, practice and feed­
back, self-paced activities 
------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
Learning Plan 
Student's Name 
Agency/Organization ____ -----­
Faculty Sponsor ___________ 
Date(s) of the assignment ________ 
************************************************************************ 
1. Describe the project on which you will be working? 
2. What do you know about the purpose of this organization? How did you learn 
this? 
3. To whom will you report? What is this person's role/title? 
4. Who are the recipient's of this service? How do you know this? 
5. What do you hope to accomplish during this assignment? 
6. How will you know if you have accomplished your goal? 
7. What resources have you used to gather information for this plan? 
************************************************************************ 
© 1994 Permission granted for non-commercial reproduction of this material for 
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--------- -----
Learning Contract 
Student's Name SS# 
-----~-Academic Major _____________ Class level ________ 
Address 
Phone number 
Faculty Sponsor's Name _______________ 
Academic Area 
Campus Address 
Phone NiUDlber 
Learning Site 
Name of Organization 
Name of Supervisor 
Title of Supervisor 
Address 
Phone number 
Dates of Assignment _________ to _________ 
Hours per week __________ 
Amount of academic credit Semester 
Passlfail or letter grade? _______ Course number ____ 
1. Describe what your responsibilities at this site will be: 
2. Explain what you expect to learn: 
3L-- S 
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A. State your learning objectives for this course (make sure 
that your objectives are succinct, measurable and 
achievable): 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
3. Describe the arrangements you have made with your faculty sponsor to meet 
with you to monitor your learning (note - this should be at least once every other 
week at a minimum): 
4. Explain what other methods your faculty sponsor will use to assess your 
learning (ie. readings, keeping a journal, making a class presentation of your 
rmdings, etc.): 
Approved: 

Faculty Sponsor Service-Learning Center Student Dean/Dept.Chair 
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National Youth Leadership Council 

Youth Service Connections to the Curriculum 

Followi"g is a list o( waYSltudents and teachers might conn«t c1a..rccm laming in lpecific subfect 
arell to needs in the community. The aim of the list is to stimulate thinkins. at rmpt best be UMd U 
part of a group brainstonning activity.) Young people have a knack for coming up witJ\ c:reatiw 
solutioN to ag.-old problems. This is, in fact, a major IOChl1 benefit of youth service programs. .~ 
possibilities lor tntepting youth service activities into existi"l subject areas are u llmitSess u the 
CT'Htivity and tresh Ideas of the youns. 'rbHe examples a~ most relevant to secondary schools where a 
pater division of IUbjecU ocaan, but they could abo be useNllor elementary IChooI \INti. 
Mease note that l'Nfty acttvities are relevant to a number ollubject area. Note alSo ~t aU of the 
examples below assume tNt an important pan of 5eI"Yi~leaming il direct cOntact between those 
serving and the people or environment they serve. Activities such u funsSniling or performing arts u 
described below attempt to bring about this contact. 
For turtlter i,.{or11l41;0,., ",,.UJct: 1M N.'itJul Youlh l.adership eoundl 
1910 w, COVllty Rd. B 
RDserrill~, MN 5511J 
(612) 631·3672 
English 

WriUns: 

- Study CUJTent issues and write stot:ies about them to convey in/ormation to peen or to the wider 

communjty. 

- Read works of literature related to HrVice-related issues, then write essays relating the experience to 

the literary treatment of the subject. A couple of examples for different iSlues are: flowm (or Allemgn 

and mental retardation or SUeD' SprjPI and environmental iSlues. . 

• Alter perfonning service, write stories, poems or p~ys using the expierience u a stutins poillL 

- Write letten to a senior dti%en. 

- Help disabled people to write letters and business correspondence. 

• Respond to Santa letten. 

JOunWlsm: 

- Write nonprofit organizations' press releases. 

- Write ltoriesfor weekly neighborhood or SIND town papen. 

- Write brochura or announcements lor community e'\'ents. 

- r~oduce community newspapers. 

Mathematic. ... .. 
- TutN younger .tudents in math skills. 

- Help people in need of help to precess tax returns. , 

-Conduct ,urv~ on community needs And process and aMlyze the results. 

- Count species of aniJNlJ or measure and count trees and other pl~t life for the Department of Natural 

Resources or Agriculture. . 

- ~Iculate need. and meuure building materials for construction projectlsuch u tNtallmg wheelchair 

ramps. . 

- Interview local businftMI abOut how they use math in their daily work and publish the ~ in a 

booklet for other math d&ues. Problems could be included which would show practical applications 

for a ranp 01 math concepts. . . 

.. H.lp food banks, fcod coopt or toca1 businesses with their monthly or quarterly inveneories. 

.. Help disabled home bound people with check writins, budgeting, filling out forms etc. 

• Assist small bustneues or ianni with bastc bookkeeping such .. cross checking journal entries or 
totaling columns. . 
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IndustrW Arts 
• Build specialiud equipment such as wheel eNtr ramps for cUwbled people. 
- Repair small engines for senior dtizeN or low income people. _ •0 
• Teach bicycle l'eJMil' or othel: medwUcal.kills to younger It'Udenti nus coUld Include lriC)'de Nfety. 
• rill: up senior dti.zens or disabled penoN' homes SO that they can mnain independent. 
• Help build lew income housi"l' . 
• Daisn &net build public facilities such as playground equipment. . 
• Examine lOcal problems such as tRlflc congestion and reearch ~nd develop outive solutions. 'The 
information and idus could then be present.ed to loa! policy makm. 
HolM Ecana:Na 
. - Work w;th residents of Public ,heltm or other iNtitutiON to*esign ud ftx up livtnS fOOI'N or other 
shared s~ces. 
• Conect and repair dothin, and household goods to be sent II) areu In need of disaster 1"el1ef. 

- Help establish immigrants in their apartments, painting, buying household goods.matre5seJ, etc. 

• Help senior citizens 01' pgor people with home budgeting and shoppin,. 0 • 
- Convey nutrition infOl'1Ntion to low income people. . 	 .­
• Cook and deliver meals to senior citizens or disabled people. 

- Provide teenaged mothm nutrion, child development, parenting and other information ale", with 

child care and help with household chores. 

• HeJpconsumers to successfully resolve complaints. 
Hulth 	 . 
.. 	 - Provide peers with information about sexuality, family life 1M other topla. 
- Educate peers and the public about substanCe abuse, AlOS and other IeXUAUy transmitted dbeues, 
and other issues. 
• Tau Emergency Medical Technici.1n training ~nd join the local volunteer ambulance crew. 

- Help the Red Cross to rollect blood. . 

- Te~ch first aid to younger students and to the public:. 

- Teach basic home emergency skills to young children who are home alone. 

• Conduct blood pressure screenings. 
Arts 
Visual Arts: 

- Paint public murals around corM\unity themes. 

- Design public spaces such u parks, playgrounds or malls. 

- Develop and present paintings, sculptures,' etc. to homebound, hospitalized or iNtitutional1zecl senior 

citizens, physically handicapped or othen. 

• Help display public an in ,alIenes or as part of local aaft shows. 
• Teach arts to younpr children or through Community Educltion or other crites. 
Pmomainl Arts: . ' ... 
- TeACh any perfonning an ID younger children, to people with disalrillties or to interested peen or 
adults. ' 0 • 
• Involving Leaming Disabled students or OtMn with disabilities in performances is also possible with 

any pedorrnin, art. . . 

MuJ1c I, 

• Spansorand organize a community fair with local youth and adult musicians. 

- Organize a CDrM\unity band. 

- Work with community members to write organiz.ation or community theme songs.

Thuter. 	 . , 
• Research and write plays around current events or community i:.sues. , o· 
- Perform plays on cunene Issues such as child abuse and then fadUtate dflC'Ulsion around these IDpiCS. 

- Use thutel' gimes to help their FIn develop communication!:, listening and other important skills. 

D~ . 

- Engage people with physical disabilities in dance u a wlY 01 :;ettin, them to leam new ways of 

coping or of expressing therNelV'tI. 

- Help others to team to express their emotiON and to feel good about their bodies. 
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_ Comp\ltas 
- Train senior citizens in computer we. 
• Assist disabltd people to use their computen. 

- Run computer pJ"OlRlN with local lumen or non-profit o'lanization staff. 

Sodal Studies --
Sodoiosy and Psydtolosy. 
- There are lNny waY' through service to engage students with people who are different from 
themselves IS .. means of helping the students to lum about different peoples and cultures. For 
n.mvJe: older students studying child development can learn a great deal fust by bftn,around )'Oun, 
children in ~y care: or classroom settings, and students can leam much about aging through time spent 
- doing home chores for senior dtiz.ens. Note: It is important to Involve the people beine-studled- In 
talking about their perceptions and needs, even to give them opportunities to talk with the volunteers 
about how they feel about young people and service. . ­
• Counsel peen around cxnnmon ~t issues. 
• Interview recent immigrants or others from different cultures a."'\d then write about their penpectives. 
- Resurch current events and present inIonNtion on it to youncer studenlS. 
• Produce maps for ~rks, li.,.raries and local organizations. 
• Using newspapen, government reports IJ\d other sources, research loc:aJ Issues of importance and 

dcvclop ways o( solving the problems. 

History: 

- Interview senior citizeN about their experiences, then compile a community history bookl~ This 

could be done for local events such as a nood, a local Industry or a particular person. It could also be 

done around specific MtiOnal or glob&l events such u World War II, the Ovil Rights Movement or the 

first Moon landing. . 

- Research loal property use or other community history for community planning pro~ 

- Make presentations on important historical events to peen or younger students. TheM could like the 

(onn o( reenactments, stories, plays, etc. 

- Develop neighborhood walking tours or other neighborhood histories. 

• Restore local historical or archeological sites such as (arms, Important people's homes, factories, 

Native American fishing or village lites, etc. 

Political Science: 

• Register voters and educate them about the democratic proceu. 
• Conduct public issue or candidate foNms. 
• Survey youth or other groups about their needs and opinioN and convey this lnIormation b;J poUcy 

makers. . 

• Work with local government or public institutions to help them solve problems ruch u pffittf, 

shoplifting. drug use, etc. 

• Take on non-p&ftis.an public isJues and educate the public about them. . 

- Assist covemment officials 10 make official forms and other documents attractive and readable. 

• Assist immigrants with the proceH of becoming dtiz.eN. • .. 
• Become conflict medLiton in the school and community. 
• Educate peen about the IOdaJ celIS of substance abwe and other key iIIueI. 

- Write letten to the editor. 

• Write )ettm to foreign SQvemments to uk for humane treatment of prisoners or doing pubUc education 
work (or Amnesty internatiOnal. 
EconoIfti~UIInaI: 
Young people can perlonn a number of key functions related to ec:ollomic development planning. Their 

reSearch could be coordinated and used by government or non-proflt plAnnen. Possibilities Include: 

- Inventory local resources. 

• Research the econorNc hiltory of an industry, a town or a reston. 

- Write letten or make phone calls 10 conduct local or bfOlder r.:wrket sunwys. 

• Contact neighboring convnunUies to match up resources and n«ds. 
Physical Education 
• Coach sports tOr younger students. :~ 
- Work wHh physical therapists to assist recovering ~ccident victims. , :11 -r" , 
• Orpnize and run SpecYl Olympics. " 
• Organize intercultural games and sporting ~ts. For example, recent lmmJsrants and Ions tam 
American residents could teach each other their favorite games. 
• Layout and build a ccmmunity excft'dse coune. 
• Help run walk, run and bix..-thons to increue community awareness of the ns.lor regular ccc:erc:iJe 
and to raise funds lor worthy pups. ·' 
Un"'&le Arts , . 

• Teach English as a Second unguage (ESt) to recent immigrants. • 

• Assist recent immigrants with basic tasks such IS get1ing phones, leaming,to use mass transit. or filing 
immigration ~pers.. . 
• Translate important government or other dO<:'Uments into lanple5 used by local residents or by 
tourists. 
• Plan and INke trip. to other countries where service is needed. 
• Collect dothing or other goods and delivft them to the people in need. 
Science . ' , 

- Research a pest problem such as the invasion of a new aquatic ¥t'eed and investigate possible solutions. 

• Adopt a stream or other body of water. Through research and testing, determine its health and 

develop solutions such u trash pidcups, p1.1blic regulations for boat \1M and wute disposal, inlorm usen 

of positive actions they can take, etC'.», .. , 

• Research loa! environment and plant trees and other plants to counteract Sioh.) warming u weD u to 

lid local ecosystems. 

- Develop I botanical guide to ~l wjldt10wen or a field guide to local parks or other natural lreas. 

• Perfonn energ audi~ . 
• Conduct reean:h on local resource ute and other environmental issues' and convey the lnIormationto 
, . , ' local poliey makers. . 
• Educate t,he publk about environmental concerns. 
• Work with a local humane 1Odety, zoo or nature center to usist injured animals or feed and c:ue for 
healthy ones. 
• Hold st&r gazer astronomy tours lor peopJe who can't get to observatories or planetariums. 
• ~ke presen~tioN on a wide variety of science-reI.ted issues to younpr students. 
• Measure rain fall including add c:ontenL 
• Assist with the work of nature cenlen or museums. 
(~lIy of thaI aJmIpla ~, .u,nld fram Enrichi", Wpm;" throwah ScnzKc hy KAt. Md'hmo" of 
Project SmricI LauI"Mip ill WcMin,ton StQ".) 
... the things we have to learn"before we can do them, we learn by 
doing them, e.g., persons become builders by building and Iyre­
players by playing the lyre; so too we become just by doing just 
acts, temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by doing brave 
acts. 
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, II. I. 
Syllabus 
Philosophy 3307 Social Justice and Community Service 
Winter Quarter 1992 
Four credits 
Time and place 	 Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:45-11:00 AM 
120 Ford Hall 
Faculty 	 Instructor: John Wallace 
380 Ford Hall 625-2868 
Office hours: TuTh 112:40-2:00 and by appointment 
Messages may be left at the Philosophy Department Office, 355 
Ford Hall, 625-6563. . 
Other useful addresses and phone numbers: 
Office of Community Service Activities 

320 Walter Library 626-2044 

Office of Special Learning Opportunities (OSLO) 
220 Johnston Hall 624-7Sn 
Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL) Office 
Second Floor, North Hall, St. Paul Campus 624-3018 
Un'iversity YMCA 

1901 University Avenue 625-3800 

Course Goals and Means Participants in this class will explore social 
justice and community service in four ways: (i) through serving in partnerships 
with the community; (Ii) through reading and discussion of work of philosophers, 
historians, and imaginative writers; (iii) throug~ individual writing projects; (iv) 
through team projects which explore possibUities for new structures and new 
policies which could move our society toward greater justice. These team 
projects will issue in concrete, detailed proposals and plans. First drafts win be 
completed at the end of Winter Quarter. These drafts will be revised and 
expanded during Spring Quarter. At the end of Spring Quarter each team will 
present its plan to a panel of peers, teachers, and interested and 
knowledgeable persons from !he wider community. 
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In terms of students' learning, this course (and the course which follows it 
next quarter, Philosophy 3308) has two basic objectives. One is for all 
participants to form a deeper understanding and appreciation of the diversity of 
American society. The second objective is to learn political philosophy by 
connecting it with the practical settings of the serving partnerships with the 
community. 
An overarching question which will permeate all of the work of the course 
is how individuals' involvement in service can contribute to structural changes 
needed to move the society toward social justice. Indeed, one should say, not 
·how,· but whether involvement in service can contribute to structural change. 
for a case can be made that service, by taking the edge off the worst suffering 
caused by current structures and by giving people a sense that ·something is 
being done,· delays or prevents structural change. It Is hoped that students will 
emerge from the two courses with an informed position on this complex 
question. 
Participants are required to be involved in community service. For those 
not already involved. placements can be arranged at the beginning of the 
course. Each student's team project win address a problem that is closely 
related to the area of the student's service. 
This course is the first in a sequence of two courses (Philosophy 3307 
and 3308). Students are of course not absolutely required to take both courses­
. -there is no way of requiring this and it would be unreasonable to do so if it were 
possible--but it is hoped that most students who begin will find it rewarding to 
complete both courses. Each of these courses is a four-credit course and each 
contributes to fulfillment of the Group C3 distribution requirement. 1,0 addition, 
the second course in the sequence, Philosophy 3308, contributes to the 
Cultural Diversity requirement. During Spring Quarter students will also have 
the option of combining Philosophy 3308 with a linked upper division English 
Composition course which will be dedicated to work on the emerging draft 
plans. 
Reading for the Cours. 
I. Reading Package available at Copies on Campus in Coffman Union 
1. 	 Ellen Goodman, ·Kids Learn Egoism from Their Elders.· The 
Mlnnespolis Star Tribune. December 1., 1989 
2. 	 Erma Bombeck. ·Volunteers Are the Real Royalty of America.· The 
Minneapolis Star Tribune, June 19, 1990. 
3. 	 Article, ·Princeton Student's Brainstorm: A Peace Corps to Train 
Teachers: The New York Times, June 20,1990. . 
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4. 	 David Broder, INot All Youth Have Tuned Out: The Minneapolis 
Star Tribune, July 1, 1990. 
5. 	 Tom Wicker, INo Bread? Let 'em Eat Cake: The Minneapolis Star 
Tribune, July 27, 1990. 
6. 	 - Jane Addams, IThe Snare of Preparation,· from Twenty Yesrs at 
Hull-Houss , pp. 65-8S. 
7. 	 Jane Addams, ·The Subjective Necessity for Social Settlementsl 
and IThe Objective Value of a Social Settlement, - iii Philanthropy 
and Social Progress (College Park, Maryland, McGrath Publishing 
Company, 1893), with an introduction by Henry C. Adams, pp. 1­
26 and 27-57. 
S. 	 William James, IThe Moral Equivalent of War, - In Bruce W. 
Wilshire, ed., William James: The Essential Writings-(Albany, 
State University of New York !Press, 1984), pp. 349-361. 
9. 	 John WaUace, IThe Moral Equivalent of War. 1990­
10. 	 Harry C. Boyte, -Turning Youth on to Politics: The Nation, May 13, 
1991, pp. 626-S. 
11. 	 Harry C. Boyte, -Volunteering Won' Make Youth Love !Politics,­
The Chronicle of Philanthropy, September 10, 1991. 
12. 	 John W. Gardner, Remarks at the Stanford Centennial 
Commencement, Juns 16, 1991. 
13. 	 Ivan IlIich, -To Hell with Good Intentions,- National Society for 
Intemships and Experiential Education Handbook on Service 
Leaming (1990). ' 
14. 	 William Sloane Coffin, Jr., -Justice, Not Charity,· Proceedings of 
the Outward Bound In tema tiona I Conference (1988), pp. 34·3S. 
II. 	 Book available in xerox form at Copies on Campus in Coffman Union. 
This book is out of print. 
A. D. Lindsay, The Modern Democratic State: Volums One (New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1947). 
III. 	 Books available at Williamson Bookstore. Some of these books will not 
be used until Spring quarter. The Ellison, Langley, and Woolman books 
will be used this quarter. 
Ignatia Broker, Night Flying Woman: An Ojibway Narrative (St. Paul, 
Minnesota Historical SOCi6ty Press, 1983). 
4 
Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man (New York. Vintage Books. 1972). Date of 
original publication: 1947. 
Dorothy Langley, Swamp Angel (Chicago. Academy Chicago. 1982). 
Tomas Rivera, This Migrant Earth, Rolando Hinojosa's rendition into 
English of Rivera's ... y no se 10 trago la tierra. (Houston, Arte Publico 
Press. 1987). 
Yoshiko Uchida, Desert Exile: The Uprooting of a Japanese-American 
Family (Seattle. University of Washington Press. 1982). 
John Woolman, The Journal of John Woolman (Gloucester, Mass., Peter 
Smith, 1971). . 
Required Wor.k for the Course 
The work for the course is conceived against a background of three 
actions which students are engaged in doing. These actions are (i) 
finding out their own family history. (ii) developing a personal philosophy 
of service. (iii) and working in a team to develop a plan for structural 
change to address injustice. It is important part of the educational 
philosophy behind the course that students start with tremendous 
resources for carrying out these actions. The course--the readings and 
discussions and interactions with peers and with the instructor·-provides 
resources for enriching and complicating the actions, making them more 
powerful and more subtle. 
Class discussion Discussion, sometimes in the class as a whole and 
sometimes in smaller groups, will be a fundamental part of the course. 
The idea is that students will be involved in doing things·-the -actions· 
sketched above--either individually or in teams and that the discussions 
will be an opportunity to compare notes on how the actions are going 
and to share suggestions for making the actions more effective. 
Sometimes the projects under discussion will tied to the papers 
described below; sometimes they will be tied to the reading for the 
course. Participation in these discussions is an essential part of the work 
for the course. 
Papers There will be several one-page ·think pieces· about the 
reading. These papers have the purpose of putting your thoughts about 
the reading in order in preparation for sharing them with the group. 
There will be two more formal and longer papers, roughly five double­
spaced pages in length, in which the student develops (i) his or her own 
family story and (ii) his or her personal philosophy of service. 
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Group Projects Each student will work in a team of 3 or 4 which 
develops a plan and proposal for structural change to address a socia. 
need. The area of the need will be the same area in which the students 
in the team are serving. 
Grading Procedure Individual grading in the course will rest on participation 
in class discussion; on the -think piece- papers; on the two formal papers; on 
the individual's contribution to the group project; and; as an option which a 
student may wish to add. on a personal essay or journal. Students should keep 
all of his or her written work to place in a portfolio to be turned in at the end of 
the quarter. 
University and College Policies 
Students should note the following policies. some of which are general College 
of Liberal Arts or University of Minnesota policies. which apply to this course. 
1. Departmental majors must take major courses on the ABCDF system. 
2. A student may receive a grade of -Incomplete- in the course only if 
unavoidable and unforeseeable circumstances. such as illness or family 
emergency. make timely completion of the course impossible. In these cases. 
the instructor's permission to delay completion of the course. which will include 
a contract for completing all work before the middle of the next quarter. must be 
obta'ined by the time of the final examination. 
3. A similar poHcy applies to late papers. They will be accepted only if 
unforeseeable circumstances. such as illness. make their timely completion 
impossible; permission from the instructor to turn in a paper late must be 
obtained in advance of the due date. 
4. Inquiries regarding any changes of grade should be directed to the 
instructor of the course; you may wish to contact the Student Ombuds Service 
for assistance. . 
5. Students are responsible for all information disseminated in class and aU 
course requirements. including deadlines and examinations. Attendance is 
counted in the grade for the class. in the way specified above. 
6. A student in this course may not submit extra work in attempt to raise his 
or her grade. 
7. The College of Liberal Arts has defined scholastic misconduct broadly as 
-any act that violates the rights of another student in academic work or that 
involves misrepresentation of your own work. Scholastic dishonesty includes 
(but is not limited to) cheating on assignments or examinations; plagiarizing. 
which means misrepresenting as you own work any part of work done by 
another. submitting the same paper. or substantially similar papers. to meet the 
requirements of more than one course without the approval and consent of all 
KENTUCKY CO~IMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSION (KCSC) 
ANNOUNCFS 
FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: IDEAS WANTED FOR AMERICORPS PROGRAMS 
In anticipation of an increase of funding for AmeriCorps programs within the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky, we are writing to advise you that we will be soliciting proposals 
for new potential AmeriCorps programs. AmeriCorps is the new national service initiative 
whereby individuals provide a year of service in exchange for an educational award and small 
living allowance. The KCSC is responsible for the implementation of AmeriCorps in Kentucky. 
Because the increase in funding is expected to be limited, allowing perhaps 1-3 new 
programs to be funded, we will initially be requesting that interested applicants submit a 5 page 
concept paper. The Commission will determine, on the basis of these papers, which applicants 
win be asked to develop a full proposal. The purpose of this process is to allow interested 
applicants to make an initial presentation without having to submit an entire proposal as well as 
enable the Commission to be aware of new and innovative program ideas. 
It is important to be aware that successful AmeriCorps programs utilize AmeriCorps 
members in well-defined programs, focus on clear and measurable results, and demonstrate a 
potential! to make a difference in the community. Significant matching funds are also required. 
To assist in the preparation of these concept papers, Technical Assistance meetings have 
been scheduled for 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon local time on the following dates: 
November 7 - Frankfort - State Office Building, 1st Floor training room 
November 9 -Madisonville- Hopkins Co. Extension Office, Exit 44 on Pennryrile Pkwy. 
November 11 -Prestonsburg - Big Sandy ADD Office, 100 Resource Drive 
During these meetings, Commission staff will review the guidelines for concept papers with 
interested applicants and answer questions about proposal criteria. 
Guidelines will be mailed on October 28.The deadline for the concept papers will be 
December 5. Requests for a full proposal will be sent out on December 12 to those applicants 
selected by the Commission. Final proposals will be due on February 7, 1995. 
If you would like to receive a copy of the guidelines for an AmeriCorps program concept 
paper please complete and return the form below to: 
Kentucky Community Service Commission 
State Office Building Suite 923 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40622 
(502)564-5195 FAX (502)564-3174 
NameofOrganization________________---________ 
Address ~----------------------------~~-
City ________________State ___ Zip Code ________ 
Phone Number Contact Person _~-----------------~---
I will attend the following T A meeting _____________________ 
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KEYS TO KERA 

SERVICE-LEARNING FACUL TV DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 

Overall Conference Evaluation 

Directions: Please check the appropriate blank. 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of the conference 
Overall rating of materials provided 
Overall rating of opportunity for audience participation 
Overall rating of presenters 
Overall rating of facilities, meals and breaks 
yes no 
Are you glad you attended this workshop? 

Do you feel prepared to initiate service-learning planning on your campus? 

Do you feel prepared to begin development of a service-learning course? 

Do you feel prepared to conduct a service-learning workshop on your campus? 

Feedback on Individual Workshop Sessions 
Introduction and Overview: Thursday 7:00 - 9:00 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of the session 
Material presented 
Session's effect on attitude toward service-learning 
Benefit to workshop participants 
Presenters 
Instruction: Friday 8:30 - 10:30 
Principles of Good Practice 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of session 
Material presented 
Opportunity for audience participation and discussion 
Benefit to workshop participants 
Presenter 
37 
Feedback on Individual Workshop Sessions 
Page Two 
Concurrent Sessions 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of concurrent sessions 
Material presented 
Opportunity for audience participation and discussion 
Benefit to workshop participants 
Presenters 
Involvement: Friday 10:45 - 11 :45 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of session 
Material presented 
Opportunity for audience participation and discussion 
Benefit to workshop participants 
Presenter 
Student Presentations: Friday 11:45 - 1 :00 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of session 
Material presented 
Benefit to workshop participants 
Presenters 
Implementation: Friday 1:00 - 3:00 
Excellent Very good Fair Poor 
Overall rating of session 
Material presented 
Opportunity for audience participation and discussion 
Benefit to workshop participants 
Presenters 
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